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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is the final report for SDG&E’s Integration Capacity Analysis (ICA)
Demonstration A “ICA Demo A” as required per the Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling
(1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit Analysis Methodologies
and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B (May 2nd,
2016) aka “Ruling” or “ACR”. This report details the project execution including criteria,
assumptions, and results. SDG&E’s project team will share this report with the
Integration Capacity Analysis (ICA) Working Group as directed in the Ruling to ensure
that project objectives were met.

1.a Overview
Demonstration A involved separately performing an iterative analysis and a streamlined
analysis to calculate the integration capacity of three phase 12kV distribution circuits.
The iterative analysis performs power flow simulations to model distributed energy
resources (DERs) at each node along a circuit, with the value of the integration capacity
(IC) results anticipated to be similar to what would be obtained when performing an
interconnection study. The streamlined analysis performs an initial baseline power flow
simulation to determine the starting point, and then utilizes a set of algorithms to
estimate the integration capacity at each node. The two different methods were
performed to allow stakeholder to compare the accuracy of the results (using the results
of the iterative analysis as the baseline level of accuracy) and the computing time to
arrive at the results. As the name implies, the streamlined method was anticipated to
provide results requiring less computing time but possibly with less accuracy, while the
iterative method was anticipated to provide results with a higher degree of accuracy and
confidence but requiring additional computer time.

1.b Comparison of Results
Demo A strived to compare the results (integration capacity values and computer time
to produce) of the streamlined and iterative ICA methods achieved by each utility, and
to also compare the results of each utility’s analysis using a common test circuit..
The IOUs found that there was not a significant difference, in either integration capacity
value or computer time, among their respective results for the test circuit. Figures 1 and
2 below show the final integration capacity results of the test circuit for both the
streamlined and iterative method between all three IOUs. The full comparative analysis
is found in section 6.
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Figure 1: Streamlined IC Comparison

Figure 2: Iterative IC Comparison

1.b.i Comparison of results between SDG&E’s methods
SDG&E found that the final IC results of the streamlined method and of the iterative
method were within 30% of each other 75% of the time. Some of the identified
differences between the two methods were the IC values calculated when hitting the
voltage threshold criteria, which SDG&E attributes to the streamlined method’s inability
to adjust voltage regulating devices in the simulation. Other differences in IC limits were
dictated by fuse loading, which is not screened in the streamlined analysis. These
differences in values highlight the need to carefully modify the interconnection process
by using the appropriate analysis for any Rule 21 reforms, which is discussed in the
recommendations section.
The most notable difference between the two methods is in the computing time. The
streamlined method, due to its single baseline power flow is significantly faster than the
iterative method. SDG&E found that the streamlined method could be up to 50 times
faster depending on how the iterative analysis is applied. For this reason, performing
iterative analysis updates on a frequent basis is prohibitive, leading to SDG&E’s
recommendation for an annual update to the iterative ICA for interconnection purposes.

1.c Findings
The following findings reveal that while some aspects of this demonstration were as
expected, other aspects turned out to be either more difficult or easier than initially
anticipated. Below are some of the key takeaways from Demo A:
The IOUs have aligned on methodology, producing consistent results for the test
circuit
This was an anticipated outcome, due to the IOUs efforts and knowledge of power flow
simulation.
Run times for the iterative method were extremely long due to the addition of bus
analysis
While it was anticipated that the iterative method would take longer than the
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streamlined, the extremely large difference in run time was not anticipated. This
required a re-evaluation of the use cases for the ICA.
A blended approach of both iterative and streamlined may prove an optimal use
of ICA
This outcome was not anticipated by SDG&E, as we believed that iterative simulation
was the superior method in all cases. This is largely a result of the run time issue
identified above.
The optimal method will be highly dependent upon use case
While this was unanticipated, it was a natural progression resulting from the long run
times of the iterative analysis, and use of a blended approach.
Data sets for the results of the hourly ICA are very large, requiring special
handling techniques
SDG&E expected to develop large data files as a result of the ICA. Because the size of
the ultimate files was unknown, how to approach the IT requirements for handling these
large data files was also unknown. SDG&E believes that users may find the large
quantity of data available from Demo A to be daunting, and is working to streamline how
the data is presented and transported.
Significant work remains to be performed within the power flow software suites to
optimize the ICA tools
SDG&E was working with Synergi before Demo A commenced to create the ICA
module within the software, and so was somewhat aware of the time and effort required
to develop these new tools. In this respect, SDG&E anticipated that the improvements
would take significant time. In another respect, the process of being an alpha tester for
new software was a new experience, in which improvements and changes to the ICA
module were not as straightforward and timely as expected. There is much that can still
be improved within the ICA module and method to improve results, decrease computing
time, and add required (as well as desired) functionality.
Demo A has provided a good launching pad for refining the ICA tools and methods,
presenting challenges to be overcome by the IOUs that will serve as lessons learned
moving forward. SDG&E will collaborate with the ICAWG to make steady
improvements to the ICA while keeping these challenges in mind.

1.d Recommendations
While the addition of an hourly ICA has vastly increased the temporal granularity of the
analysis and results, this improvement has not come without cost. The significant
increase in computing time and complexity associated with analyzing the results
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requires that stakeholders take a thoughtful approach when considering if a common full
ICA methodology should be implemented across and throughout the remainder of the
IOUs systems. SDG&E believes that by utilizing a stepwise approach to implementing
a full ICA methodology, the utilities will be able to improve the usability of the ICA
results while also decreasing the burden and cost of implementation. SDG&E
recommends that the utilities initiate implementing the following four steps over the next
12 to 24+ months.
1.d.i Utilize a Blended Approach
There has been much discussion within the ICA Working Group meetings regarding the
use cases of the ICA, from planning purposes to interconnection of a specific DER
project. SDG&E continues to believe that only the results of the iterative analysis
methodology are accurate enough to use for interconnection purposes, as this process
mirrors what is currently performed in a Rule 21 interconnection study.
However, for a planning use case, i.e. performing “what if” or scenario analysis, the
streamlined method may be more applicable. The sheer computational time required
of the iterative method makes performing multiple scenarios over a multi-year period a
daunting prospect. Care should be taken not to consider the results of a scenario
driven streamlined study of future years as being the same level of accuracy as
provided by an interconnection study. The distribution system is dynamic, and the
results of a scenario based study should be viewed as indicative values. That said,
scenario planning does have value, and may point towards locations that may become
constrained in the future or to areas that warrant closer study via the iterative approach.
1.d.ii Frequency of Updates
As noted in the discussion regarding the blended approach, SDG&E considers updating
the iterative analysis on a frequent basis to be cost and resource prohibitive. For this
reason, SDG&E recommends that a yearly iterative ICA be performed to inform the
Rule 21 process, while a more frequent streamlined study could be performed to
provide indicative values, including pertinent updates to scenario planning.
1.d.iii Initial Deployment (next 12 months)
Following-up on the lessons learned during the ICA studies exercised during Demo A,
SDG&E believes certain items are ripe for near-term inclusion in the ICA process,
including:
x
x
x
x

Expansion of the ICA to include single phase lines
Improved access to data by stakeholders
Map improvements
Rule 21 interconnection procedural update
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Two of these items (single phase analysis, data access) are currently under way or
actively being discussed, while the others require either input from non-IOU users or a
new proceeding. Even though these improvements may be pursued and initially
implemented during the next 12 months, SDG&E anticipates that the ICA analysis, data,
and maps will continue to improve for years.
1.d.iv Long Term Improvements (2+ Years)
The stakeholders in the ICA working group have identified several items that they would
like to see included in the ICA that are not currently feasible with the tools and
information technology (IT) infrastructure available. Some of these include:
x
x
x
x
x

“Click and claim” functionality
Weather correlated ICA
Methods for inclusion of specific load modifying resources
Creating a feedback loop with the results of the LNBA
Customizable maps

SDG&E believes that both the ICA and Locational Net Benefit Analysis (LNBA) are in
their infancy, and many improvements will be made during the coming years. Items
such as “click and claim” and customizable maps will require significant investment in
new IT resources, which was not within the scope of Demo A, and which, as a quasilegislative track of the DRP proceeding, is not scoped to authorize expenditure of such
funds. SDG&E believes that while some items may be out of scope for an engineering
analysis, or of limited value, many improvements can and will be made to the ICA to the
extent feasible and appropriate. The ICA Working Group and other users will be
instrumental in providing the input necessary for the IOUs to develop and implement
meaningful updates to the ICA maps and analysis.

2 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
2.a DRP and Demonstration A Overview
As described in the original DRP Guidance document1, the purpose of Demonstration A
(Demo A) is to demonstrate a fully dynamic analysis based on the Integration Capacity
Analysis (ICA) methodologies developed for the IOUs’2015 DRP filings. To this end, an

1

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling on Guidance for Public Utilities Code Section 769 – Distribution Resources
Planning, February 6, 2015.
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Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling (May ACR)2 was issued on May 2nd 2016 instructing
the IOUs to implement a modified ICA methodology in Demo A based on methodology
proposed in the DRP filings. On August 23, 2016, the Commission issued an Assigned
Commissioner’s Ruling3 (August ACR) granting the joint motion of the IOUs to modify
specific portions of the May ACR. The ICA methodology used in the Demo A project
strived to meet the modified baseline methodology as specified in the ACRs. This
section will explain how these requirements are met. Pursuant to the ACRs, the
baseline methodology shall have the following specifications:
Baseline Methodology Steps
1. Establish distribution system level of granularity
2. Model and Extract Power System Data
3. Evaluate Power System Criterion to determine DER capacity
4. Calculate ICA results and display on online map
How each of these steps are incorporated into the Demo A project is described below.
Baseline Methodology Steps
1. Establish distribution system level of granularity
x SDG&E’s initial filing complied with guidance to perform analysis and
achieve results granular down to the line section and node level. Circuit
zones were created for computational efficiency and display, but Demo A
explores analysis at all nodes and line sections in the system.
2. Model and Extract Power System Data
x A Power Flow Analysis Tool is utilized for geospatial circuit models with all
necessary components to analyze all the nodes on the primary distribution
system.
x A Load Forecasting Analysis Tool is utilized for forecasting and modeling
of load profiles across the system to the proper hourly granularity as
required by the May 2nd Ruling.
3. Evaluate Power System Criterion to determine DER capacity
x Four major criteria of Thermal, Protection, Power Quality/Voltage, and
Safety/Reliability are considered and analyzed in the analysis. The demo
2

Assigned Commissioner's Ruling (1) Refining Integration Capacity And Locational Net Benefit Analysis
Methodologies And Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B, May 2, 2016.
3
Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling Granting the Joint Motion of San Diego Gas & Electric Company, Southern
California Edison Company, and Pacific Gas & Electric Company to Modify Specific Portions of the Assigned
Commissioner’s Ruling (1) Refining Integration Capacity And Locational Net Benefit Analysis Methodologies And
Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B, August 23, 2016.
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project includes components in Table 2-4 of PG&E DRP were practicable
at this time.
4. Calculate ICA results and display on online map
x Results across the different layers of the system (i.e. line section, feeder,
substation transformer) are extracted from the analysis and published to
the online RAM map. Knowing results of different layers can help inform
smaller scale retail developers as well as larger scale wholesale
developers.

2.b CPUC Requirements
The ACRs include the nine functional requirements described below.
1. Quantify the capability of the distribution system to host DER
2. Common methodology across all IOUs
3. Analyze different types of DERs
4. Line section or nodal level on the primary distribution system
5. Thermal ratings, protection limits, power quality (including voltage), and safety
standards
6. Publish the results via online maps
7. Use time series models
8. Avoid heuristic approaches, where possible
9. Demonstrate dynamic ICA using two DER scenarios including no backflow and
maximum DER capacity irrespective of power flow direction
Modifications to Include in the Baseline Methodology
1. Qualify the Capability of the Distribution system to Host DER
a. Electric distribution feeders (a.k.a. Circuits) were modeled in the power
flow software with the individual capacitor bank devices that contribute
reactive power to the circuit.
b. Effects of load modifying resources (i.e. Energy Efficiency and Demand
Response) can be explored in two ways. The first method for reflecting
the effect of potential load modifying resources for ICA is to examine the
“net” loading effect of load modifying resources which will change the
loading conditions to which ICA is calculated. The second is by
considering these load modifying resources as a virtual generator directly
analyzed with ICA. At a minimum the first will be explored and the second
provided desire and input from the ICA Working Group (ICAWG).
c. Assumptions used in Demo A are provided in the appropriate sections of
this report to help inform ICAWG on how ICA is considering distribution
system conditions and DER parameters
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2. Common Methodology Across all IOUs
a. Through comparative assessment and coordination with the ICAWG the
three IOUs worked together to develop more consistency in ICA
calculations as outlined in the ACRs.
3. Different Types of DER
a. The ACRs outlined a set of ‘typical’ or ‘baseline’ DER profiles to consider
in the analysis. In discussions with ICAWG, the IOUs settled on a method
to analyze the baseline portfolios using computational efficiency
improvements.
b. The IOUs also provided ‘agnostic’ ICA values that can be used by DER
providers to analyze other DER portfolio combinations.
c. As agreed by the ICA WG, an “ICA translator” was made available for
users to determine the ICA values for different types of DER.
4. Granularity of ICA in Distribution System
a. The granularity of the ICA was performed at a line section and/or node
level on the primary distribution system as per the original guidance and
the ACRs. This means that ICA was analyzed for the high voltage (4 kV
to 21 kV) side of the distribution system. Scope of the analysis did not
include the service transformers or secondary service to customer
premises.
5. Thermal Ratings, Protection Limits, Power Quality (including voltage), and
Safety Standards
a. Four major criteria of Thermal, Protection, Power Quality/Voltage, and
Safety/Reliability were considered and analyzed in the analysis. The demo
project included the components in Table 2-4 of PG&E DRP to the extent
feasible and the accuracy of such analysis was validated.
b. Protection impacts and limits were evaluated with coordination between
IOUs on where increased consistency can be achieved. For instance,
exploring evaluating both Short Circuit Capability as well as Reduction of
Reach versus IOUs evaluating only one or the other.
c. Included in this report will be identification of any federal, state, and
industry standards embedded within the ICA criterion.
6. Publish the Results via Online Maps
a. Currently the IOUs ICA results are published in coordination with or
directly in their respective RAM maps. ICA results and load profiles are
also published and available on the Commission’s DRP webpage. One of
the major objectives of this demo was to gain further alignment with the
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online maps for which ICA results are displayed. The IOUs, in conjunction
with ICAWG coordination and input, were able to drive more consistency
and effectiveness to the display of data. Downloadable format and
mechanism discussions were also performed in coordination with the
ICAWG.
b. The information originally provided in the RAM map has much overlap with
the DRP ICA data. It will be the intention that the original data of RAM is
the default information provided and that ICA data is properly coordinated.
This will include reviewing and reducing overlap of new data and making
sure interface is user friendly and effective for developers.
7. Time Series or Dynamic Models
a. The demo project analyzed a 576-hour load profile including peak and
minimum 24 hour profiles for each month as well as dynamic power flow
interactions with time-dependent components of the system. This is a
major application of exploration of various approaches such as iterative
simulation and streamlined calculation.
8. Avoid heuristic approaches, where possible
a. The IOUs strove to eliminate heurist approaches in favor of dynamic
analysis throughout Demo A. Where heuristic approaches are used (i.e.,
operational flexibility) those methods were determined to be the most
reasonable approach using current tools.
9. Demonstrate dynamic ICA using two DER scenarios including no backflow
and maximum DER capacity irrespective of power flow direction
a. The IOUs evaluated the distribution system under a scenario in which no
power flows into the substation from the distribution circuits, as well as
one in which backflow was ignored, and export increased until a criteria
limit was reached.
Based on the ACR and ICAWG discussions there are limitations that cannot be
calculated within the Demo A Project with respect to secondary voltage service analysis
and high voltage transmission line analysis. Discussion of analysis for these parts of
the system can be explored in the ICAWG for long term vision, but is out of scope for
the demonstration project. Transmission system limitations and analysis would be a
good topic of discussion since the demonstration project evaluated reverse flow into the
transmission system without consideration of locational transmission system
constraints. However, for the scope of this demonstration, calculations of transmission
system limitations are out of scope.
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2.c Deliverables
Pursuant to the ACRs, utilities shall prepare a Final Report to report the Demo A project
activities and to provide documentation of the ICA methodologies and results. In
addition, the resulting ICA data shall be made publicly available using online maps and
in a downloadable format. The maps and associated materials and download formats
shall be consistent across all utilities and should be clearly explained.
SDG&E submits this Final Report for Demo A. In this final report, SDG&E describes the
objectives, methodologies, results and learnings of Demo A. The online map is located
at http://www.sdge.com/generation-interconnections/interconnection-information-andmap where users can access the ICA results by clicking on a feeder displayed on the
map and download complete ICA data.
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3 SELECTED DISTRIBUTION PLANNING AREAS
The ACR instructs the utilities to apply the ICA as part of Demonstration Project A to
two Distribution Planning Areas (DPAs). SDG&E has chosen its Northeast and
Ramona districts as the DPAs in which to implement Demonstration Project A. Figure 3
below shows these two DPAs within SDG&E’s service territory.

Figure 3: Northeast and Ramona Districts

3.a General Description
These two DPAs represent one urban/suburban (Northeast) and one rural (Ramona)
DPA within the SDG&E territory. The intent of picking a DPA from each of these
categories is to get varying characteristics in which to evaluate varying conditions in the
system. The other goal is to drive coordinated learnings with other existing and
anticipated future demonstration projects. Here is some general information about the
DPAs:
Table 1: Northeast and Ramona Statistics
Total Customers
Residential
Industrial
Commercial
Circuits
Substations

San Diego Gas and Electric

Northeast
210618
183720
120
26778
150
29

Ramona
20917
17303
7
3607
27
11
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Transformers

38588

8278

3.b DPA Characteristics Comparison
The charts below displays the differences in six circuit characteristics between the two
DPAs chosen for Demo A and the rest of the SDG&E system. Due to the urban nature
of the vast majority of SDG&E’s distribution system, the most significant difference is
between the rural DPA and the rest of the system.

Figure 4: Circuit Characteristics of Circuits Analyzed in Demo A
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4 METHODOLOGY
4.a General Description
This chapter describes the methodologies implemented in Demo A. Demo A is a
developmental step towards Utilities’ final proposals for a common ICA methodology
that can be used to update the DER hosting capacity at regular intervals. Being
consistent with the ACR requirements, the modified baseline methodology used in the
Demo A is described below, in four general steps:
1) Establish distribution system level of granularity
2) Model and extract power system data
3) Evaluate power system criterion to determine DER capacity
4) Calculate ICA results and display on online map
Figure 5 illustrates the general ICA methodology process diagram. After the system
model data and load data are extracted from various databases, the distribution circuit
models are developed in the power flow analysis tool. Several applicable power system
criteria are examined based on either pre-defined equations or iterative power flow
analysis in order to identify the maximum capacity for hosting DERs at each node. The
DER hosting capacity for each criterion is calculated independently and the most
limiting values are used to establish the final integration capacity limit for the nodes. In
addition to the line section analysis, the feeder level ICA and substation level ICA are
also performed. The detailed ICA results will be made publicly available online and in a
downloadable format.

Figure 5 ICA Process Diagram
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Streamlined Method
The streamlined method uses a database driven approach, applying a set of equations
and algorithms to evaluate power system criteria at each node on the distribution
system. The streamlined method first performs a baseline power flow simulation to
acquire the initial conditions of the circuit that will be used in the streamlined
calculations. These conditions can be but not limited to electrical characteristics such
as thermal ratings, resistance, voltages, current, fault duties, etc. The streamlined
method then evaluates the full set of criteria, including thermal, voltage, protection, and
safety limits independently to determine the maximum hosting capacity at a given node
or component of the system. Simpler methods utilized in the streamlined methodology
may not capture some of the more dynamic effect on the more complex circuits.
However, the ability to utilize simpler equations and algorithms within a database can
enable faster computations on large datasets.
Iterative Method
The iterative method performs an iterative power flow simulation at each node on the
distribution system. The iterative method solves for thermal and voltage conditions
simultaneously using power flow simulations. Fault flow simulations are used for
protection criteria not dependent on power flows. Due to the large number of iterations
required, iterative analysis can result in long processing times, especially when
expanded to large numbers of distribution circuits. However, the use of an iterative
simulation parallels what the IOUs would perform as part of an interconnection study.
This provides more confidence in representation of integration capacity on more
complex circuit conditions.
Layered Abstraction Approach
Important to this whole process and regardless of calculation techniques is the concept
of layered abstraction. By defining layers that represent electric circuit system
hierarchy, the explicit criteria calculations can be made within a layer independent of
another layer’s calculation. This helps organize the results in a way that can inform
specific limitations to a single point of interconnection or broader limitation to a feeder or
substation for system planning. Performing the analysis using abstract and layered
thinking is helpful for two reasons:
1. Enabling further improvement of ICA’s scope and granularity
2. Streamlined processing for vast datasets
Figure 6 visualizes the integrated process of evaluation across the criteria at each layer.
This integrated technique is important to get results for both node specific limitations
and substation level limitations. For instance, locational results can be limited by a
higher level constraint such as the thermal limitation of a substation transformer,
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therefore limiting the total amount of possible DER that can be hosted on the
downstream feeders and line sections.

Figure 6: Layered Abstraction Component

4.b Establish Distribution System Level of Granularity
The first step in performing an ICA is to develop a detailed 12kV distribution circuit
model. Synergi imports facilities data from SDG&E’s Geographic Information System
(GIS). Figure 7 illustrates some of the facility data extracted.
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Figure 7: GIS Data Extraction

The extracted data from the GIS includes the material type and length of the conductor,
type of switch, structures and subsurface equipment, reclosers, sectionalizers, fuses,
capacitors, voltage regulators, generators, connected kVA and type of substation
equipment.
Using this level of detailed data allows for a high level of granularity to accomplish an
analysis of each line segment. In the GIS model, a line segment represents an electrical
path between two points or nodes. A node is defined as a pole or underground
structure. The analysis will be applied to all the line segments on the main feeder and
branches including three phase and single phase lines. Figure 8 illustrates how the
single phase portion of a circuit is identified in the Synergi model

San Diego Gas and Electric
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Figure 8: GIS Extraction Including Nodes and Single Phase Lines

For the purposes of operational flexibility, SDG&E analyzes the portion of a circuit
between the last remote operated switch or recloser and a remote operated tie switch
as a single section. Manual tie switches or sections without a remote operated line
switch are not considered in the analysis.

4.c Model and Extract Power System Data
For demonstration project A, SDG&E is performing both an interactive power flow
simulation process and streamlined process to perform the ICA. Both approaches start
with performing a power flow analysis on the circuit model using Synergi. The analysis
is conducted on each line segment up to the substation bus level. The following
informational databases are used to build the circuit models.
x GIS: The circuit model is built from detailed data, as described in level of
granularity.
x Master Data Warehouse: A database that contains the DER Profiles4, Load
Profiles, and the thermal ratings for the conductors and devices that Synergi will
use for analysis.
x LoadSEER: A load forecasting model.
4

SDG&E is using the DER profiles provided by PG&E
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x

x
x

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) devices: SCADA data is
leveraged by LoadSEER to develop the demand profile for each circuit, which is
then aggregated up to the substation bus level.
Customer Information System (CIS): Customer billing code is acquired to
establish customer zones by customer class.
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI): Interval metered load data is
recorded for all customers on every circuit and allocated to the circuit model.

4.c.i Circuit Model Development
As described above, the Synergi model is developed by extracting equipment data from
SDG&E’s GIS system into Synergi. Once the load and DER profiles are developed,
they are imported into the Synergi model. A baseline power flow simulation is then
performed on the model and the results are checked and validated. If the model does
not converge, or values fall outside the expected range, steps are taken to troubleshoot
and remediate any deficiencies in the model.
For the purposes of ICA, SDG&E models circuits in their respective normal
configurations only. The number of potential circuit configurations after switching is
immense, and typically only used for maintenance or outage restoration purposes. For
circuits that do change configuration, future ICA updates will analyze the new
configuration and new ICA results will reflect the change. This is in line with current
Rule 21 practice that only analyzes normal configuration unless specifically requested
by the interconnection customer.
4.c.ii Load Forecast
4.c.ii.1 Planning Inputs: Load
Historically, every year SDG&E has constructed the peak load forecast for each
circuit/substation by looking at the load data for every hour of the previous year via an
automated tool to determine the peak day that occurred.
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Figure 9: SDG&E’s Existing in House Forecasting Tool

The user/planner then verifies that the peak data selected by the tool occurred under a
normal system configuration in order to validate the peak measurement. Once the peak
day and time is determined the peak value is then weather normalized based on
historical weather data and then adversed to reflect a 1 in 10 year hot weather condition
via weather factors providing from SDG&E’ meteorology department.

Figure 10: Ex. Of Weather Adjustment Factor Inputs

All new large spots loads and cutovers are also added to or subtracted from the peak
value to forecast next year’s 1 in 10 potential peak.
This past year however, as outlined in its 2015 DRP filing, SDG&E performed this
process in parallel within Integral Analytics LoadSEER software to enhance the
accuracy and reliability of SDG&Es distribution forecast. LoadSEER requires the input
of the past 10 years’ worth of load peaks, transfers, spot load additions, as well as
weather data. LoadSEER is able to automate the input of raw load data via a tool called
SCADA scrubber. Like that of the existing tool the data still requires review to make
sure no false peaks are being recorded from temporary cutovers.
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Figure 11: Ex. Of Inputted Peak data Within LoadSEER

LoadSEER then uses the raw data and interpolates a summer and winter peak
weekday/weekend load forecast based on the historical data, geospatial data, and
economic variables distinct to a circuit’s or substation’s region. The economic variables
associated with each distribution load forecast are only used if they are deemed to have
both relevance and a high correlation. Initially variables with high degrees of historical
correlation to the raw data are suggested by LoadSEER but ultimately the user must
determine if the suggested variables are relevant to the region in order to select them.
Otherwise the growth forecast is mainly tied to the system wide forecast. Depending on
the degree of correlation the user can blend the weighting of the system wide forecast
or the economic variable based regression forecast.
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Figure 12: Ex. Of Load Forecasts Created by LoadSEER

SDG&E chose to use LoadSEER for its more comprehensive inclusion of data relevant
to load forecasts, but also because LoadSEER is able to generate a forecasted 24 hour
dynamic forecasted load curve instead of a single static peak that SDG&E was
previously using. The 24 hour curves that are generated are able to take into account
new load curves that have variable output throughout a 24 hour period (e.g. solar PV, or
electric vehicles). The 24 load curves are necessary to be able to both perform the ICA
by running powerflow for every hour of a day, as well as to forecast both the magnitude
and the duration of forecasted overloads on distribution elements throughout SDG&E’s
system. An example of this load curve (24hour x 12 month) is shown below.
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Figure 13: Ex. Of LoadSEER’s 24 Hour Dynamic 12 Month Forecast.

The load curve establishes an understanding of what hours of each day in each month
that DERs may be limited on each circuit and substation.
4.c.ii.2 Planning Inputs: DER Forecasts
Another benefit to developing the load curves is that by using the load curve
methodology SDG&E planners are able to account for the hourly impacts of specific
DER technology types being deployed on a circuit or substation over time. This added
capability enables a more comprehensive ability to assess the impact of future DER
growth scenarios. An example would be to calculate the hourly impact of deploying 100
kW of PV solar panels vs. 200kW. As outlined in the ACR, SDG&E included the IEPR
baseline DER growth scenario in the construction of its load curves as well as the IEPR
High DER Growth forecast in its alternative DER forecast scenario. SDG&E
accomplished this in LoadSEER by allocating the system wide IEPR DER forecast by
technology type relative to customer types in each distribution asset’s adjustment folder.
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Figure 14: Ex. Of an Adjustment Portfolio for a Feeder within LoadSEER

Depending on the DER technology type SDG&E allocated DER types based on the %
of system total of a certain customer type (commercial/residential/industrial) on a circuit
or substation or by % of load coincident to system peak. SDG&E understands this is a
relatively rudimentary allocation methodology and believes that Track 3 of the DRP will
address improvements which will result in the development of a more sophisticated
allocation methodology as a potential long term refinement.

4.c.iii Load Profile Development
AMI data and LoadSEER are used to develop demand curves for each circuit based on
customer class and historical data. AMI data is used to determine the demand curve at
each service transformer. This is done by aggregating the consumption data from each
smart meter up to its respective service transformer, as shown in Figure 15 below.
Once the loading at each transformer is determined, the circuit load is then allocated to
each service transformer based on the AMI information.
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Figure 15: Aggregation of AMI Demand Data to Transformer

For the circuit demand profile, SDG&E utilizes LoadSEER to develop its forecasted
circuit load shapes that are uploaded to Synergi for the ICA. This tool employs multiple
statistical methods including SCADA as well as weather data throughout the SDG&E
service territory to derive statistical modeling of peak load history, econometric modeling
of energy, and a GIS-based land use simulation analysis (spatial forecasting), all of
which are used to develop forecasted load shapes. LoadSEER assigns CEC system
level mid case demand to the appropriate substations as well as circuit to establish the
growth by utilizing the statistical methods described previously. The two DER growth
scenarios (scenario I and scenario III) established by SDG&E with the IEPR forecast
mid-energy demand case as the base will also be included in the forecasted load
shapes. The final product will be a typical high load forecasted load shape day and a
typical low load forecasted load shape day for the three scenarios.
Once the circuit demand profile is created, it is then allocated to each service
transformer based on the AMI information.
4.c.iii.1 Generation Profile Development
The DER profiles used in demonstration project A are those that are identified in the
ACR, which include:
 EV – Residential (EV Rate)
 EV – Residential (TOU Rate)
 EV – Workplace
 PV
 PV with Storage
 PV with Tracker
 Storage – Peak Shaving
 Uniform Generation
 Uniform Load
These profiles are shown below:
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Figure 16: DER Profiles

4.d Evaluate Power System Criteria to Determine DER Capacity
Power system criteria are the principles that determine the capability of the system to
integrate DER. As required by the ACRs, four major categories of power system criteria
are considered in the Demo A to determine the DER integration capacity for the nodes
and line sections on each distribution feeder. These four criteria are thermal rating,
power quality and voltage, protection system limits and safety and reliability standard of
existing equipment. Each power system criterion is evaluated independently and the
most limiting values are used to establish the integration capacity limit for the
corresponding node/section. The process for these calculations is also described in this
section.
4.d.i Calculation Techniques
The ICA calculation techniques provide approaches towards evaluating distribution
system limits to host DER across the entirety of a utility’s service territory. The specific
technique to the methodology has two main goals to ensure a successful and scalable
analysis for the DRP which are (1) streamlined efficiency and (2) improved detail and
granularity. These two objectives in general can lead to diverging paths for a
methodology, but the goal of the demonstration project is to determine if there is a best
path forward to strike a balance between the two. There are two calculation techniques
being explored within Demo A. These are:
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1. Streamlined Calculation
x Promotes streamlined efficiency through reduced simulation and principles of
abstraction
x Simplified or abstracted evaluation based on algorithms with input from a
baseline power flow
x Requires less processing resources. Enables more batch output insights (e.g.,
for DER planning where multiple scenarios are needed)
x May provide lower accuracy since resource is not directly modeled
2. Iterative Simulation
x Promotes detail and accuracy through direct modeling and observing simulated
conditions
x Increased confidence in accuracy due to direct modeling of resource
x Better for more accurate representation of DER impact to electrical conditions of
circuit.
x Requires powerful computing through simulation of iterative placement/upsizing
of DER in model to simulate very precise conditions with many power flows
x Best for simulating complex systems
The working group and demo projects are paths to test, compare and improve
methodologies. Multiple techniques enhance innovation to tackle problems with a wide
range of complexity, especially at this early stage. We may find that an iterative solution
can serve more complex problems, while a streamlined calculation can serve simpler
problems. Moreover, when multiple methods return similar results, we have increased
confidence (triangulation, or convergent validity). A blended approach may be more
intelligent, less risky and more effective in enabling innovative, valid and efficient
outcomes. It can also help in meeting the objectives of the use cases including
enabling ability to expedite the interconnection process.
4.d.i.1 Streamlined Method
The streamlined approach applies a set of streamlined algorithms for each power
system limitation category/sub-category to evaluate the DER capacity limit at any node
of the distribution circuits. It performs analysis more efficiently by not requiring direct
simulation of DER to observe impact. This helps to enable system wide scenario
analysis with much less processing requirements. For instance, batch power flows are
performed to get electrical conditions and data such as but not limited to ampacity flows,
voltages, fault duties, and impedances. The final results are determined by inputting this
data into the streamlined algorithms to determine the integration capacity for each
limitation.
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The figure below illustrates how each power system limitation criterion is evaluated
though power flow or short circuit analyses and how the final ICA values are established
based on the most limiting individual ICA values. The algorithms are repeated for every
node of each circuit as well as for different power flow scenarios. During the reverse
power flow scenario, the safety/reliability criterion (i.e., operational flexibility) will be
excluded so that the study will allow reverse power flow.

Figure 17: Streamlined flowchart

Performing explicit calculations in abstraction enables a streamlined process that takes
significantly less time than iterative processing which also lessens the IT resource
needs. As technology and IT innovates and gets better, more scenarios and advanced
processing can possibly be incorporated to provide more baseline information and
plausible scenarios, which will lead to higher precision in the streamlined method.
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4.d.i.2 Iterative Method
The iterative simulation is the direct modeling of new resources and performing iterative
simulations for determining integration capacity at each node. Each analysis uses
power flow calculation engines to compute the phase currents and voltages at every
node on the network given the load and generation levels under various scenarios in the
model. The iterative approach is consistent with engineering simulations performed on
new interconnections during detailed studies. This method is expected to provide
results that are expected to be more indicative of field conditions.
Figure 18 illustrates how each power system limitation criterion is evaluated though
power flow or short circuit analyses and how the final ICA values are established based
on the most limiting individual ICA values. This process will be repeated for every node
of each feeder, and repeated for different power flow scenarios. During the reverse
power flow scenario, the safety/reliability criterion (i.e., operational flexibility) will be
excluded so that the study will allow reverse power flow.

Figure 18: Iterative Method Flowchart

This approach allows for a greater amount of precision at the sacrifice of computational
speed. Due to the precision of this approach, it is best suited for complex feeders where
the streamlined approach has difficulty in streamlining the dynamic voltage device
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operations on longer circuits. Bulk system analysis can be made more efficient by using
various methods of computational efficiency that are discussed in section 9.a.
4.d.i.3 Final Processing of Criteria Calculations
The analysis looks at various layers of the system. The final processing ensures that if
there are limitations upstream that are dependent on downstream conditions (i.e.
reduction of reach for a recloser) than all the downstream nodes are limited by that
condition. This approach is more relevant for streamlined and blended approaches
where analysis is more abstract and not always connected through the simulation as in
the iterative approach. Figure 19 depicts the general process that is used to obtain the
final set of results.

Figure 19: Abstraction Technique for Integrating Results across System Layers
4.d.ii Thermal Criteria
Thermal criteria determine whether the addition of DER to the distribution feeder causes
the power flow to exceed any equipment thermal ratings. These limits are the rated
capacity of the conductor, transformer, cable, and line devices established by IOUs’
engineering standards or equipment manufactures. Exceeding these limits would cause
equipment to potentially be damaged or fail, therefore mitigation measures must be
performed to alleviate the thermal overload.
An hour-by-hour calculation is performed to compare the equipment thermal limits given
a certain amount of DERs. The Integration Capacity value is the highest value of DER
which can be connected at a node which does not exceed the thermal rating of any
piece of upstream equipment on the distribution circuit or substation.
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The table below shows the equations and flags used to evaluate thermal limitations in
the streamlined method and the iterative method, respectively.
Streamlined

ሾሿ ൌ ൫  െ ሺሾሿ െ ሾሿሻ൯
  ሾሿ ൌ ൫   ሺሾሿ െ  ሾሿሻ൯

Iterative

Power flow tool flags the equipment where loading conditions exceed
the thermal rating

In the equations, “kW Load Limit [t]” refers to the integration capacity value for energy
consuming DERs at hour t; “kW Generation Limit [t]” refers to the integration capacity
value for energy producing DERs at hour t; “Thermal Capability” refers to the 100% of
the most limiting equipment’s loading limit from the substation to the node being
analyzed; “Load[t]” refers to gross load at hour t; “Generation[t]” refers to gross
generation at hour t for the node being analyzed.
The “Load [t] – Generation [t]” could be thought of or replaced by net load. Load and
Generation may be stored and evaluated separately to help evaluate contingency
scenarios which are not assessed at this time.
Due to the nature of load and generation, the iterative simulation identifies overloads
with respect to their impact on the system. Load receives power from the system
(forward direction), while generation exports power to the system (reverse direction).
Whichever direction, the simulation will flag equipment that is experiencing loading
conditions that exceed the rating set within the model.
4.d.iii Power Quality / Voltage Criteria
Power Quality / Voltage Criteria determine whether the addition of DER to the
distribution feeder causes the distribution primary feeder to operate outside of allowable
power quality and voltage limits which can lead to customer facilities and equipment
damaged. DER planning must include power quality analysis so that new resources are
evaluated for sufficient voltage and quality of service.
There are both steady state voltage limits and voltage fluctuation limits established by
IOUs’ Rule 2 and Engineering Standards, which are drawn from American National
Standard (ANSI) C84.1 - 2011 Range A.
Steady State Voltage
The table below shows the equation and flag used to evaluate steady state voltage
limitations in the streamlined method and the iterative method, respectively.
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ଶ

Streamlined
ሾሿ ൌ

ቀ  ሾሿ ሺ ሻ   כቁ
ሺ  כ

ୈୖ

   כሺ  ିଵ ሺ

  ሾሿ ൌ

ୈୖ ሻሻሻ

כ

ୈୖ

ȁ ʹ  െ  ሾሿȁ

 

Power flow tool flags for steady state over-voltage and under-voltage
conditions

Iterative

Steady state voltage changes can be generally estimated using the Ohm’s Law
principles. This limit is determined by the headroom of voltage from the simulated
voltage at the node to the Rule 2 steady state voltage limits (i.e., the voltage shall
remain in the range between 0.95pu and 1.05pu).
In the equation, “VLL” refers to the actual circuit voltage at hour “t”; “R” and “X” refer to
the line impedance to the node under study, “PFDER” refers to the power factor of DERs,
which is assumed at 1 in the study. Section 8.a evaluates smart inverters and DER
operating at other power factors.
Voltage Fluctuation
Voltage fluctuation is evaluated to ensure deviations from loads and resources on the
grid do not cause harm or affect power quality to nearby customers. The voltage
fluctuation limit used in Demo A is 3%5, which is prescribed by engineering standard
practices. This criterion is used in order to minimize the impact of fluctuations caused by
DERs on other customers. The table below shows the equation used to evaluate
voltage fluctuation limitations in the streamlined method.
ଶ

Streamlined
 ൌ

Iterative

x
x

ቀ  ሺ ሻ  כ୬୭୫ ቁ

  כୈୖ
ሺ   כୈୖ    כሺ  ିଵ ሺ ୈୖ ሻሻሻ
Compare node voltages with DER on and off
Highest value recorded before deviation threshold is surpassed

The equation used for voltage fluctuations is fundamentally derived from Ohm’s law. In
the equation, “Deviation Threshold” refers to the voltage fluctuation limit, which is 3% of
the nominal circuit voltage in the study; “VLLnom” refers to the nominal circuit voltage; “R”
and “X” refer to the line impedance from the substation to the node under study, “PFDER”
refers to the power factor of DERs, which is assumed at 1 in the study. Section 8.a
evaluates smart inverters and DER operating at other power factors.
5

The 3% limit can be found in IEEE Std 1453-2015 “IEEE Recommended Practice for the Analysis of
Fluctuating Installations on Power Systems” in Table 3 for medium voltage systems.
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Iterative methods will run a power flow with the DER on and off and compare the node
voltages before and after. All voltage devices on feeder must be locked in order to
understand the true voltage variation before the voltage devices correct for such
changes. When any node voltage deviation surpasses the set threshold then the DER
size is recorded for that node.

Voltage Regulator Impact
Voltage regulators monitor specific conditions of the grid and dynamically adjust voltage
based on changes to the system loading conditions. One of these conditions is
monitoring current flows in order to estimate what the lowest voltage downstream would
be. Historically the assumption was that current flow was always in the forward
direction which assumes a voltage drop downstream. When DER is connected
downstream from the regulator, with the current flow at the voltage regulator will reverse
and the voltage rise due to the DER. If the regulator does not have the proper settings
to understand this it will regulate the voltage improperly. Regulators now have options
to consider the reverse flow conditions properly and manage the voltage while
generation is downstream. When regulators do not have these settings and see
reverse flow the analysis will flag for issues.
Streamlined

ሾሿ ൌ ሺሾሿ െ  ሾሿሻ ȁ   Ͳ

Iterative

x
x

Flag for reverse current through voltage regulator
Applied only to devices without distributed generation mode settings

4.d.iv Protection Criteria
Protection Criteria determine whether the addition of DER to the distribution feeder
reduces the ability of existing protection schemes to monitor the grid to promptly
disconnect areas during abnormal system conditions (reduction of reach).
If a fault occurs electrically downstream of a distribution protection device, the device is
designed to detect and interrupt high magnitude fault current as to isolate the affected
portions of the circuit from the rest of the system. Typically, these devices are
programed with defined Minimum Trip current settings so that the device does not open
during normal peak loading conditions but can still detect the lowest fault current
possible within its defined protection zone and trip quickly enough to safely isolate the
affected system.
If a power producing DER is placed electrically downstream of the protection device, it
is a source of power that can contribute to a fault and lower the fault contribution
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detected by upstream protection devices. The reduction of ability to detect a faulted
condition is referred to as “reduction of reach.” When DER causes significant reduction
of reach the distribution protection device may not operate as designed when sufficient
DER is connected beyond a protection device. DER planning must account for its
impacts to protection schemes to keep employees, public, and assets safe from
potential electrical disturbances on the distribution system.
The table below shows the equation and flag used to evaluate the reduction of reach
limitations in the streamlined method and the iterative method, respectively.
Streamlined
      כୟ୳୪୲ ୈ୳୲୷  כ   כξ͵
 ൌ 
  כୈୖ
  ୈୖ
ቀ
ቁ
  ୈୖ
Iterative

Power flow tool flags for fault current lower than prescribed limits

The streamlined equation follows the screening concept that possible issues may arise
when DER fault current reaches a certain percentage of fault duty. It is assumed that
inverter based power producing DERs contribute 1.2 times rated current to the fault
current during a short circuit.
In this equation, “Reduction Threshold” refers to the threshold of DER contribution,
which is 10% in the study, as specified in Rule 21; “IFault Duty” refers to the maximum fault
duty current seen at each node; “kVLL” refers to the circuit nominal voltage; “Fault
CurrentDER/Rated CurrentDER” refer to DER fault current per unit contribution, which is
assumed as 1.2 in the study for inverter based DERs6.
The iterative method performs a fault flow analysis to understand the specific fault
contribution that would occur based on the impedance between the fault and the
generator and to ensure that the end of line fault current exceeds the feeder minimum
trip value by a specific threshold as prescribed by protection engineering practices.
4.d.v Safety / Reliability Criteria
Safety and Reliability must also be analyzed as part of Integration Capacity. High
penetration scenarios of DER have the potential to cause excess back flow that can
result in congestion and affect reliability during system events. Safety and Reliability is
assessed to ensure that all customers are served with reliable and high quality electric
power, while keeping the customers and the public safe.

6

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, “Understanding Fault Characteristics of Inverter-Based Distributed Energy
Resources”, p.p.33
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Operational Flexibility Limits
Safety/Reliability Criteria can be assessed based on operational flexibility which
determines the ability to reliably serve portions of circuits in abnormal configurations.
High DER penetration can potentially cause excess back flow and load masking which
can result in poor reliability conditions during abnormal system configurations, circuit
transfers and emergency restoration. When certain line sections are electrically isolated
from the grid for repair or maintenance, other line sections are transferred to other grid
source paths for continuous services to customers, the distribution system could be
rearranged in a manner that unexpected power flows in a manner which would create
safety and reliability concerns.
To ensure proper reliability during these abnormal system configurations, the
Operational Flexibility Criteria aim to limit the amount of back feed through switching
points which are generally SCADA controlled switching devices, so that when a line
section is switched to a new configuration, the amount of generation on that section will
only serve the local load and does not generate power through the tie point towards the
alternative source.
The Operational Flexibility Criteria ensures that the amount of energy producing DERs
does not exceed the load beyond SCADA controlled switching devices; in other words,
the criteria will match the generation to the load between an automated circuit tie and
the adjacent SCADA controlled switching device on the feeder.
The table below shows the equation and flag used to evaluate the operational flexibility
criteria in the streamlined method and the iterative method, respectively.
Streamlined

ሾሿ ൌ ሺሾሿ െ  ሾሿሻ ȁ   Ͳ

Iterative

Power flow tool flags the negative current through SCADA controlled
switching devices such as circuit breakers, remote automated reclosers,
voltage regulators and remote controlled switches

The IOUs recognize that this is more of a heuristic approach. While heuristic
approaches were not encouraged, the IOUs have established that non-heuristic
approaches to analyzing this issue are quite process intensive and will significantly
hinder the ability to achieve efficient results. In essence, this will not necessarily limit
the amount of generation that can be placed on each substation, but can be used to
disperse the generation across all line sections connected to the substation. This is an
important aspect of reliability that needs to be addressed for high penetration scenarios
of DER.
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5 RESULTS
5.a General Description (including different scenarios)
As part of Demo A, SDG&E developed results for both a reverse power flow condition
as well as a no reverse power flow condition; SDG&E also generated results for two
alternative growth scenarios as prescribed in the ACR. These growth scenarios were
based on the DRP Scenario 1 and DRP Scenario 3. The table below shows the
scenarios that were performed for Demo A.
Table 2: ICA Scenarios Performed in Demo A

Base
Reverse
flow
No reverse
flow

Growth
Scenario 1

Growth
Scenario 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

5.b Representative ICA Results in Each Scenario
Results from using both the streamlined and iterative method on two feeders is shown
below in Tables 3 and 4. These results are also published online on SDG&E’s ICA
maps. The full set of iterative results may be downloaded directly from the ICA maps.
Table 3: Results for Circuit 923
Streamlinedmethod
Voltage
SubId
FeederId KV
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12
POMERADO
923
12

SectionID
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG

DER
Type
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen

DER
Forecasted
Base
Base
Base
Base
DER1
DER1
DER1
DER1
DER3
DER3
DER3
DER3

Scenario
NoReverse
NoReverse
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
NoReverse
NoReverse
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
NoReverse
NoReverse
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow

Season
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

DayType
HighLoad
LowLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad

IterativeMethod

ICA
Hour
Voltage ICA
ICA
Final ICA
ICA
ICA
ICA
Of
ICA
Day Thermal PQ
Safety Protection ICA
Thermal Voltage Protection Safety
12
19.38 20.00 11.72
13.97 11.72
7.85
7.85
30.00
N/A
12
16.43 20.00
3.04
13.97
3.04
2.26
2.26
30.00
N/A
12
19.38 20.00 20.00
13.97 13.97
18.00 20.00
30.00
N/A
12
16.43 20.00 20.00
13.97 13.97
12.00 20.00
30.00
N/A
12
20.06 20.00 11.72
13.97 11.72
7.76
7.76
30.00
N/A
12
14.25 20.00
3.04
13.97
3.04
2.25
2.25
30.00
N/A
12
20.06 20.00 20.00
13.97 13.97
18.00 20.00
30.00
N/A
12
14.25 20.00 20.00
13.97 13.97
13.00 20.00
30.00
N/A
12
19.85 20.00 11.72
13.97 11.72
7.57
7.57
30.00
N/A
12
14.21 20.00
3.04
13.97
3.04
2.21
2.21
30.00
N/A
12
19.85 20.00 20.00
13.97 13.97
18.00 20.00
30.00
N/A
12
14.21 20.00 20.00
13.97 13.97
13.00 20.00
30.00
N/A

ICA
Final
2.30
7.80
18.00
12.00
2.20
7.80
18.00
13.00
2.20
7.60
18.00
13.00

Note that these results are from a single hour on a single line section on the circuit. For
reference, circuit 920 has 341 line sections, and circuit 923 has 142 line sections. Just
this small snapshot illustrates the vast amount of data that was generated in Demo A.
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Table 4: Results for Circuit 920

SubId

Voltage
FeederId KV
SectionID

DER
Type

DER
Forecasted Scenario

Season DayType

Streamlinedmethod
Hour
ICA
Of
ICA
Voltage ICA
ICA
Day Thermal PQ
Safety Protection

IterativeMethod
Final
ICA

ICA
ICA
ICA
ICA
Thermal Voltage Protection Safety

ICA
Final

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

Base

NoReverse

July

HighLoad

12

4.38

10.15

1.59

6.89

1.59

2.43

5.27

30.00

7.20

2.40

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

Base

NoReverse

July

LowLoad

12

2.73

20.00

3.04

13.56

2.73

1.94

2.37

30.00

7.20

1.90

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

4.01

6.93

3.56

6.46

3.56

2.43

5.27

30.00

7.20

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.64

6.93

1.44

6.46

1.44

1.94

5.10

30.00

7.20

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER1

NoReverse

July

HighLoad

12

2.71

2.61

2.52

4.55

2.52

2.43

5.27

30.00

7.20

2.40

7.20

1.90

2.40
1.90

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER1

NoReverse

July

LowLoad

12

2.72

6.97

2.52

6.84

2.52

1.94

2.72

30.00

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

4.03

6.93

3.81

6.46

3.81

2.43

5.27

30.00

7.20

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.69

6.93

1.63

6.46

1.63

1.94

5.10

30.00

7.20

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER3

NoReverse

July

HighLoad

12

3.74

11.48

2.52

7.61

2.52

2.43

5.27

30.00

7.20

2.40

7.20

1.90

2.40
1.90

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER3

NoReverse

July

LowLoad

12

3.75

6.68

3.04

5.53

3.04

1.94

2.65

30.00

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

4.02

6.93

3.73

6.46

3.73

2.43

5.27

30.00

7.20

2.40

POMERADO

920

12 920_160609_OH Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.68

6.93

1.59

6.46

1.59

1.94

5.10

30.00

7.20

1.90

There are significant differences in the IC values based on reaching the voltage
threshold criteria between the streamlined method and the iterative method, which is in
part due to differences in the way the initial voltage of the substation bus is set. In the
streamlined method, the voltage is set by the following equation:
 ൌ ͳʹͲ  ሺͷ  כΨሻ
Where %PL is the percent of peak load of the load at a given hour. This equation
results in the voltage of the bus varying between 120V and 126V for all hours based on
a sliding scale of load. The iterative method, however, calculates the bus voltage
directly based on simulation, which will result in different voltage levels at the
substation.
Another aspect of the difference between streamlined and iterative is the voltage
equation itself, which causes the reactance to drop out when the power factor of the
DER is set to 1, under calculating the voltage drop on the circuit.

5.c Findings
The ICA results achieved in Demo A tend to reinforce trends seen in the initial and
preliminary results performed when SDG&E filed its DRP Application (July, 2015).
Integration capacity tends to be higher closer the substation bus, as well as in urban
areas. Locations with the lowest IC tend to be at the ends of long, rural distribution
circuits. In many instances, long rural circuits reached their integration capacity limit
before power flows back to the substation bus, whereas urban circuits are more likely to
accommodate reverse power flow without exceeding any criteria limits.
Growth Scenarios 1 and 3 resulted in little or no change to the IC values in the two year
timeframe in which they were implemented, which depended in large part on the load
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growth on the circuit studied. This is due to both the allocation method of the DER
growth scenarios, and the limited timeframe in which they were studied. SDG&E
expects that a growth scenario farther into the future would show a larger change in
results.
The load ICA (LCA) as performed in Demo A presented a challenge due the nature of
the analysis. Because all the circuits of each bus are modeled together, low voltage
violations appear that may not be identified when a circuit is modeled in isolation. This
preexisting condition results in a LCA of zero for all the circuits on that bus. This is a
result of the fact that any additional load on one of the circuits connected to that bus will
only result in the voltage dropping further.
5.c.i Processing and Size of Data
Demo A involved a much more comprehensive dataset than was used for the initial ICA
results included in SDG&E’s DRP Application filing. Whereas previously SDG&E had
analyzed two load levels, peak and minimum, Demo A involved the 576 hour analysis
described above. Demo A confirmed that performing an iterative analysis on a 576 hour
load curve is an extremely time intensive analysis, resulting in an average processing
time of 27 hours per circuit. This is due to the iterative method modeling the entire
substation bus with all circuits connected, thereby performing the analysis on all circuits
at the same time, resulting in increased processing time. The streamline method, on
the other hand, analyzes all circuits in isolation, and performs only a single power flow,
thereby vastly reducing the processing time to one half hour per circuit. This comes at
the sacrifice of accuracy, as the streamline method does not capture the impact of the
movement of voltage regulating devices on the bus voltage, which will result in DER on
one circuit causing a voltage violation on an adjacent circuit, and thereby degrading the
accuracy of the results. This means that the streamlined method cannot perform bus
level analysis and relies instead on single circuit modeling, an inferior approach to the
multi-circuit, bus level model of the iterative ICA.
Due to the long processing times to perform the iterative ICA, SDG&E was required to
utilize several computers (up to 10) at one time., Even with this high utilization, issues
were encountered which caused simulations to crash, necessitating a rerun of the set of
simulations being analyzed. Some simulations took days to complete, and these types
of failures can increase processing time dramatically if they occur late in the process.
SDG&E intends to explore utilizing servers and working with Synergi after completing
Demo A to optimize the software code used to run iterative simulations, potentially
decreasing simulation time.
Table 5 below shows the comparison of run times between the streamline calculations
and the iterative simulations.
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Table 5: Processing Time for Iterative and Streamline Simulations in Demo A

Average run time per
circuit
Iterative
27 hours
Streamline
0.5 hours

Average # of circuits per
bus
4.6
4.6

Average run time per
bus
124.2 hours
2.3 hours

As can be seen from the table, the computer run times for the iterative method was
significant, and proved to be the much lengthier process. Much of the computer time
difference is due to the multiple simulations required for the iterative process, but some
of this difference may be due to the different computer systems SDG&E used. The
streamlined simulation was performed on a server based computer, while the iterative
was performed on office laptop computers. The computers used to run the iterative
simulations are approximately one year old, and are comparable to a new high end
computer. Table 6 displays the hardware specifications for the computers that were
used to perform the iterative simulations.

Table 6: Computer Specifications for Machines Used to Perform the ICA

Typical Computer Specifications (Iterative Method)
RAM
16.0 GB
Processor
Intel Core i7-3687U CPU @ 2.10Ghz
Operating System
Windows 7 64-bit
Synergi Version
5.6.2
Computer Specifications (Streamlined Method)
RAM
32.0 GB
Processor
Intel Core i7-4790K CPU @ 4.00Ghz
Operating System
Windows 64-bit
Synergi Version
5.6.2

One aspect of the demo that caused a significant increase in the run time for the
iterative analysis is the requirement to report independent results for each of the
threshold criteria used to calculate the IC. The ICA module in Synergi is built to report
the most limiting element and criterion. Therefore, to get independent results, the
iterative simulations have to be performed once for each criterion analyzed in the
iterative analysis, increasing computing time.
In addition to excessive processing times, the level of analysis performed for Demo A
also results in extremely large data files. Manipulation and publication of the resulting
large quantities of data involves significant effort by human resources as well as IT
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infrastructure, which should not be underestimated or ignored by stakeholders in the
determination of when and how to use the iterative ICA methodology. Users may find
that downloading all or significant parts of the data is prohibitive based on the bandwidth
of their resources.
5.c.i.1 Updates to the ICA
SDG&E worked closely with its power flow vendor Synergi to modify their software to
produce an ICA module that could perform this analysis. Due to the nature of this work,
multiple updates of the software were implemented throughout the Demo A process,
both to write new code and to also fix errors that often accompany newly written code.
However, and unfortunately, because of the magnitude of the work, not all of the
identified software modifications were able to be completed in time for the completion of
Demo A. For example, SDG&E is not yet able to make the LCA results available to
stakeholders due to a yet-to-be fixed error in the software’s reporting code. The
analysis is being performed correctly, but the results are not being reported correctly.
The same issue exists with generation ICA results for the month of December. Synergi
representatives are working on fixing these code issues within a new version of the
software, which Synergi anticipates to release in the near future. SDG&E expects to
add the LCA results and December ICA7 results to the online maps once the bugs are
fixed.
These issues highlight the need to appropriately prioritize and manage any updates that
are desired of the ICA. Aspects of the ICA are peformed by tools that are part of
software packages that are owned and updated by third party vendors, and all updates
to the ICA modules have to be agreed to and implemented by the respective software
vendor(s), which will affect the timeline for improvements desired by stakeholders and
possibly the cost to the utilitly.

7

Note that SDG&E refers to the analysis based on load curves as LCA and the analysis based on
generation profiles as ICA.
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6 COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT
6.a General Description
The IOUs performed comparative assessments to evaluate and verify that the results
produced by each IOU’s respective methodologies were consistent. The methodology
comparison determines the viability of using either the iterative or streamlined method
for ICA purposes, while the tool comparison determines whether the IOUs utilized
consistent methodologies.

6.b Comparison between two methods
The utilities, as well as some other stakeholders, had expressed general concerns
about the anticipated extensive amount of time required to perform the iterative method,
as well as the accuracy of the streamlined method’s results. Ideally, all parties desire
the ICA method adopted to be used by both the IOUs and DER providers to be both fast
and accurate; however, the results of performing Demo A show that there are tradeoffs
to these desires that need to be made for each method. While the streamlined method
typically provided results faster than the iterative method, users need to consider the
streamlined results as being less accurate than results from the iterative method, and
depending upon how used, possibly not valid for certain types of applications.
6.b.i Approach
To determine the efficacy of each approach, both the streamlined and iterative methods
were applied to the DPAs analyzed in Demo A. The IC results were then compared for
each criteria limit by determining the difference of IC values produced by each method,
and the consistency of results for each method.
6.b.ii Findings/Conclusions
There are two main evaluation considerations when comparing the two methods: speed
and accuracy. First and foremost, the ICA methodology must provide an accurate
result. SDG&E found that for thermal limitations, the results of the two methods were
within 30% of each other, with the streamlined method typically resulting in a larger, but
less accurate IC value. The iterative method’s results are more accurate due to its
ability to more accurately analyze the circuit utilizing the voltage appropriate for the
loading conditions, and the ability to check fuse loading within the simulation. Figure 20
below shows a histogram of values identifying the differences between the iterative and
streamlined simulations for one of the circuits analyzed in Demo A. This is a single hour
representation, and may not reflect all data across Demo A.
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% Difference
Figure 20: Statistical Differences Between the Streamlined and Iterative Methods

Much of the outliers in the figure above are a result of the streamlined method’s
disregard for the thermal rating of an upstream fuse. While a minimal cost upgrade,
these fuses would require replacement and coordination as part of a Rule 21
interconnection.
Figure 21 shows some results from both the streamlined and iterative methods for a
circuit 923. This data is for the three sections closest to the substation, for a single hour
(noon) in July. As can be seen, close to the substation, the values of the streamlined
and iterative methods tend to align. Trace farther out on the circuit, and the values grow
farther apart. This is especially true for two cases: behind a fuse, which is not captured
in the streamlined analysis, and may prove to be the most limiting thermal factor; and
highly loaded circuits, where the voltage regulation at the substation is not part of the
streamlined analysis.
Streamlinedmethod

SubId
FeederId
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923
POMERADO
923

Voltage
KV
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

SectionID
923_81093_UG
923_81093_UG
923_81093_UG
923_81093_UG
923_81093_UG
923_81093_UG
923_73109_UG
923_73109_UG
923_73109_UG
923_73109_UG
923_73109_UG
923_73109_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG
923_73108_UG

DER
Type
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen

DER
Forecasted
Base
DER1
DER3
Base
DER1
DER3
Base
DER1
DER3
Base
DER1
DER3
Base
DER1
DER3
Base
DER1
DER3

Scenario
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow
ReverseFlow

Season
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

DayType
HighLoad
HighLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad
LowLoad
LowLoad
HighLoad
HighLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad
LowLoad
LowLoad
HighLoad
HighLoad
HighLoad
LowLoad
LowLoad
LowLoad

IterativeMethod

ICA
Distance
Hour
Voltage ICA
ICA
Final From
ICA
ICA
ICA
ICA
Of ICA
Safety Protection ICA
Sub(mi) Thermal Voltage Protection Safety
Day Thermal PQ
12
19.38
20
20
14.28 14.28
0.061
18
20
30
N/A
12
20.07
20
20
14.28 14.28
0.061
18
20
30
N/A
12
19.86
20
20
14.28 14.28
0.061
18
20
30
N/A
12
16.43
20
20
14.28 14.28
0.061
12
20
30
N/A
12
14.25
20
20
14.28 14.25
0.061
13
20
30
N/A
12
14.21
20
20
14.28 14.21
0.061
13
20
30
N/A
12
19.38
20
20
14.12 14.12
0.111
18
20
30
N/A
12
20.07
20
20
14.12 14.12
0.111
18
20
30
N/A
12
19.86
20
20
14.12 14.12
0.111
18
20
30
N/A
12
16.43
20
20
14.12 14.12
0.111
12
20
30
N/A
12
14.25
20
20
14.12 14.12
0.111
13
20
30
N/A
12
14.21
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20
20
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20
30
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20
20
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13
20
30
N/A
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14.21
20
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ICA
Final
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18
12
13
13
18
18
18
12
13
13
18
18
18
12
13
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Figure 21: Sample Results for Circuit 923

It should also be noted from the figure that SDG&E did not assign a value for the
safety/operational flexibility criteria for the iterative method, as there was not automated
tie switch on this circuit. The streamlined method, when confronted with this scenario,
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gave a value of 20 MW, corresponding to the max value of an entire circuit back to the
circuit breaker.
This set of results also highlights an issue confronted with the fault flow code in Synergi.
When performing the fault flow for the reduction of reach criteria in Synergi, the software
is not appropriately capturing the reduction in upstream fault current when applying a
DER along the circuit. SDG&E is working with Synergi to rectify this anomaly. SDG&E
believes this criterion will rarely be a limiting factor for DERs, but should still be included
in the ICA.
The figure below shows similar results for three sections that are much farther from the
substation, and their resulting differences. Of significance is the large difference in the
voltage screen likely due to the small difference in the resistance between the head of
the circuit and the end of the circuit, due to its short length, as the streamlined method
only considers the resistance of the circuit when the DER is at unity power factor.

SubId

Voltage
FeederId KV
SectionID

DER
Type

DER
Forecasted Scenario

Season DayType

Streamlinedmethod
Hour
ICA
Of ICA
Voltage ICA
ICA
Day Thermal PQ
Safety Protection

Final
ICA

IterativeMethod
Distance
From
ICA
ICA
ICA
ICA
Sub(mi) Thermal Voltage Protection Safety

ICA
Final

POMERADO

923

12 923_76770_UG Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

4.08

16.43

3.86

11.54

3.86

1.07

3.01

5.89

30.00

N/A

3.00

POMERADO

923

12 923_76770_UG Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

4.12

13.74

4.22

11.54

4.12

1.07

3.22

5.89

30.00

N/A

3.20

POMERADO

923

12 923_76770_UG Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

4.11

14.56

4.11

11.54

4.11

1.07

3.21

5.89

30.00

N/A

3.20

POMERADO

923

12 923_76770_UG Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.90

20.00

2.31

11.54

2.31

1.07

2.91

6.12

30.00

N/A

2.90

POMERADO

923

12 923_76770_UG Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.77

20.00

1.16

11.54

1.16

1.07

2.59

6.12

30.00

N/A

2.60

POMERADO

923

12 923_76770_UG Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.77

20.00

1.14

11.54

1.14

1.07

2.77

6.12

30.00

N/A

2.80

POMERADO

923

12 923_73246_UG Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

2.91

12.31

3.86

11.32

2.91

1.11

2.33

5.21

30.00

N/A

2.30

POMERADO

923

12 923_73246_UG Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

2.93

10.31

4.22

11.32

2.93

1.11

2.55

5.21

30.00

N/A

2.50

POMERADO

923

12 923_73246_UG Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

2.93

10.92

4.11

11.32

2.93

1.11

2.54

5.21

30.00

N/A

2.50

POMERADO

923

12 923_73246_UG Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

2.83

17.06

2.31

11.32

2.31

1.11

2.23

5.45

30.00

N/A

2.20

POMERADO

923

12 923_73246_UG Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

2.77

17.06

1.16

11.32

1.16

1.11

2.59

5.45

30.00

N/A

2.60

POMERADO

923

12 923_73246_UG Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

2.77

17.06

1.14

11.32

1.14

1.11

2.09

5.45

30.00

N/A

2.10

POMERADO

923

12 923_77390_UG Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

3.87

11.70

3.86

11.20

3.86

1.15

3.01

5.89

30.00

N/A

3.00

POMERADO

923

12 923_77390_UG Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

3.89

9.80

4.22

11.20

3.89

1.15

3.22

5.89

30.00

N/A

3.20

POMERADO

923

12 923_77390_UG Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

HighLoad

12

3.88

10.38

4.11

11.20

3.88

1.15

3.21

5.89

30.00

N/A

3.20

POMERADO

923

12 923_77390_UG Gen

Base

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.78

16.32

2.31

11.20

2.31

1.15

2.91

6.12

30.00

N/A

2.90

POMERADO

923

12 923_77390_UG Gen

DER1

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.71

16.32

1.16

11.20

1.16

1.15

2.59

6.12

30.00

N/A

2.60

POMERADO

923

12 923_77390_UG Gen

DER3

ReverseFlow July

LowLoad

12

3.71

16.32

1.14

11.20

1.14

1.15

2.77

6.12

30.00

N/A

2.80

Figure 22: Sample Results for Circuit 923

The end result of the comparison between the two methods is that the iterative method
provides more accurate results, and should be used for the interconnection use case,
where accuracy is paramount. For future scenario analysis, the streamlined method
provides the computational speed that will allow many “what if” scenarios to be
performed.

6.c Comparison among IOUs
Assessment began with the IEEE 123-node feeder in order to ensure general alignment
with an easy to review small data set. Utilizing this smaller dataset was important
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provided the complexity of the methodologies being evaluated. Starting with a complex
dataset for comparison would have been too much of a time burden and obstacle. Two
main topics of challenges were found in the process. The first was making sure the
models were identical. The second was ensuring all the starting points and power flow
settings were the same.
The power flow tools allow for the vast amounts of settings and parameters in order for
models to simulate the specific conditions necessary for evaluation. The IOUs have
learned many aspects in the parameters of the tools which allowed the IOUs to drive to
better alignment in the technical assumptions that go into the power flow.
6.c.i Approach
During this comparison assessment, the streamlined and iterative ICA results are
compared among the IOUs as to insure the most alignment on the methodologies,
assumptions and simulation parameters.
Utilities adopted the IEEE 123 node test feeder as reference feeder for this comparison.
The IEEE 123 node test feeder has established data set of power flow results and is
publicly available for stakeholders to also test and verify results. This test feeder is
characterized by both overhead and underground lines, unbalanced loading with
constant current, impedance and power. It operates at a nominal voltage of 4.16 kV
which is not the most commonly used voltage level but it does provide voltage drop
issues that must be solved with voltage regulation applications such as voltage
regulators and shunt capacitors.
SCE and PG&E use CYMDIST as their power system analysis tool while SDG&E uses
Synergi as its power system analysis tool. For this reason, the power flow results
between these two tools are compared first to ensure simulation environment
consistency. The ICA results are then analyzed with the understanding of any error
margins existing in the power flow models.
6.c.ii Findings/Conclusions
Challenges in model alignment were first resolved by ensuring the base dataset was
properly coded in the dataset required by the specific tools. PG&E and SCE were able
to align on an already established circuit model from CYME, however, Synergi had not
previously established such model which had to be created prior to commencing the
comparison process. Once created some differences in how the tools handle some
components provided some variation. For power flows the main component of this was
the regulator. While variation has been reduced to a minimal amount, it is still being
evaluated why CYME and Synergi assume different impedances for the regulator.
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The other side to the differences was around the starting assumption and parameters
that can be used for the power flow tools. The utilities collaborated to align on many of
these values which are:
• Power Flow Calculation Method
• Convergence Parameters
• Line Transposition and Charging
• Voltage Sensitivity Load Models
• Regulator Tap Operation Models
• Starting Voltages
• Pre-Fault Voltages
Another component of this is the various amounts of electrical values that can be
retrieved from the tool to analyze such as:
• A/B/C Phase Voltages
• Min/Max/Avg VoltagesReal and Apparent Power
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6.c.ii.1 Model Comparison
For the power flow, it has been observed that there is a slight deviation across a few
characteristic within the model. The IOUs were confident that the magnitude of these
differences was not significant enough to warrant issues. That being said, there is an
expectation that the differences will likely show up in IC values to create similar offsets.
Below are a few graphs showing the comparison between the Synergi and CYME
model simulations.

Figure 23: Short Circuit Fault Duty Comparison with Average Difference of 13%

Figure 24: Short Circuit Resistance Comparison with Median Difference of 14%
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Figure 25: Power Flow Resistance Comparison with Average Difference of 1.0%

Figure 26: Average Voltage Comparison with Average Difference of 0.43%
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Figure 27: Maximum Voltage Comparison with Average Difference of 0.5%

Figure 28: Average Amps Comparison with Average Difference of 0.3%
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Figure 29: Max Amps Comparison with Average Difference of 2%
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6.c.ii.2 Streamlined Comparison
The following figures depict the comparison across specific criteria across the three
IOUs. Overall the IC values track each other similarly and don’t have significant
variation. The little variation seen is mainly believed to be due to the variation in power
flow models. Slightly higher voltages will provide slightly lower IC and is observed for
Figure 31 in comparison to Error! Reference source not found. 32 and Error!
Reference source not found..
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Figure 30: Streamlined Thermal IC Comparison

Figure 31: Streamlined PQ IC Comparison

Figure 32: Streamlined Protection IC
Comparison

Figure 33: Streamlined S/R IC Comparison

Figure 34: Streamlined Final IC Comparison
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6.c.ii.3 Iterative Comparison
The following figures depict the comparison across specific criteria across the three
IOUs. Overall the IC values track each other similarly, and have an insignificantly
increase in variation than do the results of the streamlined method. SCE’s protection IC
does not track similar values beyond the recloser as seen with the PG&E and SDG&E
values. SDG&E tracks a little higher within the voltagePQ IC.

Figure 35: Iterative Thermal IC Comparison

Figure 36: Iterative PQ IC Comparison

Figure 37: Iterative Protection IC Comparison

Figure 38: Iterative S/R IC Comparison

Figure 39: Iterative Final IC Comparison
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7 MAP DISPLAY
7.a General Description
The ICA maps were developed with user experience and ease of use in mind. The
maps include information about the load profiles for individual circuits and substations,
as well as IC values to inform users of the capacity available at any given line section.
The large amount of data generated as part of Demo A can make the maps unusable if
not managed correctly. Therefore, at each zoom level, SDG&E’s maps are set up to
show a limited amount of data to keep the maps operable. If this were not done, the
map would attempt to load the entire data set which would cause the tool to freeze
and/or crash. For this reason, users should familiarize themselves with the various
zoom levels and what data is available at each level.

7.b Sample Screens
The first thing a user will see when logging into the SDG&E ICA map is a system level
map of SDG&E’s distribution system. The map shows 12kV circuits which are color
coded by circuit. Figure 40 below shows an example of the high level system view.

Figure 40: System view of SDG&E’s ICA Maps

As the viewer zooms in, more detail is revealed, and substation information is available
for viewing. Upon clicking a substation, a popup box is revealed showing the data for
that substation. Due to the large amount of data required, circuit level data is not
viewable until the zoom level is increased further. Figure 41 below shows a view of the
substation data displayed on the maps.
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Figure 41: View of Substation Data from SDG&E’s ICA Maps

Once the zoom level is increased far enough, clicking on a circuit will reveal a popup
box showing pertinent data for that circuit. Figure 42 below shows the circuit data that
is viewable on the ICA maps.

Figure 42: View of Circuit Data from SDG&E’s ICA Maps
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For all popups, a link to the Demo A data set is included for users to download the
entire data set for review and manipulation. This data will be in the form of a .csv file
which can be used with data analytic programs.

8 ADDITIONAL STUDIES
8.a Smart Inverter Functionalities
The May 2nd ACR, in section 3.1.b.ii, specified that the ICA working group should
provide recommendations for evaluating hosting capacity on circuits for facilities using
smart inverters. There has been concern expressed in the ICA working group that the
capabilities of smart inverters were not being appropriately captured in Demo A, and
therefore that the working group would be unable to provide a recommendation. The
IOUs have expressed the difficulty in modeling smart inverters across Demo A, due to
both technical and schedule considerations.
8.a.i General Approach
SDG&E tested the impact smart inverters may have on IC results, by modeling smart
inverter functionality on one feeder that was limited due to voltage criteria. SDG&E
chose circuit 456, which had a minimum IC of 0 MW under normal conditions, due to a
steady state voltage violation. The IC values shown in the table are circuit wide
minimums and maximums, whereas certain sections along the circuit had much higher
thermal IC values than voltage values.
Table 7: Characteristics of Circuit 456

Circuit

Length
(mi)

EOL
Resistance
(ohm)

Max
load

Min
load

Thermal
ICA Max

Voltage
ICA Max

Thermal
ICA Min

Voltage ICA
Min

C456

4.44

2.34

10.8
MW

2.7
MW

20 MW

20 MW

0.23
MW

0 MW

To test the smart inverter functionality, SDG&E modeled a DER generator at 10 nodes
on the circuit, calculating the IC at unity power factor as well as utilizing the smart
inverter’s reactive capability up to the maximum power factor of 0.85 lagging (load
convention) attempting to increase the IC to match the thermal limit. The 0.85 power
factor represents the maximum reactive draw of the smart inverter under Rule 21
requirements, which will test the ability of the smart inverter to lower a high voltage back
to within the Rule 2 required bandwidth.

8.a.ii Results and Findings
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In general, SDG&E found that by applying smart inverters to circuit locations that were
voltage limited, integration capacity could be increased up to the thermal limit IC values
for those sections that were voltage limited. This was due to the smart inverter’s ability
to absorb reactive power, lowering the voltage at or near the point of interconnection.
Figure 43 shows the results for several points on circuit 456 both before and after the
smart inverter functionality was employed.

16
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6
4
2
0
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2

Thermal ICA

3

4

5

Voltage ICA (PF 1.0)

6

7

8

9

10

Voltage ICA (Smart Inverter)

Figure 43: Results of Smart Inverter Implementation on Circuit 456

For this circuit, it was found that the optimal power factor was typically near 0.99
lagging, as higher reactive draws would actually result in low voltage at various portions
of the circuit. It should be noted that utilizing the smart inverter’s reactive capabilities
increased the loading on the circuit due to the increase in reactive power supplied from
the substation. For circuits where multiple smart inverters are attempting to regulate
voltage, this could significantly increase the loading on the circuit, potentially reducing
the real power output of a DER to a value below the thermal limit.

8.b DER Portfolio
8.b.i General Approach
For the initial ICA performed at the time of the DRP Application Filing, PG&E used
specific hour-by-hour DER profiles to analyze Integration Capacity. The level of impact
to the system is different for DERs with different output profiles. Figure 44 below depicts
how different DER could have different integration capacity limitations by comparing the
DER output and how it coincides with a load profile. While the hosting capacity can be
affected by many factors, this figure isolates visuals to just reverse power flow
penetration for ease of discussion. This figure shows that, depending on the operating
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characteristics of the DER, there are different hours when the limit is occurring and that
it produces different capacity limitations.

Figure 44: DER Limits Depend on Profile Shapes

ICA (kW)

Discussions on ICA from stakeholder engagement and CPUC workshops revealed a
great opportunity to better understand the broader application of using the ICA with
various DERs and portfolios. This was to expand the results to not just contain the IC
value associated with the most limiting value, but to also identify and provide hourly IC
values and to identify the various limits within each of the four limiting categories. Figure
45 depicts what the proposed output would be for a particular location. This would be in
contrast to just providing the most limiting value, which in this case would be 0 MW.

Figure 45: Hourly ICA Profile

In order to streamline the analysis, the IOUs explored utilizing the hourly results in a
manner that would not require additional analyses to be performed for each DER type.
The figure below is an attempt to visualize how this concept is applied. The hourly
output profile of the DER is evaluated against the hourly ICA profile.
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Figure 46: Hourly ICA Profile

The figure below depicts that given an ICA profile, there exists a PV power profile with
values smaller than the load for the entire observed time interval except for one specific
time where the profiles intersect. This specific PV curve has the highest nameplate
capacity possible while satisfying the criterion of not surpassing the ICA limit at any
time.
The DER specific limit needs to be related to nameplate. Given a normalized DER
profile and hourly capacity limits, an optimized curve can be created by relating the ICA
profile to the normalized DER profile. This method is similar to how PG&E established
DER specific capacities for the 2015 DRP filing. The method can be expressed in
mathematical terms as follows:
ሾሿ
  ൌ  ൌ
 ୮୳ ሾሿ
    ൌ ሺ ሻ
୲אԹ

The figure below depicts how this can be applied to various DER profiles given one ICA
profile.
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Figure 47: DER Specific Results from Hourly ICA Profile

8.b.ii Results
SDG&E did provide results for the profiles identified in the ruling for the iterative
simulations, which can be downloaded from the ICA maps. Results display trends that
would be expected, i.e., daytime peaking circuits have more capacity to integrate solar
PV, whereas nighttime peaking circuits are more optimal for PV with storage. A full
analysis of profile results is not presented here.
The IOUs, after concurrence from the ICAWG, agreed to provide an ICA “translator” that
would convert the agnostic ICA to a technology specific ICA. For this purpose SDG&E
utilized the ICA translator created by SCE which is available for download from the ICA
maps.
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9 DEMO A LEARNINGS
This chapter focuses on discussing some the learnings obtained from exploring multiple
techniques in evaluating integration capacity across the areas selected for Demo A.
Discussion will first summarize the learnings and then go into detail on specific topics.
The following is a list of specific objectives within Demo A and learnings around those
objectives.
1. Reverse Flow Limitation
x IOUs all implemented a consistent criteria of Operational Flexibility in
which certain devices (SCADA operated switch points) limited all
downstream nodes by its loading. By turning this off, ICA is significantly
increased. However, no learnings on the feasibility of this can be provided
since transmission issues can't be determined and abnormal
configurations aren't being analyzed. More work needs to be performed
on (1) knowing transmission limitations and (2) methods to determine
issues during abnormal configurations.
x Some reverse flow criteria are not based in heuristics, but create actual
issues when subjected to such conditions. The main equipment that this
is true for is voltage regulators. Voltage regulators have specific settings
given certain system conditions and forward flow assumptions. Controls
and/or settings must be updated for regulators that were not designed to
operate with reverse flow from DER.
2. DER Growth and Forecast
x After research of other hosting capacity tools, the current form of ICA is
lacking the ability to evaluate dispersed future DER dependently to
understand aggregate impact. This is important for understanding future
DER growth. Current methods utilized modifications to feeder load
shapes based on DER growth.
3. Diverse Locations for Demo
x SDG&E chose its Northeast and Ramona planning areas for Demo A,
which represent a wide variety of circuit types and conditions, as outlined
above in section 3.
4. DER Portfolios and New Technology
x Hourly ICA results help to determine an agnostic ICA. The hourly results
may help in understanding certain shapes and characteristics to optimize
DER on certain feeders.
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x

Smart Inverters can provide some benefit to hosting capacity. This is
especially true for circuits with high X/R ratios, which show significant
change in voltage due to increases or decreases in reactive power output.

5. Maps and Outputs
x Hourly results for every node are very difficult to manage and visualize
due to the extremely large data set.
6. Computational Efficiency
x PG&E cloud computing reduced average power flow from 30 seconds to
0.5 seconds, but increased IT requirements and complexities. Very
helpful when analyzing thousands of feeders, but may not be necessary
for small number of feeders and/or less hours to compute.
x Iterative computations are very slow when performing across many
feeders. Technique does not lend itself well to "what-if" scenarios.
7. Comparative Analysis
x IOUs can and have gained much consistency on baselining against a
reference model to compare. While the IEEE 123 test feeder was useful
for initial alignment, a more representative CA feeder is desired for
continued comparison and validation.
x Running many hours of power flows can lead to simulations that do not
converge to solutions. The risk of this increases with iterative given
additional amount of power flow needed.
x Current form of streamlined is faster than iterative, but not as good at
determining issues for more complex feeders. It may provide false
positives due to lack of exact simulation.
x Current form of iterative technique is more accurate in determining power
flow conditions than streamlined, but very rigid in evaluation of IC.
8. Locational Load Shapes
x Using smart meter data helps provide more granular data points to allow
for more confidence in the load allocation, especially across different
hours. However, since power flow simulation is an optimization algorithm
the extra constraining data points may add to issues with specific
scenarios not converging.
9. Future Roadmap
x With ICAWG identify items ripe for inclusion in the ICA over the next 12
months (i.e., single phase analysis)
x Determine method for incorporation of ICA results into Rule 21
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x
x
x
x
x

With ICAWG determine final use case and method application (when to
use streamlined vs iterative)
Perform additional comparative analysis
Test computational efficiency methods
Perform the improved ICA throughout the system once initial
improvements are made
Continue to refine and improve analysis

9.a Computational Efficiency
During the Demo A project implementation, IOUs have identified several opportunities
to improve the computational efficiency of the ICA process. These include profile
reduction, network node reduction, and power system criteria reduction. Depending on
the circuit characteristics such as feeder length and node counts, these options can be
concurrently or individually applied to reach the most effective means of calculating ICA
values. These measures will be essential for an efficient full system ICA process
Implementation.
9.a.i Load Profile Reduction
Currently, Demo A requires analyzes the 576-point profiles which are composed of
hourly load profiles for typical maximum and minimum loading days for every month.
The purpose of analyzing 576 hours is to study different loading levels in order to have
a comprehensive understanding of the integration capacity range.
The DER integration capacity is a function of the feeder physical characteristics,
voltage, and loading. The feeder physical characteristics remain constant from hour to
hour. The feeder voltage is directly impacted by the feeder loading level. Therefore, the
integration capacity varies if and only if a significant shift in load (or voltage) occurs.
Even though these 576 hours are considered as representative hours of the entire year
(i.e., 8760 hours), many of these hours have similar loading conditions which produce
equivalent integration capacity results. Depending on the circuit characteristics, it has
been estimated that approximately 78% to 91% of hours can be reduced in the analysis
while maintaining the ability to close represent the 576-hour ICA profile.
As the 576 hours represent both maximum and minimum loading days throughout the
year, there are 288 hours representing each loading scenarios. Figure 4848 and Figure
4949 show a pair of load profiles based on the full 288-hour values and the reduced 56hour values, respectively. The 56-hour load profile achieves an 80% of reduction, but
shows a very close approximation to the full range load profile with a slightly less
degree of smoothness in the profiles. Both profiles cover the full loading range from
130Amps to 310Amps, which ensures the full range of integration capacities to be
captured at this location.
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For future iterations of the ICA, the IOUs believe that performing profile reduction using
industry accepted data reduction methods can significantly improve the ICA runtime
performance while still providing the required level of ICA accuracy.

Figure 48 Original 288-hour Load Profile

Figure 49 Reduced 56-hour load profile

9.a.ii Node Reduction
The ICA in Demo A is a nodal analysis. This level of granularity allows the DER
integration capacity to be evaluated at all locations on a circuit, but unnecessarily
increases the number of iterations required. In the circuit models, there are nodes within
close proximity, with very short line sections but no customer loads in between. These
nodes have the same level of impedance and loading conditions, they are electrically
similar or even identical and have similar level of DER integration capacities. Performing
ICA on every one of these nodes will not provide much additional information. Figure 50
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shows that the resistance between two adjacent nodes are similar and does not provide
different ICA results (the top pair of dialog boxes) and the loading between two adjacent
nodes are also similar and does not provide different ICA results (the bottom pair of
dialog boxes).

Figure 50 Electrical Parameter Comparison of Adjacent Nodes

Network reduction techniques such as the function provided in CYMDIST are designed
to reduce the features of a network model by replacing sets of nodes and network
elements (e.g., lines and fuses) with a simplified network while retaining the electrical
characteristics of the original network. Network reduction can be optimized to consider
nodes where conductor type or phase changes and where load exists between two
nodes. A reduced network will provide identical short circuit and power flow results as
the original network, but with a reduced number of nodes. Figure 51 presents a pair of
distribution feeder models before and after performing the node reduction.
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Figure 51 Effect of Network Reduction

The network reduction maintains the primary geographical and electrical characteristics
of a given feeder. It can improve the ICA computational efficiency while maintaining the
resolution of the ICA accuracy.
9.a.iii Reduction of Limitation Categories
The DER integration capacity of a given node is independently evaluated against
thermal, steady state voltage, voltage fluctuation, protection and operational flexibility
limitations and the most limiting values are used to establish the final integration
capacity limit for the node. However, certain ICA limitation categories will not be limiting
factors due to the nature of some distribution feeders. For example, distribution feeders
with large amount of available fault duty will not see their protection schemes
compromised by the addition of DERs.
Among the limitation categories evaluated in Demo A ICA, the voltage fluctuation and
protection limitation categories are dependent on the electrical strength of the system
(i.e., level of short circuit current) rather than the loading or voltage conditions of the
feeder. When the End-Of-Line current of a feeder is sufficiently large (typically greater
than 4,000 Amps), these two limitation categories will not affect the final integration
capacity value of any node in the feeder. As a result, these two limitation categories do
not have to be evaluated when the feeder is strong as these do not limit the ICA values.
When used, SDG&E will show 20 MW of integration capacity to complete the dataset for
all the elements without affecting the overall ICA results at any node. This approach can
also improve the computational efficiency of the ICA process without sacrificing the
result accuracy, which may lead to significant resource savings for the full system ICA
process with a regular update.
9.a.iv Resource Allocation
While not exactly an “efficiency” in terms of reducing time per simulation, the use of
servers or other advanced computational hardware can decrease the processing time
required for the ICA by performing many simulations simultaneously. SDG&E is
exploring this option with Synergi for future iterations of the ICA.

9.b ORA 12 Success Criteria
Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) proposed 12 success metrics in the November
10, 2015 ICA workshop to evaluate ICA tools, methodologies, and results. These
metrics are:
1. Accurate and meaningful results
a. Meaningful scenarios
b. Reasonable technology assumptions
c. Accurate inputs (i.e. load and DER profiles)
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d. Reasonable tests (i.e. voltage flicker)
e. Reasonable test criteria (i.e. 3% flicker allowed)
f. Tests and analysis performed consistently using proven tools, or vetted
methodology
g. Meaningful result metrics provided in useful formats
2. Transparent methodology
3. Uniform process that is consistently applied
4. Complete coverage of service territory
5. Useful formats for results
6. Consistent with industry, state, and federal standards
7. Accommodates portfolios of DER on one feeder
8. Reasonable resolution (a) spatial, (b) temporal
9. Easy to update based on improved and approved changes in methodology
10. Easy to update based on changes in inputs (loads, DER portfolio, DER
penetration, circuit changes, assumptions, etc.)
11. Consistent methodologies across large IOUs
12. Methodology accommodates variations in local distribution system, such that
case by case or distribution planning area (DPA) specific modifications are not
needed
The IOUs incorporated these 12 recommended success metrics in the Demo A
implementation. The following list describes how Demo A meets or exceeds each of
these metrics, and where areas of improvement may be possible.
1) Accurate and meaningful results
a) Meaningful scenarios
Demo A conducted ICA studies under two power flow scenarios to understand
the IC of DER while maintaining safety, reliability and operational flexibility. One
scenario explored the limitation taking into account an operational limitation of no
reverse power flow at the substation bus bar and the second scenario explored
the technical maximum IC of DER irrespective of power flow toward the
transmission system.
The Integration Capacity values for inverter based uniform generation were
produced in Demo A. With the provided ICA translator, stakeholders are able to
develop customized Integration Capacities for any DER types or DER portfolios.
Due to the variations in geographic locations, manufacturer configurations and
developer designs, the same DER type or portfolio may have different output
profiles, DER technology agnostic ICA values can not only provide flexibility for
stakeholders to evaluate a broad array of DER technologies but also avoid
misleading information.
b) Reasonable technology assumptions
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ICA methodologies and assumptions have been developed based on
engineering principles and practices which are commonly apply and used in the
engineering industry. These assumptions include the utilization of power flow to
determine limiting factors such as thermal and voltage limits, the utilization of
American National Standard (ANSI) C84.1 - 2011 Range A as guiding principle
for voltage fluctuation limits, the assumption on short circuit duty contribution for
DER and the utilization of tariffs and standard such Rule 21 and
IEEE1741/UL1547 among others.
One area where the IOUs see the need for continue improvement includes
adequate modeling of smart inverters, advances in modeling operational
flexibility limitations, and advanced modeling of reactive power group control
mechanisms (such as Distribution-Volt-VAr system control). Given the time
required to complete Demo A and the lack of fundamental modeling techniques
for these areas, Demo A was not able to complete this level of analysis but the
IOUs see a tremendous opportunity to continue improvement of ICA in these
areas.
c) Accurate inputs (i.e. load and DER profiles)
IOUs developed and validated circuit models based on the most up-to-date
system configuration and leveraged load forecasting tools/algorithms, SCADA
data, AMI data, and DER forecasts provided in the DRP filings to develop a
forecasted hourly feeder load profile, which is further allocated to different
customers based on AMI data. All these efforts aim to ensure the most accurate
inputs are provided to ICA methodologies for accurate ICA results.
The Track 3 efforts underway in the DRP proceeding will help to improve the
DER forecasts that go into the circuit model, which should in turn improve the
accuracy of the circuit load forecast. The IOUs expect that these improved
forecasts will be incorporated into future updates to the ICA.
d) Reasonable tests (i.e. voltage flicker)
Industry standard tests are included in Demo A to determine the DER Integration
Capacity of the distribution system. These tests are deemed necessary for DER
screening or interconnection analysis and are consistent with IOUs’ engineering,
planning and protection standards.
e) Reasonable test criteria (i.e. 3% flicker allowed)
The power system criteria adopted in Demo A are consistent with industry
standard criteria (e.g., thermal criterion), electric service rules (e.g., steady state
voltage criterion and protection criterion), and IEEE recommended practices
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(e.g., voltage fluctuation criterion). In addition, these criteria align with IOUs’
system design and operating standards.
For example, the voltage range used for steady state voltage aligns with ANSI
Range A, and in some cases (CVR) is restricted further by state policy initiatives.
The flicker criterion is determined from each utility’s engineering standards, and
consistent with IEEE standard 1453. Thermal criteria used are the equipment
ratings as established by the manufacturer and/or each utility’s engineering
standards.
f) Tests and analysis performed consistently using proven tools, or vetted
methodology
Industry standard power flow tools such as CYMDIST are used in the Demo A to
evaluate the system conditions under various DER interconnection levels. The
ICA methodologies are also synchronized among IOUs based on the
comparative assessment efforts to ensure a consistent ICA process.
g) Meaningful result metrics provided in useful formats
The ICA results are provided in both online map and downloadable data formats.
The most practical and relevant scenario is displayed on the map while the
complete data (i.e. 576 ICA for each main criteria) are provided in the
downloadable files so that DER developers can query and retrieve relevant
information. Both the online map and downloadable data are provided in
sufficient details and in consistent formats so that stakeholders can easily
understand and utilize the information.
Once the ICA results are put to use, there may be improvements made to the
output files based on input from stakeholders. To the extent that improvements
are practical, the IOUs strive to provide the most effective output possible.
2) Transparent methodology
The details of the methodologies including equations, assumptions and thresholds
are provided in this report. IOUs intend to coordinate with the ICAWG to also setup a
standard set of circuits such as not limited to the IEEE 123 test circuit with
respective results to allow for validation and testing through external stakeholders.
3) Uniform process that is consistently applied
The ICA methodologies are consistent with the four-step baseline methodology
outlined in the ACR. SDG&E developed scripts designed to maintain the
implementation of the iterative and streamlined methodology consistent to all the
circuits in demo A in order to minimize manual engineering implementation of the
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ICA calculations. Additionally, SDG&E used a consistent manner when preparing the
network models, including preparing the AMI data and management of data.
4) Complete coverage of service territory
As part of Demo A, IOUs implement and demonstrate the ICA methodology in two
selected DPAs. Based on the Demo A learnings, SDG&E proposes improvements to
the demoed ICA methodology, such as computational efficiency techniques, as part
of implementing the ICA process across the entire service territory. SDG&E
proposes supporting this effort with ongoing IOU efforts to streamline circuit model
creation and updates. For the purposes of Demo A, single phase branch analysis
was not included, but is seen by SDG&E as a future enhancement to the ICA which
can be addressed in the near future.

5) Useful formats for results
The ICA results are published via online maps and downloadable data files. The
most practical and relevant scenario is displayed on the map so that DER
developers can navigate through circuit sections based on the visual presentation to
identify the locational variance of the DER Integration Capacity. The downloadable
data files contain all the ICA results so that DER developers can query information to
perform specific studies in order to identify the optimal locations for certain DER or
DER portfolios. Both maps and downloadable data files are designed in a consistent
style and are clearly explained through the inclusion of “keys” and documentations
so that all stakeholders can obtain similar data and visual aspects and can easily
understand and utilize the information.
There may be room for improvement based on input from the ICAWG and other
stakeholders. If certain functionalities are deemed critical to DER implementation,
the IOUs can look to modify the maps in the future to accommodate new
functionalities to the extent feasible.
As noted elsewhere in this report, Demo A (and by extension, the rest of SDG&E’s
service territory) generated extremely large data files that are difficult to process.
Stakeholders should consider how they want to view the output of the ICA. The raw
data file may not be the most useful result, and will take significant resources to
process. The ICAWG should consider if there is a more useful output that can be
generated by the IOUs.
6) Consistent with industry, state, and federal standards
The power system criteria adopted in Demo A adhere to industry, state, and federal
standards. Thermal criteria are based on equipment ratings established by
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manufacturers and design criteria established in CPUC General Orders 95 and 128.
Steady state voltage criteria are determined by the IOUs’ Rule 2, which are drawn
from American National Standard (ANSI) C84.1 - 2011 Range A. Transient voltage
criteria align with IEEE recommended practice defined in IEEE Standard 1453-2015.
Both protection and operational criteria are based on the EPRI hosting capacity
methodology and align with the IOU’s system design and operating standards as
well as interconnection standards

7) Accommodates portfolios of DER on one feeder
IOUs provide an ICA translator along with the ICA results calculated for inverterbased uniform generation and uniform load DERs. This translator is designed to
convert the technology agnostic ICA curves to any DER technologies or portfolios of
DER technologies. Stakeholders can use this translator to generate the ICA values
for their planned DER portfolios based on a customized DER output profile. This
mechanism can provide the most representative ICA values for any DER
technologies or DER portfolios comparing with ICA values based on typical DER
profiles.
8) Reasonable resolution (a) spatial, (b) temporal
IOUs use granular geospatial circuit models and hourly load profiles to conduct the
ICA. The integration capacity is evaluated at all three phase nodes of each primary
line section within individual distribution feeders including primary side of service
transformers that feed customer premises. Demo A also adopts hourly time series
analysis to evaluate the nodal integration capacity for 24 hours a day, and two days
for every month of the year covering both the peak and minimum loading conditions.
9) Easy to update based on improved and approved changes in methodology
IOUs have been steadily improving the ICA methodologies since the DRP
Application filing in 2015 and throughout the implementation of Demo A. The
methodologies are developed using a modular structure which eases the potential
changes from long term refinement activities. The ICA also utilizes open scripting
platforms within power flow tools to develop the automated batch process, which
require less dependence on specific tool module updates from power flow tools.
It should be noted that while the IOUs have strived to develop the ICA tools with
future improvements in mind, care should be taken not to underestimate the time
and resources required to implement further upgrades. Each increase to the
capabilities of the ICA tools comes with a commensurate increase in time, cost, and
engineering resources to achieve. In some cases, certain functionalities may not be
possible until other foundational upgrades are in place.
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As noted previously, these tools are the proprietary software of third party vendors.
Any updates that are desired to the ICA tools will require agreement and
implementation by those vendors. As such, a thoughtful approach as to the desired
improvements should be taken, remaining cognizant of the time and resources that
will be required by the vendors to modify their software, and the IOUs time and
resources required to validate the changes.
10) Easy to update based on changes in inputs (loads, DER portfolio, DER
penetration, circuit changes, assumptions, etc.)
As shown in the process flowchart, the ICA methodologies are designed based on a
modular structure, which facilitates the integration of various inputs to the ICA
calculation. In addition, various initiatives such as the integration of a load
forecasting tool with the power flow tool and streamlining the updating of circuit
modeling from GIS databases are underway across IOUs to enhance the flexibility of
the ICA process.
As noted above, the IOUs have foreseen and accommodated some future
improvements, but as with any new tool or process, there are unforeseen challenges
that can and will arise as the tools evolve over time.
11) Consistent methodologies across large IOUs
The IOUs worked closely to develop common ICA methodologies and processes
including assumptions and power system criteria in order to ensure consistency. The
demonstrated ICA methodologies are aligned with the baseline methodology
described in the ACR. In addition, comparative assessment using IEEE 123 node
test feeders are performed in order to further ensure that the application of the ICA
methodologies such as power flow tool and model parameter configuration are also
consistent among IOUs.
12) Methodology accommodates variations in local distribution system, such that
case by case or distribution planning area (DPA) specific modifications are not
needed
The ICA methodologies are based on fundamental circuit analysis functions and are
designed for batch analysis with sufficient flexibility to address locational variance of
system characteristics. The methodologies are able to be applied system wide
without method customization or adjustment to accommodate differences throughout
the distribution system. As noted above, until coding bugs and issues are corrected,
some data may be missing for a system wide analysis similar to Demo A.

9.c Recommendations
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The ACR has outlined topics for continued advancement and improvement of the ICA
methodologies. These suggested topics are:
a. Expansion of the ICA to single phase feeders;
b. Ways to make ICA information more user-friendly and easily accessible (data
sharing);
c. Interactive ICA maps;
d. Market sensitive information (type and timing of the thermal, reactance, or
protection limits associated with the integration capacity on each line);
e. Method for reflecting the effect of potential load modifying resources on
integration capacity;
f. Development of ICA validation plans, describing how ICA results can be
independently verified;
g. Definition of quality assurance and quality control measures, including revision
control for various software and databases, especially for customized or “inhouse” software;
Additional topics of ICA methodology refinement were suggested during Working Group
meetings. These topics include:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Weather correlation;
“Click and claim” function;
More programmer friendly interface;
Alignment of ICA with other DER related activities (such as interconnection
revision process, general rate cases, and the integrated resource planning
proceeding) and other related working groups (such as the IDER Working Group
and the Cost Effectiveness Working Group);
e. Visual presentation of additional growth scenarios to assist in planning;
f. Interaction between ICA and LNBA (Locational Net Benefit Analysis);
9.c.i Initial Deployment (next 12 mos)
Following the ICA studies exercised during Demo A, certain types of analyses are ripe
for inclusion in the ICA process in the near term.
9.c.i.1 Single Phase Analysis
Expansion of the ICA to include single phase feeders has been explored, is currently
under development on a limited basis, and may be appropriate and feasible for full
inclusion into the system wide ICA modeling during the next year. It should be noted
that ICA analysis on single phase feeders depends on the accuracy of the phasing
information in the circuit model, which may not be accurate in all cases. IOUs are
making efforts to improve the phasing information in the circuit models, but it may take
longer than one year.
9.c.i.2 Data Access
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The IOUs will work with the ICA Working Group to discuss the data access issues,
including ways to make ICA information more user-friendly and easily accessible
recognizing the market sensitivity of some information.
The ICA maps developed in Demo A provide a powerful tool to aid DER providers in
siting and sizing their projects. IOUs believe that thoughtful use of the maps and data
behind the maps will enable widespread deployment of DER with minimal impact to the
distribution system. After stakeholders have had a chance to test and experience the
ICA maps, IOUs will work with ICA Working Group to identify possible improvements for
a more interactive map with a more programmer friendly interface. Depending on the
recommendations, the implementation time may vary, so some recommendations may
become a long term refinement.
There was significant discussion during ICAWG meetings on a method of incorporating
the ICA information into the Rule 21 Interconnection procedures. SDG&E strongly
supports this concept, as long as sufficient technical detail is used to perform the ICA
which would allow the interconnection process to be expedited. SDG&E proposes that a
limited set of ICA values - sufficient to meet the requirements of the current Rule 21
process - be calculated via the iterative method. SDG&E believes that the iterative
method is more appropriate for this purpose as it parallels the analysis that is currently
used in the Rule 21 detailed study processes, and performs a full analysis on the
network models. However, SDG&E recommends that only a selected set of data be
calculated via the iterative method as it requires significantly more computational
processing time which would be difficult to complete on a frequent basis. SDG&E does
not recommend leveraging the iterative method for calculating ICA to be used in cases
such as planning. For planning, the streamlined method would be more efficient in
producing the adequate IC values. Therefore, SDG&E recommends that a “Blended
ICA” approach be utilized for the near term where the iterative method is utilized to
calculate the 24 hours of the minimum day which would provide the detailed information
to expedite the interconnection process, and the streamlined method be utilized to meet
the needs of other use cases where larger set of data (576 hours) may be provided.

9.c.ii Long Term Improvements (2+ years)
Load modifying resources such as demand response are generally controllable
resources, which can have positive or negative impacts to the integration capacity. The
uncertainties associated with the activation of these resources, which arise from human
behaviors, may present a different stochastic pattern. SDG&E proposes to explore
methods to reflect the effect of potential load modifying resources on integration
capacity.
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Accurate ICA results are important for stakeholders in developing their project plans,
and an ICA validation plan that enable the results to be independently verified is
necessary and beneficial. SDG&E proposes to explore options and propose quality
assurance and quality control measures including revision control for various software
and databases, especially for customized or “in-house” software.
While weather correlation can be worthy upgrades to the ICA, they will also be very
difficult to implement. For example, the current 576 hour analysis is made up of ‘typical’
high and low load days for each month, which are really an amalgamation of high and
low load hours. This would make associating the ICA curve with a particular weather
pattern impossible. The ICA would either need to change to a full 8760 hour analysis, or
choose fixed days so that a weather correlation can be made. The IOUs believe that
weather correlation is not necessary and that this refinement should not be pursued.
Using a conservative approach (i.e., assume solar PV is at peak output even on a low
load day) will serve DER providers well when considering where to site projects.
Implementing a “click and claim” function into the ICA can provide significant value if
implemented correctly. SDG&E’s DIIS interconnection system has significantly
improved the application/interconnection process for NEM customers, and it may be
possible to incorporate a “click and claim” function. That said, DIIS is not linked to the
ICA maps, and this function has not been explored by SDG&E. SDG&E recommends
additional feasibility of incorporating such a function be explored before being required
to implement such a refinement.
Aligning ICA enhancement with other DER related industry initiatives and working group
activities can potentially avoid redundant or conflicting efforts, improve the
methodologies in an integrated manner, and maximize the value of the studies. For
example, the interaction between ICA and LNBA can not only feed valuable information
to each other but also provide meaningful information to the stakeholders in planning
their projects. For example, a location may be identified as having high DER locational
benefits because the feeder is heavily loaded and has voltage issues, however, this
location may not have a large ICA, due to the presence of regulator or switching
devices, enough to defer a voltage support project in order to claim the locational
benefits.
The preparation of online map and downloadable data files in Demo A has shown that
the data sizes are significant even for the two selected DPAs, which represent only a
small portion of the entire service territory. While visual presentation of various
scenarios can provide valuable information to assist in planning, the significant amount
of information can also make the process cumbersome and confusing, which was also
the reason why IOUs proposed to present the most practical and relevant scenario on
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the map and make other data downloadable for offline use, IOUs believe the marginal
benefit of visually presenting more information may not be paid off by the effort required
for both the developers and users.

9.d Conclusions
Throughout this report, SDG&E has highlighted the successes and challenges faced in
the course of implementing the refined ICA in Demo A, as well as recommendations for
further improvements to make the ICA more efficient and useful. SDG&E believes that
when fully implemented, the ICA will provide a valuable tool to DER users, developers,
and policy advisors.
As noted above, here are some of the key takeaways from Demo A:
x
x
x
x
x
x

The IOUs have aligned on methodology, producing consistent results for the test
circuit
Run times for the iterative method were extremely long due to the addition of bus
analysis
A blended approach of both iterative and streamlined may prove an optimal use
of ICA
The optimal method will be highly dependent upon use case
Data sets for the results of the hourly ICA are very large, requiring special
handling techniques
Significant work remains to be performed within the power flow software suites to
optimize the ICA tools

The comparative analysis on the IEEE test circuit showed that the IOUs are in
alignment with their respective methodologies, as required by the ACR. During the
course of the ICAWG meetings, the IOUs proposed to analyze more circuits after the
completion of Demo A, and SDG&E believes this further comparison could have value.
The iterative versus streamlined comparison was less straightforward. SDG&E found
that the iterative method took much longer to process than anticipated, but did indeed
provide the most accurate result. Differences were seen between the results of the
iterative and streamlined methods, but SDG&E believes this may be an inherent
difference between the methods. Because the streamlined method is unable to operate
voltage regulating devices, it will not be able to achieve the same level of accuracy as
the iterative method that simulates operation of these devices.
The long computation time of the iterative method led to a rethinking of how to use the
ICA and application of the two methods. SDG&E believes that a blended approach,
using the streamlined approach for scenario analysis, while maintaining the iterative
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analysis for interconnection is the most appropriate application of the ICA tools.
Data analysis and manipulation will be a considerable task for those who perform and
utilize the results of the ICA. The large quantities of data are very valuable to DER
integration, but also require significant IT and human resources to manage.
Stakeholders should consider how the data is going to be used before requesting
further upgrades, as more data will require more processing time and more logistical
effort to manage.
Demo A has provided a good launching pad for refining the ICA tools and methods,
presenting challenges to be overcome by the IOUs that will serve as lessons learned
moving forward. SDG&E will collaborate with the ICAWG to make steady
improvements to the ICA while keeping these challenges in mind.
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10 APPENDIX: ACR REQUIREMENTS COMPLIANCE MATRIX
10.a Compliance Matrix
Requirement
Load forecasting
and DER growth
scenarios

ACR Description
IOUs shall use a transparent method for both load
forecasting and DER growth in their ICA
calculation methodology. DER growth scenarios
will be approved in a separate Commission action.
For purposes of both load forecasting and DER
growth scenarios, Demonstration Project A shall
be conducted using the following scenarios:
· 2-year growth scenario as required in the
Guidance and described above; and
· Growth scenarios I and III as proposed in the
DRP Applications.
· Each scenario shall be conducted in two
different DPAs that are selected to represent the
range of physical and electrical conditions within
the respective IOU distribution systems.

ACR

Project Report

Section
1.1, p5

Section 4.c

Section
1.3, p 6

Section 4.b

Section
1.3, p 7

Section 4.c

Baseline ICA Methodology Steps
Establish
distribution system
level of granularity

Model and extract
power system data

Analysis shall be performed down to specific
nodes within each line section of individual
distribution feeders. Nodes shall be selected
based on impedance factor, which is the measure
of opposition that a circuit presents to electric
current on application of voltage. Minimum and
maximum (i.e. best and worst case) ranges of
results shall be evaluated using lowest and
highest impedance.
A Load Forecasting Analysis Tool (e.g. Load
SEER) shall be used to develop load profiles at
feeder, substation and system levels by
aggregating representative hourly customer load
and generation profiles.8 Load profiles shall be
created for each DPA. The load profiles are
comprised of 576 data points representing
individual hours for the 24-hour period during a
typical low-load day and a typical high-load day for
each month (2 days * 24 hrs * 12 months = 576
points). A Power Flow Analysis Tool (e.g.
CYMEDist for PG&E and SCE and Synergi
Electric for SDG&E) shall be used to model
conductors, line devices, loads and generation
components that impact distribution circuit power
quality and reliability. The Power Flow Analysis
Tool shall be updated with the latest circuit
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configurations based on changes to the GIS asset
map per the current practice of each utility.

Evaluate power
system criterion to
determine DER
capacity

Calculate ICA
results and display
on online map

The Load Forecast Tool and Power Flow Analysis
Tool shall be used to evaluate power system
criterion for the nodes and line sections that
determine DER capacity limits on each distribution
feeder. ICA results are dependent on the most
limiting power system criteria. This could be any
one of the factors listed in PG&E’s Table 2-4 in
their DRP Application under “Initial Analysis” and
summarized below: (a). Thermal Criteria –
determined based on amount of additional load
and generation that can be placed on the
distribution feeder, without crossing the equipment
ratings. (b). Power Quality / Voltage Criteria –
voltage fluctuation calculated based on system
voltage, impedances and DER power factor.
Voltage fluctuation of up to 3% is part of the
system design criteria for all three utilities. (c).
Protection Criteria – determined based on required
amount of fault current fed from the subtransmission system due to DER operation. This is
an area that the Working Group shall further
develop. A potential starting point is the approach
of PG&E as follows: Reduction of reach concept
for generators was used with 10% evaluation as a
flag for issues with the protection schemes. PG&E
assumes that DER inverters contribute 120%
rated current compared to 625% rated current
from synchronous machines for a short circuit
on the terminals. (d). Safety/Reliability Criteria –
determined based on operational flexibility that
accounts for reverse power flow issues when
DER/DG is generating into abnormal circuit
operating scenarios. Other limitations supporting
the safe and reliable operation of the distribution
system apply.
The ICA calculations shall be performed using a
layered abstraction approach where each criteria
limit is calculated for each layer of the system
independently and the most limiting values are
used to establish the integration capacity limit. The
ICA calculations shall be performed in a SQL11
server database or other platform as required for
computation efficiency purposes. The resulting

San Diego Gas and Electric
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ICA data shall be made publicly available using
the Renewable Auction Mechanism (RAM)
Program Map. The ICA maps shall be available
online and shall provide a user with access to the
results of the ICA by clicking on a feeder displayed
on the map. For the purposes of Demonstration
Project A, the current utility map displays shall be
used until further direction on a common approach
is provided by the Commission.
Specific Modifications to Include in Baseline Methodology
(a) Devices that contribute to reactive power on
Quantify the
the circuit (e.g. capacitors, etc.) and their effect on
Capability of the
Distribution System the power flow analysis shall be included in the
power flow model
to Host DER
(b). Power flow analysis shall be calculated across
multiple feeders, whenever feasible for more
accurate ICA values. All feeders that are
electrically connected within a substation shall be
included in this analysis.
(c). The ICA shall be modified to reflect DERs that
reduce or modify forecast loads.

Common
Methodology
Across All Utilities

Different Types of
DERs

(d). Disclose any unique assumptions utilized to
customize the power flow model of each IOU and
all other calculation that could impact the ICA
values.
The “baseline” methodology with modifications
described in this ruling will be used as a
provisional common ICA methodology used by all
IOUs in the Demonstration A Projects. At this time,
SCE and SDG&E are required to adopt the
modified baseline methodology described in this
ruling, which is derived from PG&E’s basic
methodology. SCE and SDG&E’s power flow
analysis and load forecast tool methodologies
should be adapted, as required, using PG&Es
methodology as the basis.
(a) The methodology shall evaluate the capacity of
the system to host DERs using a set of ‘typical’
DER operational profiles. PG&E has developed a
set of profiles that provide a starting point. These
profiles are: Uniform Generation, PV, PV with
Tracker, EV – Residential (EV Rate), EV –
Workplace, Uniform load, PV with Storage,
Storage – Peak Shaving, EV – Residential (TOU
rate)

San Diego Gas and Electric

Section
1.4, P 910 (and
Section
1.1, p 1-2)
Section
1.4, P 910

Section
1.4, P 910
Section
1.4, P 910

Section 4.c.i

Section 4

Section 4.c.ii

Section 4

Section
1.4, p 10
(and
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1.1, p 2)

Section 4.d

Section
1.4, p 11
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section 8.b
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(b). ICA shall quantify hosting capacity for
portfolios of resource types using PG&E’s
approach with representative portfolios of i. solar,
ii. solar and stationary storage, iii. solar, stationary
storage, and load control and iv. solar, stationary
storage, load control, and EVs.

Section
1.4, p 11

Section 8.b

(c). Utilities shall propose a method for evaluating
DER portfolio operational profiles that minimize
computation time while accomplishing the goal of
evaluating the hosting capacity for various DER
portfolios system-wide.

Section
1.4, p 1112

Section 8.b

(d) The ICA Working Group shall identify
additional DER portfolio combinations

Section
1.4, p 12

Section 8.b

Granularity of ICA
in Distribution
System

Locational granularity of ICA is defined as line
section or node level on the primary distribution
system, as specified in the PG&E methodology

Section 4.b

Thermal Ratings,
Protection Limits,
Power Quality
(including Voltage),
and Safety
Standards

(a) Include all the different types of defined power
system criteria and subcriteria in the analysis. i. In
Table 2-4 in its DRP application, PG&E has
indicated a set of power system criteria to be used
in a “Potential Future Analysis.” All items on this
list should be incorporated to the extent feasible
initially, with the objective of complete inclusion as
the capabilities become available.

Section
1.4, p 12
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)
Section
1.4, p 12
(and
Section
1.1, p 2)

Section
1.4, p 12

Section 4.d.iv

Section
1.4, p 13

Section 4.d

Section
1.4, p 13

Sections 4, 9

Section
1.4, p 13

Section 7.b

Section
1.4, p 13

N/A

(b) Protection Limits used in ICA – The IOUs shall
agree upon on a common approach to
representing protection limits in the ICA.
(c) Utilities shall provide documentation to
describe the ICA limit criteria and threshold values
and how they are applied in the Demonstration A
Projects, in an intermediate status report, due Q3
2016.
(d). Utilities shall provide documentation to identify
and explain the industry, state, and federal
standards embedded within the ICA limitation
criteria and threshold values, and include this in
Final Report due early Q4 2016.
(e). Included with ICA results for each feeder
provide i. Feeder-level loading and voltage data, ii.
Customer type breakdown, iii. Existing DER
capacity (to the extent not already available).
(f). Identify feeders where sharing the information
in paragraph “e” violates any applicable data
sharing limitations.

San Diego Gas and Electric
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Publish the Results
via Online Maps

Time Series or
Dynamic Models

(g). ICA results should include detailed information
on the type, frequency, timing (diurnal and
seasonal) and duration of the thermal, voltage, or
system protection constraints that limit hosting
capacity on each feeder segment. The information
shall be in a downloadable format and with
sufficient detail to allow customers and DER
providers to design portfolios of DER to overcome
the constraints. This information may include
relevant load and voltage profiles, reactive power
requirements, or specific information related to
potential system protection concerns.
(a) All information made available in this phase of
ICA development shall be made available via the
existing ICA maps in a downloadable format. The
feeder map data shall also be available in a
standard shapefile format, such as ESRI ArcMap
Geographic Information System (GIS) data files.21
The maps and associated materials and download
formats shall be consistent across all utilities and
should be clearly explained through the inclusion
of “keys” to the maps and associated materials.
Explanations and the meanings of the information
displayed shall be provided, including any relevant
notes explaining limitations or caveats. Any new
data types developed in the ICA Working Group
shall be published in a form to be determined in
the data access portion of the proceeding.
(b) Existing RAM map information and ICA results
shall be displayed on the same map. RAM
information shall be the default information
displayed on that map with ICA data available if
the user specifies it.

Section
1.4, p 1314

ICA shall utilize a dynamic or time series analysis
method as specified in the Guidance. This
analysis shall be consistent among the three
IOUs. The IOUs currently use different power flow
analysis tools that may implement a time series
analysis differently. The methodology used by the
three IOUs should therefore be based on
capabilities that are common among the tools that
support a consistent result. IOUs shall consult with
the ICA Working Group to ensure that the power
flow analysis tools use an equivalent approach to
dynamic or time series analysis.
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Avoid Heuristic
approaches, where
possible

There are no new modifications based on this
Guidance requirement

General Requirements
The Guidance Ruling required the IOUs to model
Power Flow
two scenarios in their Demonstration A projects:
Scenarios
(a) The DER capacity does not cause power to
flow beyond the substation busbar. (b) The DERs
technical maximum capacity is considered
irrespective of power flow toward the transmission
system.
Project Schedule

Project Locations

Project Detailed
Implementation
Plan

Demonstration A project schedules proposed in
IOU Applications are modified and shall
commence immediately with the issuance of this
Ruling.
Demonstration A project locations proposed in the
Applications are modified and shall include two
DPAs that cover as broad a range as possible of
electrical characteristics encountered in the
respective IOU systems (e.g., one rural DPA and
one urban DPA). The IOUs shall clarify if their
originally proposed Demonstration A project
locations satisfies one of the two required DPAs
and what their other proposed DPA(s) are. The
IOUs shall also justify in their detailed plans the
basis for choosing each DPA for the
Demonstration Projects.
The IOUs shall submit detailed implementation
plans for project execution, including metrics,
schedule and reporting interval. To the extent
practicable, the IOUs shall consult with the ICA
Working Group on the development of the plan.
The plan shall be submitted to the CPUC within as
a status update within 45 days of this ruling and
served to the R.14-08-013 service list. The ICA
Demo A Plan shall include (a) Documentation of
specific and unique project learning objectives for
each of the Demonstration A projects, including
how the results of the projects are used to inform
ICA development and improvement; (b). A detailed
description of the revised ICA methodology that
conforms to the guidance in Section 1.3 and
Section 1.4 above, including a process flow chart.
(c). A description of the load forecasting or load
characterization methodology or tool used to

San Diego Gas and Electric

Section
1.4, p 15
(and
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1.1, p 2)

Section 4

Section 2,
p 15 (and
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Section 2,
p 16
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prepare the ICA; (d). Schedule/Gantt chart of the
ICA development process for each utility, showing:
i. Any external (vendor or contract) work required
to support it. ii. Additional project details and
milestones including, deliverables, issues to be
tested, and tool configurations to be tested; (e).
Any additional resources required to implement
Project A not described in the Applications; (f). A
plan for monitoring and reporting intermediate
results and a schedule for reporting out. At a
minimum, the Working Group shall report out at
least two times over the course of the
Demonstration A project: 1) an intermediate
report; and 2) the final report. (g). Electronic files
shall be made available to the CPUC Energy
Division and ORA to view and validate inputs,
models, limit criteria, and results. Subject to
appropriate confidentiality rules, other parties may
also request copies of these files; (h). Any
additional information necessary to determine the
probability of accurate results and the need for
further qualification testing for the wider use of the
ICA methodology and to provide the ultimate
evaluation of ex-post accuracy. (i). ORA’s
proposed twelve (12) criteria or metrics of success
to evaluate IOU ICA tools, methodologies and
results are adopted and should be used as guiding
principles for evaluating ICA.

10.b ICA Criteria Definition
Table 8: Criteria Definitions
Thermal
 Substation Transformer
 Circuit Breaker
 Primary Conductor
 Main Line Devices
 Tap Line Devices
Voltage / Power Quality
 Transient Voltage
 Steady State Voltage
 Voltage Regulator Impact
 Substation Load Tap Changer Impact
Protection
 Protective Relay Reduction of Reach
Safety/Reliability

San Diego Gas and Electric

Exceeding thermal limits of specified equipment
-----Creating power quality conditions outside acceptable ranges
Short time period relative voltage variation outside acceptable limits
Exceeding voltage outside ANSI voltage range
Creating conditions for regulator to improperly manage voltage
Creating conditions for LTC to improperly manage voltage
Creating issues that impact protection schemes
Reducing bulk system fault contribution to protection devices
Creating conditions that diminish operating reliability and safety
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 Transmission Penetration
 Operational Flexibility

San Diego Gas and Electric

Limiting reverse flow into the transmission system
Reducing possible reverse flow in abnormal switching conditions
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10.c ICA Criteria Matrix
Table 9: Criteria Analyzed in Demo A
Streamlined

Iterative

SDG&E

SDG&E

Inc

 Circuit Breaker

Inc
Inc

 Primary Conductor

Inc

Inc

 Main Line Devices

Inc

Inc

 3 phase Tap Line Devices

Inc

Inc

 Transient Voltage

Inc

Inc

 Steady State Voltage

Inc

Inc

 Voltage Regulator Impact

Inc

Inc

 Substation Load Tap Changer
Impact

Inc

Inc

Inc

*

 Islanding

**

**

 Transmission Penetration

***

***

 Operational Flexibility

Inc

Inc

Thermal
 Substation Transformer

Inc

 Service Transformer
 Secondary Conductor
 Transmission Line

Voltage / Power Quality

 Harmonic Resonance /
Distortion
 Transmission Voltage Impact

Protection
 Protective Relay Reduction of
Reach
 Fuse Coordination
 Sympathetic Tripping
 Transmission Protection

Safety/Reliability

Transmission System
Frequency

Legend
Included
See Notes
Not in Demo Scope

Inc
*

San Diego Gas and Electric
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San Diego Gas & Electric Company References
* Not evaluated directly in power flows, but applied post analysis.
** SDG&E’s protection practices rely on UL certification process as well as other protection mechanisms to
maintain system safety and reliability without requiring additional protection systems to address unintentional
islanding concerns with regards to small DERs.
*** Transmission penetration was addressed insofar as a no reverse flow screen at the substation can help
mitigate transmission issues. No specific transmission study was performed.

San Diego Gas and Electric
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10.d Thresholds
Table 10: Threshold Values

Thermal
 Substation Transformer
 Circuit Breaker
 Primary Conductor
 Main Line Devices
 Tap Line Devices
Voltage / Power Quality
 Transient Voltage
 Steady State Voltage
 Voltage Regulator Impact
 Substation Load Tap Changer Impact
Protection
 Protective Relay Reduction of Reach
Safety/Reliability
 Transmission Penetration
 Operational Flexibility

San Diego Gas and Electric

Streamlined
Device Rating
Typically 30MVA, may
vary
Typically 1200A
Typically 600A, may vary
Typically 600A
Typically 200A

Iterative
Device Rating
Typically 30MVA, may
vary
Typically 1200A
Typically 600A, may vary
Typically 600A
Typically 200A

3%
95% and 105%
Negative Current

3%
95% and 105%
Negative Current

10% *
Reverse Flow
Reverse Flow

Reverse Flow
Reverse Flow
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11 APPENDIX: ICA RESULTS
Due to the large amount of data generated in Demo A, showing complete results within
this report is prohibitive. Instead, SDG&E focused on providing sample results within
the report along with high level analysis of those results. SDG&E also notes that results
for the entirety of the DPAs for Demo A was not completed in time due to several
reasons that were noted in this report. One thing that warrants consideration is that
SDG&E’s Demo A included 177 circuits, more than double that of the other IOUs. This
is due to the way SDG&E plans its distribution system, which is not broken up into
smaller DPAs. The base ICA was performed for all but three substations, and the
growth scenarios are currently in processing. The LCA is awaiting code updates from
Synergi as noted previously.
As futher results become available, they will be uploaded to the ICA maps.

San Diego Gas and Electric
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Demo B Background and Objectives

On August 14, 2014, the California’s Public Utilities Commission (CPUC or
Commission) issued Rulemaking (R.) 14-08-013 which established guidelines, rules, and
procedures to direct California’s investor-owned electric utilities (Utilities or IOUs ) to develop
their Distribution Resources Plan (DRP). On February 6, 2015, the Commission issued a
guidance ruling1 for the IOUs in filing their DRPs. This guidance ruling included a requirement
that an IOU propose a demonstration project (Demo B) that performs the Commission approved
Locational Net Benefit Analysis (LNBA) methodology for one distribution planning area (DPA).
The LNBA helps specify the benefits that distributed energy resources (DERs) can provide in a
given location, meeting a specific distribution need. On July 1, 2015, the three IOUs filed DRPs
in compliance with the Guidance Ruling. On February 1, 2016, a workshop on LNBA was held.
The Commission subsequently issued an Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling (ACR) on May 2,
2016 and a revised ACR on August 23, 2016. In relevant part, the ACR approved a
demonstration LNBA methodology (LNBA methodology) framework, instructed the IOUs to
apply the LNBA methodology to a DPA, and directed the IOUs to submit a final report for this
Demo B by the end of 2016.2 3 The Commission anticipates issuing a Decision in Q1 2017 that
will adopt an LNBA methodology for the IOUs to implement across their respective entire
system.
The objectives of Demo B are to:
x

Select a DPA that includes:
o “one near-term and one longer-term distribution infrastructure project for possible
deferral”4 and;
o “at least one voltage support/power quality- or reliability/resiliency-related
deferral opportunity in addition to one or more capacity-related opportunities.”5

1

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling on Guidance for Public Utilities Code Section 769 – Distribution
Resource Planning, (“Final Guidance”), February 6, 2015.

2

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
May 2, 2016, at pp. 25-34.

3

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at pp. A26-A38.

4

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at p. A25.

5

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at p. A25.

1

x

x

Apply the approved LNBA methodology to identify potential distribution infrastructure
projects for deferral, calculate LNBA results under two DER growth scenarios, and
develop DER requirements necessary to defer the project.
Display results in an online heat map as a layer along with the Integration Capacity
Analysis (ICA) results.

This detailed final report describes how San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) fulfilled the
Commission’s requirements for Demo B. Specifically, this report: (1) details methods used to
calculate locational benefits in Demo B; (2) demonstrates how SDG&E determined locational
variability of benefits within a selected DPA and discusses the results; (3) develops project
requirements that must be met for DERs to defer projects; and (4) tests methods and applies
lessons learned to future LNBA work. This report also details (see Appendix 3) the specific
requirements defined in the ACR, mapping the location where each requirement is addressed in
this report, the online heat map, or downloadable dataset.
The following chapters of this final report were written as a collaborative effort between
SDG&E, Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), and Southern California Edison (SCE).
These chapters include: Chapter 1 – Demo B Background and Objectives, Chapter 2 – Electric
Services, Chapter 7 – Project Deferral Benefit Calculation. In addition, the three IOUs have
engaged with Energy and Environmental Economics (E3) to develop an excel tool for estimating
location-specific avoided costs of installing DERs; this LNBA tool is based on a specific
approved LNBA methodology framework provided to the utilities by the May 5, 2016 ACR for
Demo B. Appendix 2, which presents the proposed LNBA methodology, was written by E3.
Many of the approaches in the LNBA methodology described in this report were taken as
a result of discussions in the LNBA Working Group, which was formed as a result of the May 5,
2016 ACR. In particular, the LNBA Working Group expressed strong support for using
technology-agnostic approaches to evaluating location-specific benefits in Demo B. The methods
and tools reflected in this report are therefore designed, to the maximum extent possible, to
easily evaluate any DER or combination of DERs.
Demo B provides an initial demonstration of a number of new planning analyses. It is
the IOUs’ expectation that these methods will continue to evolve as more experience is
gained. The results of this demonstration will help inform a Commission Decision to update the
LNBA process for the first system-wide implementation. The IOUs expect that this initial
LNBA public tool will provide useful information to DER developers in choosing where to site
DER projects. The IOUs also expect that portions of the analyses developed in this
demonstration will ultimately be incorporated into IOU annual planning processes. Specifically,
the analysis of identifying which conventional distribution projects may be deferred by DER
solutions is related to the Deferral Framework to be developed in Sub-track 3 of Track 3 of the
DRP proceeding. The IOUs look forward to engaging with the Commission and Stakeholders to
refine these tools and expand their usefulness. While the specific analyses described in this
demonstration is only the first step and will not necessarily be incorporated into the annual

2

planning process, the IOUs believe this work will lay the foundation to critical transformation in
the IOUs annual planning activities.
1.1

Definition of LNBA Components for Demo B

The ACR defined two methodologies – a primary analysis and a secondary analysis – by
which IOUs could determine the benefits of DERs in each location within its selected DPA(s).6
Given that the secondary analysis would require significant time to develop additional
methodologies and the given time constraints for Demo B, as acknowledged in the ACR,7 the
IOUs decided to pursue the primary analysis (as defined in Table 2 of the ACR, reproduced in
Table 1 below); however, the LNBA Tool is designed to easily incorporate many refinements,
including some that are reflected in the secondary analysis.8

6

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at pp. A26-A27.

7

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at p. A27.

8

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at pp. A26-A38.
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Table 1 Reproduction of Table 2 from ACR
Approved LNBA Methodology Requirements Matrix for Demo B

Table 1 Approved LNBA Methodology Requirements Matrix for Demo B

The benefits in the LNBA methodology include: avoided transmission and distribution
(T&D) costs; avoided generation capacity costs; avoided energy costs; avoided greenhouse gas
(GHG) costs; avoided renewable portfolio standard (RPS) costs, avoided ancillary services costs;
renewable integration costs; and societal and public safety costs. The avoided T&D costs are
further broken down into four categories: (1) sub-transmission, substation, and feeder; (2)
distribution voltage or power quality; (3) distribution reliability or resiliency; and (4)
transmission. Similarly, avoided generation capacity costs are further broken down into two
categories: (1) system and local resource adequacy (RA); and flexible RA. The non-T&D
components are sometimes referred to in this report generally as system-level avoided costs.

4

1.2

Definition of Net in Demo B

In a typical net benefit analysis, total net benefits represent the net present value of
benefits minus the net present value of costs. However, because table 2 of the ACR9 defines the
LNBA for Demo B as the combined net present value of the components detailed in the
paragraph above, the ACR does not include DER costs as specific components of Demo B.
However, the value of each component can be either positive or negative. For example, an
energy storage device that reduces feeder peak load may have a negative energy avoided cost if
the feeder peak occurs when CAISO prices are lower than the prices during charging times.10
1.3

LNBA Tool Overview

To calculate the LNBA values, the IOUs engaged E3 to develop a public LNBA tool
(“LNBA tool”) for Demo B. This tool incorporates the primary analysis components as describe
in Table 2 of the ACR11 and is divided into two major parts. The first part, a project deferral
benefit module, calculates the indicative value of deferring a specific capital project. The second
part, a system-level avoided cost module, estimates the system-level avoided costs given a userdefined DER solution. The summation of results from both modules provides the estimated
achievable avoidable cost for a given DER solution at a specific location. Users provide an
hourly profile corresponding to the DER solution of interest. For any DER solution, expressed
as an hourly DER profile, the LNBA tool provides two quantitative results corresponding to the
two modules described above: (1) an indicative value of the T&D deferral if the solution meets
the projects’ need requirements; and (2) an estimate of the system-level avoided costs based
primarily on E3’s DERAC tool.
The project deferral benefit module allows users to input various capital project
assumptions and calculate the benefit of deferring such projects. Users need to define various
financial inputs, such as the cost of the capital project, discount rate, inflation rate, deferral
duration, and revenue requirement multiplier. Similarly, users need to define various project
requirements, such as the project driver, electrical characteristic duration, scale, and time of
need, loss factors, etc.12 For the purpose of Demo B, the IOUs will provide indicative inputs for
project requirements for the projects identified as deferrable. The IOUs will also provide default

9

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at pp. A27-A28.

10

Locational Net Benefit Analysis Working Group presentation, July 26, 2016, at pp. 12-16.

11

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at pp. A27-A28.

12

Locational Net Benefits Analysis Working Group presentation, November 16, 2016, at pp. 18-23.
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values for certain financial variables. Further discussion of inputs and sources is provided in
Chapter 7.
The system-level avoided cost module calculates the estimated value of system-level
avoided costs. These costs are composed of avoided generation capacity costs, avoided energy
costs, avoided GHG costs, avoided RPS costs, avoided ancillary services costs, and renewable
integration costs that exist for delivery of energy at any point on the system. Avoided societal
and public safety costs were not quantifiable and thus were not included in the LNBA Tool for
Demo B; however, consistent with commission guidance,13 a qualitative description of societal
and public safety benefits is included here in section 2.1.6. Once a user inputs assumptions, such
as an hourly generation profile and contracted life, the module calculates the value of each
system-level avoided cost components. Since these costs are at the system level, the system-level
avoided cost results will not vary within the DPA of Demo B.14 The system level avoided cost
components were derived directly from E3’s DERAC15 as outlined within the ACR.
1.4

Heat Map Overview

The heat map associated with Demo B provides a visual depiction of Demo B’s
deferrable project results calculated using the project deferral module of the LNBA tool. Since
values calculated from the system-level avoided cost in Demo B are the same for all locations in
the DPA, the heat map does not show these LNBA components. Results for the heat map are
further separated by six layers consisting of three time periods—short, medium, and long term,
as directed by the commission16 – each depicted under two DER growth scenarios. There are two
additional layers that map the two DER growth scenarios to the DPA.17 The Demo B heat map is
on the same platform as the ICA map, enabling users to access ICA and LNBA data through the
same interface. A link to SDG&E’s heat map with access instructions is provided in Appendix 1.
1.5

CPUC Requirements and Deliverables

The ACR details a number of requirements and deliverables to be met as part of Demo B.
The final deliverables for Demo B include this final report, a heat map displaying LNBA results,
and the LNBA tool. In order to ensure that the requirements of the ACR are met, The IOUs have
provided a table (Appendix 3) that maps specific ACR requirements to its location in the three
final deliverables.
13

5/2 ACR, p. 27, “Societal Avoided costs…. Values or descriptions of these benefits.”

14

Locational Net Benefits Analysis Working Group presentation, November 16, 2016, at pp. 18-23.

15

https://ethree.com/public_projects/cpuc4.php

16

5/2 ACR, p. 28, “….upgrade needs…should be in three categories that correspond to the near-term
forecast (1.5-3 year), intermediate term (3-5-year) and long-term (5-10 year) or other time ranges, as
appropriate.”

17

DRP Demo B – Mapping Requirements, September, 28, 2016, p. 2.
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2

Electric Services

Sec. 4.4.1(A) of the ACR requires the IOUs to identify the full range of electric services
that result in avoided costs for all locations within the DPAs selected for analysis. The values
must include electrical services associated with distribution grid upgrades identified in: (i) the
utility distribution planning process, (ii) circuit reliability improvement process, and (iii)
maintenance process (See ACR at p. A29).
To accurately value DERs and their services, the IOUs must identify gaps in available
services. The LNBA methodology proposed by the Commission requires the IOUs to consider
the full range of electric services that DERs can provide; this includes electric services that are
internal (utility owned) and external (third party providers) to the utility, both of which can
potentially result in an “avoided cost”.18 To quantify the potential reduction in investment costs
and to ensure sustainability and reliability of services, each service should also be compared to
the conventional “wire-based” methods.
Generally speaking, the electric services should address the two key planning processes
(planning for capacity and planning for reliability), as well as the need to ensure safe operation
and timely maintenance of the system. That is, electric services are associated with three core
functions:
x
x
x

Utility distribution capacity planning processes,
Circuit reliability/resiliency improvement processes, and
Safety/maintenance processes.

In order to investigate the type and value of the services that can be provided by DERs,
each service will be characterized from the following perspectives:
x
x

How the service is provided today (i.e., conventional method).
How a DER can provide the service.

Several factors may limit the ability of DERs to provide reliable electric services. These
factors need to be carefully addressed and evaluated during design and deployment stages,
including:
x

x

18

Impact on the conventional engineering practices, such as impact on the protection
design; change in protection methodology due to fault current reduction; protection
desensitization; significant change in the voltage level; contingency analysis, and forecast
accuracy.
Technology advancement and system requirements to realize the service and prevent any
adverse impact on the grid

Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling: (1) Refining Integration Capacity and Locational Net Benefit
Analysis Methodologies and Requirements; and (2) Authorizing Demonstration Projects A and B,
August 23, 2016, at p. A29.
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x
x

x
x

Performance certainty (performance requirements, criteria and availability).
Current regulatory barriers to the operation of DERs may not allow them to achieve full
value (e.g., for safety purposes, inverters are required to shut off in the event of grid
outage, unless a site has back up generation that is isolated from the grid and that only
provides energy to facilities that are isolated from the grid).
Impact on distribution operations, switching analysis and temporary system
reconfiguration.
Standardization.

The following sections describe the electric services, grouped by the potential role of
DERs to provide these services: Services DERs can provide, Services that DERs may be able to
provide in the future, and services that DERs are not considered able to provide. For the purposes
of Demo B, DERs were only assumed able to defer projects associated with the services
described in section 2.1 (services that DERs can provide in Demo B).
2.1

Services that DERs Can Provide in Demo B
2.1.1

Transmission and Distribution Capacity Deferral

DERs may reduce the thermal loading on all components of the electrical grid (in a radial
system, thermal loading is reduced between the DER’s location and the location of the existing
source(s) of generation, e.g., the substation so long as the DER does not cause excessive reverse
power flow). By reducing the load on the distribution system, a DER may alleviate the need to
construct additional electrical infrastructure and allow existing equipment to supply more load.
To accomplish this, a DER must deliver energy at the time of peak load, therein reducing the
maximum electrical demand on existing system components. Because the cost for the grid’s
existing infrastructure has already been reflected in rate, the reduction in electrical demand
facilitated by a DER does not necessarily result in value for utility customers/ratepayers. In order
for a DER to have real value for customers, it must defer a future capital infrastructure
investment(s); in this case, it must defer an infrastructure investment needed to increase thermal
capacity. If the DER capacity enhancement fails to defer future infrastructure investment(s),
there is simply no added value for ratepayers. However, when a DER does defer utility
expenditures of some kind, the DER creates added value equal to the time value of money that
the utility would have charged ratepayers for the original capital project. The T&D deferral
module developed by E3 in conjunction with working group will serve as a calculator for these
values. For a full explanation of the module please refer to section 9.1.
2.1.2

Voltage support

DERs can provide voltage support in areas within the distribution system where
customers have low/high voltage conditions outside of Rule 2 limits. Voltage support services
are substation and/or feeder level dynamic voltage management services that are capable of
dynamically correcting voltage conditions outside acceptable limits in coordination with utility
voltage/reactive power control systems. Though these services can be provided by an individual
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resource and/or aggregated resources, DERs in Demo B are limited to providing services linked
to an individual resource.
Typically, the utilities mitigate local low voltage issues by installing equipment that is
capable of injecting or consuming reactive power19 (e.g., capacitor banks/DVCs); equipment that
can regulate or boosting voltage(e.g., load tap changers (LTCs),20 voltage regulators, and booster
transformers), or by changing the tap setting on distribution transformers.21 DERs can provide
ratepayer benefit if they are able to defer or eliminate a capital infrastructure investment required
for voltage control.
DERs may potentially provide voltage support for the grid in two different ways. First, if
the unit operates within the requirements defined in Rule 21 for smart inverters, it can contribute
to local voltage control via the injection or absorption of reactive power typically via power
electronics in the DER’s DC to AC inverter. This feature could be used to both increase and
decrease voltage. Second, DERs could reduce the net load on the circuit and therein decrease the
voltage drop22 experienced across a distribution feeder.
The value of the voltage support service is directly determined by the deferral value of a
planned voltage support project. As with deferred capacity projects, the deferral value is driven
by the time value of money realized by deferring an investment. In the absence of planned
investment, there are no avoided costs, and thus no value to a DER for providing a voltage
service. More specifically, as long as voltage remains within the Rule 2 limits there is no need
for voltage support and therefore no value in providing additional voltage support equipment.
In Demo B, voltage support project deferral requirements are expressed in terms of load
reduction rather than reactive power injection or absorption. This ensures that non-inverter-based
DER technologies such as energy efficiency are able to be evaluated as DER solutions to
deferrable voltage support projects.
2.1.3

Reliability - Back-tie

The back-tie service creates value by deferring an upgrade to a back-tie source. A back
tie source is used to improve restoration of service in abnormal grid conditions: In order to
19

Reactive Power – Power required to serve inductive loads like that of motors that is derived from
current and voltage becoming out of phase when electrical energy is converted into magnetic energy.

20

Load tap changers are extra windings on a substation transformer that can be added or subtracted
under load to change a transformers winding ratio to either increase or decrease voltage as needed.

21

Many local distribution transformers (transformers that step down voltage from the distribution
primary level to the secondary service level) have several taps on them that can be manually changed
when de-energized to change the winding ratio of the transformer in order to decrease or increase
voltage as necessary.

22

Voltage drop occurs in all electrical networks where the voltage lowers as you get further away from
the source. It is directly proportional to the impedance along that same path.
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ensure reliable service within a distribution system, it is desirable to have a back-up tie installed
such that it can be used to transfer the load from the faulted feeder to an adjacent feeder with
available capacity. However, the capacity of a tie switch may be limited and may not be
sufficient to accommodate the additional power required by the customers on the faulted feeder.
One traditional method to resolve the limited capacity is to employ higher rated infrastructure
(e.g., higher rated back-tie switches and larger size electrical equipment). DERs can provide
ratepayer benefit if they are able to defer or eliminate a future capital infrastructure investment
required to increase back-tie capacity.
The DER alternative would include installing DERs downstream of the tie switch, therein
reducing the load transferred in the event that the transfer switch is closed. The load reduction
would be such that an existing (lesser rated) tie switch would be able to supply the required
amount of load. Similar to the other T&D deferral services, the value of this service would be
equal to the time value of money that would have been spent on a project to improve the rating
of the tie switch to achieve an equal transfer capability with the DERs installed.
2.1.4

Resiliency via Microgrid

In order to provide electric services reliably, an alternate power source can be used in
case distribution outages occur. As referenced in the previous section, utilities usually design
their distribution systems such that all circuits have back-ties to adjacent circuits in order to
provide another source. The redundancy in power sources allows system operators to “cutover”
load in the event of a planned or unplanned outage.
An alternative to back-ties is a microgrid. A microgrid essentially provides the same
service as a back-tie by enabling a portion of the distribution system to be isolated and powered
by its own “internal” generation. During an outage, microgrids provide more reliability than
back-ties, in that they do not leave customers vulnerable to larger system outages (e.g., a
substation or transmission line outage). However, because substation and transmission outages
are rare, the minor increase in reliability brought about by microgrids generally does not justify
their added cost. Because the cost for providing redundancy through a “wires” method becomes
more expensive in rural areas, microgrids can be a particularly useful alternative to enhance
reliability for critical loads that are geographically remote. DERs could potentially provide a
local microgrid service, consisting of several DERs that feed customers until normal grid service
is restored. In order to provide this service, the DERs in combination with a microgrid control
system need to have “islanding and load following” capability. Depending on the ownership
structure and customers’ involvement, the safety, integrity and duration of the service become
critical challenges that require in-depth investigation. For the DER solution to be counted on as a
100% available backup solution, the DER must be capable of black start23 and fast recovery in
order to assist with restoration processes.
23

Black start is a common industry reference to be able to reenergize the grid from a black out
condition. For microgrids, it is a specific reference to the microgrid’s DER being able to energize the
microgrid in complete separation from the rest of the distribution grid.
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2.1.5

Avoided Energy Losses

The reasons for energy losses on the grid are multifactorial, the most important of which
are impedance and current. Impedance is largely determined by the design of distribution
equipment, such as conductor and cable sizing/materials, transformer loss ratings, operating
temperature, and distance from source of generation. Moreover, energy losses on equipment
increase to the square of the amount of current flowing through the equipment. The current
flowing on equipment is largely determined by the configuration of load, voltage level of
equipment, and the power factor of the load. Historically, power factor is optimized by the utility
via fixed and switched capacitor banks in the distribution system or at large customer facilities
(behind-the-meter, customer-owned).
DERs can reduce energy losses by both reducing impedance and reducing loading on
equipment by serving load locally and improving the distribution system’s power factor. The
value of reduced energy losses will be realized by the ratebase customer through avoided energy
costs. The calculation for the value of avoided costs will be calculated buy inputting a loss
reduction factor that will serve to increase the energy a DER is credited with offsetting. DER
located uniformly throughout a system will generally serve to reduce energy losses; since part of
the load is supplied locally by DER units, the magnitude of power flow and currents along
distribution lines and transformers will be reduced. DERs can also potentially decrease losses by
providing/injecting reactive power close to where it is needed which will also decrease current
along the conventional electrical path and again result in reduced losses. As long as DER energy
delivery/reduction is highly coincident and in proximity to customer loads, a DER may be able
provide services that reduce energy losses. The benefits/impacts of a particular DER will differ
as a function of the point of interconnection location. Ideally, in addition to being optimally
located, an inverter-based DER would be capable of operating at non-unity power factor (e.g.,
injecting reactive power) when needed to optimize power factor as previously described in order
to maximize reduction in losses. It must also be noted however, that high penetration levels of
DER can also cause reverse power flows with magnitudes greater than the pre-DER forward
power flow, potentially increasing energy losses. This type of scenario can be avoided with
proper engineering oversight.
2.2

Services that DERs May be able to Provide in the Future

For the purposes of Demo B the only services that DERs can provide are described in
section 2.1. This section addresses the services that DERs have the potential to provide, but are
not assumed to provide in Demo B. Limitations on DERs’ ability to provide these services may
be based on insufficient information (e.g., equipment life extension), insufficient control
infrastructure (e.g., VVO), or lagging regulatory processes (e.g., frequency regulation).
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2.2.1

Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) and Volt/VAR Optimization
(VVO)

The IOUs were directed to “include opportunities for conservation voltage reduction and
volt/VAR optimization.”24 CVR refers to the ability of devices, including certain DERs, to
maintain voltage levels at the lower-end of the range of acceptable voltage levels. Doing so can
reduce the electrical consumption of certain customer end use devices without a noticeable
change in performance. CVR is often a byproduct of Volt/VAR Optimization – a general term
for more precisely monitoring and controlling line voltages and power factor. Because CVR
reduces customer consumption it can be viewed very similarly to energy efficiency initiatives.
As described in section 2.1.2, a typical distribution circuit’s voltage is controlled by
distribution facilities at the substation or on distribution lines such as substation load tap
changers, line voltage regulators, voltage boosters and capacitors. As a standard practice, the
IOUs currently set these devices to deliver as low a voltage to the customer service panels within
the acceptable range as possible in order to achieve CVR.25
Additional CVR-based energy consumption reduction beyond that achieved by standard
practice may be achieved by more sophisticated voltage controls, such as those that enable VVO.
The problem with crediting DERs for avoided costs through CVR, however, is twofold. First,
quantifying the potential savings on any particular circuit requires thorough knowledge of how
voltage level effects consumption which is highly dependent on a variety of factors specific to
that circuit and the customer end use devices that are on that circuit. Second, to achieve CVR,
DERs must be working in concert and be coordinated with utility devices; so CVR is a service
that DERs individually cannot effectively provide. In addition to this, the avoided costs are
mainly on the customer end and are not incremental investments. The two benefits would include
the minor reduction in capacity constraints and the small reduction in losses due to less demand,
which to accurately calculate would require rigorous dynamic powerflow studies.
For Demo B, CVR benefits associated with a DER can be incorporated in the DER load
reduction assumptions used to develop the Hourly DER Profile input (see Chapter 7). One
simple method to estimate CVR energy savings is to use the CVR factor, which is the ratio of
percent energy savings to percent voltage reduction: [percent energy savings] = [CVR Factor] x
[percent voltage reduction].
The percent voltage reduction is largely a function of the starting voltage and circuit
configuration. In Demo B, the IOUs have not done the engineering analysis and field research to
estimate these quantities; however, a benchmarking exercise summarized in PG&E’s 2017 GRC
24

5/2 ACR, p. 30.

25

For example, PG&E’s Rule 2, section 2.1 states “…for the purposes of energy conservation,
distribution line voltage will be regulated to the extent practicable to maintain service voltage… on
residential and commercial circuits between 114 V and 120 V.” Available at:
http://www.pge.com/tariffs/pdf/ER2.pdf
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found that prior studies indicate a range of 0.76 to 4.0 for average voltage reduction percent and
a range of 0.06 to 2.7 for the CVR factor.26
2.2.2 Equipment Life Extension
DERs may extend the lifespan of distribution equipment. Specifically, the reduction in
thermal stress facilitated by DERs may extend the life of electrical insulation (e.g., cable
jacketing or transformer oil/paper winding insulation), which in turn may lead to longer electrical
equipment lifetimes.
However, the correlation between thermal stress and insulation lifespan are currently
poorly characterized, making it difficult to accurately quantify the potential role of DERs in
extending equipment life. Furthermore, at present, most electrical equipment is replaced for
reasons unrelated to insulation or conductor failure, e.g., service upgrades, corrosion, damage,
bad connections, and new protection schemes. The majority of equipment replacement needs are
identified in the utility’s corrective maintenance program, only a small percentage of which are
related to loading. Because most equipment replacement is unrelated to insulation/conductor
failure, potential savings in the realm of equipment life extension are relatively small compared
to the more tangible benefits of DERs.
Also, load-increasing DERs and generating DERs at very high penetration may
negatively impact equipment life by increasing net loading (through backflow, increasing
equipment operations, or by creating larger thermal stresses through more rapid load changes).
Highly variable generation and load can increase the operation of line regulators, capacitors and
load tap changers, potentially resulting in reduced equipment life. To credit DERs with avoided
cost related to equipment life extension, further study to fully understand the correlations
between loading and equipment life is needed. The utilities see such inquiry as an opportunity in
the long term refinement.
2.2.3

Security Risk Mitigation

Having DERs supplying critical loads reduces the reliance on the central grid; if operated
correctly, DERs may be able to create a more robust grid. Being able to avoid low probability,
high impact events may mitigate some of the potential losses and serve to reduce security risks
associated with larger assets. The reduced security risks would be a significant societal benefit
created by the aggregation of mass deployment of DER.27 However, to date, there are no known
efforts to objectively quantify the decreased security risks or societal gains associated with DERs
supplying critical loads (as opposed to a conventional central power plant).

26

See PG&E 2017 GRC Phase I Work papers Table 13-22.

27

Evaluation Framework and Tools for Distributed Energy Resources, February 2003.
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2.2.4

System Support Services

System support services, also known as Ancillary Services, include frequency regulation,
spinning reserve, and non-spinning reserve. The California Independent System Operator
(CAISO) currently has programs that allow aggregated DER or large DER to participate in its
existing market of these system support services. Moreover, the CAISO is currently looking at
modifications to its tariffs to better accommodate DER in the future.
Frequency regulation
Frequency regulation (Reg.) is the provision of short term energy used by the CAISO to
manage Area Control Error (ACE). CAISO procures Reg. UP and Reg. DOWN as separate
products in Day Ahead (DA) and Hour Ahead (HA) markets, instructing qualified/awarded
generators on a 4 second basis to provide Reg. UP or Reg. DOWN services. Payments are made
per the DA and HA cleared prices. Actual net energy delivered over the hour is settled at the
balancing energy price, as determined by the Real Time (RT) Market price. There is also a Pay
for Performance tariff that rewards generators for accuracy in response - this tends to favor faster
resources, such as fast energy storage devices. Where Reg. UP provision is constrained locally,
a resource may apply for self-provision service, meaning the resource can provide its share of
frequency regulation requirements locally and avoid the regulation market. Frequency regulation
service is part of maintaining the reserve generation capacity for the system.
The “frequency-Watt” function is a feature that can be offered by the new generation of
inverter-based DERs (smart inverters) to provide fast frequency regulation in milliseconds. The
“frequency-watt” mode enables the smart inverter to mitigate frequency deviations by
injecting/absorbing active power. This mode can be used either in emergency situations (when a
large frequency deviation causes system instability) or in normal situations (to smooth out minor
frequency deviations).28
Spinning Reserve
Spinning Reserve is the on-line reserve generation capacity synchronized to the grid
system, ready to meet electric demand within 10 minutes of a dispatch instruction by the ISO.
Spinning Reserve is needed to maintain system stability during emergency operating conditions
and unforeseen variations in load.
Some DER technology types will be able to provide spinning reserve and some will
actually serve to increase spinning reserve requirements. Various energy storage technologies
and demand response are likely to be able to provide this service, while most renewable DERs
can adversely impact the system’s spinning reserve requirement. For instance, energy storage
system increases the available reserves on the system without decreasing conventional
generators’ efficiency. By setting a minimum discharge level, the distributed energy storage can
28

DER: Advanced Power System Management Functions and Information Exchanges for Inverterbased DER Devices, Modelled in IEC 61850-90-7.
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always provide some energy as spinning reserve. On the other hand, penetration of PVs can
increase the spinning reserve requirements of the system in three scenarios: (i) when there is a
rapid frequency drop (e.g., due to a generator outage) and the spinning reserve is required, the
PV will likely trip off due to the prevailing frequency ride through setting schemes on most
inverters. Therefore, the frequency drop is exacerbated and the need for reserve is increased; (ii)
when there is a transient drop (e.g., caused by cloud passing), the PV output drops rapidly- up to
a50% drop in 30 seconds. If there are a lot of PV installed within a small area, that affects the
spinning reserve requirements; and (iii) when there is a load shedding action to be performed, the
net load drop can be less than what may have been designed, reducing the effectiveness of load
shedding schemes. Like the frequency regulation market, the spinning reserve market is already
well established for larger generators, and the IOUs will rely on the CAISO to further develop
the market for DERs that can eventually be included in the LNBA.
Non-spinning Reserve
Non-Spinning Reserve is off-line generation capacity that can be ramped to a designated
generation capacity value and synchronized to the grid within 10 minutes of a dispatch
instruction by the CAISO. Moreover, it is capable of maintaining that output for at least two
hours. Non-Spinning Reserve is needed to maintain system stability during emergency
conditions. The barriers to including non-spinning reserve in the LNBA are the same as the
frequency response and spinning reserve services.
As these services are paid for in existing CAISO markets, the value is accounted for like
all the other system level avoided costs in other markets segments (energy, emissions, etc.).
However, for Demo B purposes, the system support services market for DERs is not well
established enough to have a clear understanding of how the IOUs can assess a DER’s ability to
provide these services. Once more market history is established through the CAISO, the utilities
will have more data to assess if/how certain DER technologies can actually deliver these services
and determine the market costs for these services. Because the CAISO will be the main solicitor
for these services, the IOUs will rely on the CAISO to define how DERs will deliver such
services. Once DERs begin to successfully capture revenue streams from the support services
markets, the IOUs will begin to include the additional system level avoided costs in the LNBA
for DERs. Although the ancillary services (AS) market for DERs is not yet developed, the
utilities current approach to account for DERs providing these services is to include Frequency
Regulation, Spinning Reserve and Non Spinning Reserve in LNBA as defined for Demo B. Per
commission guidance, the IOUs adopted the E3 DERAC estimates of avoided AS.29
2.2.5

Power Quality

Electric service is expected to be provided within power quality planning limits defined
by utility guidelines and applicable industry standards, addressing the following aspects: Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD), voltage sags/swells, fast transients, voltage unbalance and flicker.
29

5/2 ACR, p. 27, “Avoided Ancillary Services…Use DERAC values.”
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As such, mitigating any of these power quality issues is a part of normal utility distribution
operations in electrical grid maintenance. In exceptional cases, customers may also request
certain additional power quality services from the utility to assist in customer side power quality
issues as well. These services can be provided through overall circuit level enhancement or
managed locally (e.g., by installing filters or relocating capacitor banks). It is important to note
that providing quality power is a service distinct from the voltage support service described in
section 2.1, which only addresses sustained high/low voltage issues caused by distribution
configuration or loading/generation. Common power quality issues are listed below to indicate
services that DERs may be able to provide.
Total Harmonic Distortion
Some DERs may lower system impedance, and a lower impedance of the combined
system with respect to harmonics results in lower voltage distortion and THD from the nonlinear
loads. This benefit is likely as long as the DER is not a significant source of harmonics.
Voltage sag
If the DER is installed near the end user’s equipment, it can help mitigate voltage sag
experienced from in rush currents. This would be considered a service of value as long as the
voltage drops attributed to in rush currents drive customer voltage below the lower limit of ANSI
C84.1 Range A. Conversely, DERs could extenuate the need for this service (if the DER trips
offline during voltage sags, driving voltage even lower than the pre-DER conditions).30
Voltage swell
DERs may be able to absorb load and thus limit voltage swell to within suitable ranges.
The presence of DERs, however, can also lead to additional temporary overvoltage (voltage
swells). The following table describes the scenarios DER can affect negatively on voltage swells.
Table 2: Impact of DER on voltage swells
Power Quality
Issue
Voltage Swell

Description of PQ Issue and Likely Positive or Negative Impacts
of DER
Negative - Certain transformer connections for DER can cause
voltage swells on healthy phases during line-to-ground faults
during islanding.

Power Conversion Systems
wye/ungrounded wye,
delta/wye, delta/delta, wye/wye
with an ungrounded generator

Voltage Swell

Negative - Voltage swells and ferro-resonant over-voltages can
occur due to resonance between the DER impedance and
distribution capacitors during islanding.

All

Voltage Swell

Negative - Out-of-phase reclosing between the utility system and
an islanded DER may cause transient over voltages.

All

30

Grid Reliability and Power Quality Impacts of Distributed Resources, EPRI Technical Update, W.
Steely, March 2003.
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Voltage Unbalance
Presence of DERs can either aggravate or improve the voltage unbalances. Table 3
summarizes different scenarios which DER can impact the voltage unbalances.
Table3: Impact of DER on Voltage Unbalance
Power Quality
Issue
Voltage
Unbalance

Current
Unbalance

Current
Unbalance

Description of PQ Issue and Likely Positive or
Negative Impacts of DER
Negative - Existing feeder voltage unbalance
can cause machine connected DER to trip on
current unbalance or cause rotor heating due to
high negative-sequence currents.
Negative - Depending on the winding
arrangement of the DER interconnection
transformer, feeder current unbalance will be
reflected in the interconnection transformer
causing overload and possibly damage if the
transformer is not protected.
Positive - In cases where DER feeds a constant
power into utility distribution feeders, the lower
phase voltage will see a relatively higher current
and consequently a tendency to raise the voltage.

Power Conversion
Systems
Synchronous
Generator or
Induction Generator
grounded-wye/delta
and groundedwye/grounded-wye
transformer (with
the generator
grounded)
Synchronous
generator or Selfcommutated
Inverter

Voltage flicker
Some DERs may be able to provide a voltage smoothing function to reduce voltage
flicker experienced by customers. Many DERs, however, can cause more voltage flickers to
occur. Voltage fluctuations can cause flickers visible to human eyes. This results in lamps
changing their light intensity or flickering. Stopping or starting a DER can lead to sudden voltage
fluctuations which in turn could lead to more adverse voltage conditions. Table 4 has describes
the ways DER affect negatively on voltage flicker.
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Table 4: Impact of DER on Voltage Flicker
Power Quality
Issue

Description of PQ Issue and Likely Positive or
Negative Impacts of DER

Energy Source/Prime
Mover

Flicker

Negative - Low RPM, low number of cylinder
machines applications or misfiring engines can
cause voltage fluctuation.

Reciprocating Engine

Flicker

Negative - Cloud caused irradiance changes could
produce flicker.

Photovoltaic

Flicker

Negative - Fluctuations in the wind speed,
pitching/yaw errors in blades, wind shear, and
tower shading can produce flicker.

Wind
Turbine/Generator

Regardless of DER capability, as long as the existing power quality is at service levels
within required ranges, there is no need for power quality services and DERs will provide no
benefit. If there is a need, a DER that can offset that need would be valued for the avoided cost
achieved through deferral of the conventional project that would have met the power quality
need. Therefore, the value of these services will be accounted for in the deferral module.
However, as detailed above, DERs may have both negative and positive implications on
common power quality issues. Additional analyses are needed to clarify the net benefits of DER
on power quality. For these reasons power quality services are not currently estimated or
otherwise included in Demo B LNBA values.
2.2.6

Societal Benefits

Societal benefits are broadly defined as any benefits (or costs), including those related to
public safety, that are linked to the deployment of DERs, which are external to the IOUs’
revenue requirements. Many environmental impacts associated with energy production have
been internalized in the IOU revenue requirements through policy mechanisms such as the RPS
and multi-sector GHG Cap and Trade system. Many public safety impacts associated with
energy production have been internalized in the IOU revenue requirement through other
regulatory mechanisms, such as mandatory inspection and maintenance programs. There are
several regulatory activities focused on societal benefits currently under-way: Energy Division is
currently developing a proposal to address how societal benefits may be included in DER cost
effectiveness analysis31 in the IDER proceeding; the commission is leading an Integrated
Resource Plan proceeding, a long-term electric resource planning proceeding initiated by SB350
(2015) which incorporates statewide GHG emission reduction goals and also includes cost of air
31

Materials from a 9/22/2016 workshop on this topic are available online at:
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=10745.
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pollutants or GHG emissions local to disadvantaged communities, per statute. These activities
necessarily overlap and require close coordination; however, it is expected that information
regarding specific types of societal benefits and quantification approaches will be determined in
one or both of these proceedings. Such information could be used to inform future definitions or
quantification of societal benefits in LNBA. For Demo B, no societal or public safety
components were quantified. Long term improvements to the LNBA methodology and tool may
quantify societal and/or public safety components.
2.3

Services that DERs Cannot Provide

This section highlights distribution services that are considered non-deferrable for
Demo B.
2.3.1

Repair or Replacement

Utility equipment is generally repaired or replaced to address service upgrades, corrosion,
external damage, and/or new protection schemes. For example, equipment and structures need to
be replaced after being damaged by car contact, vegetation intrusion, or simply degradation over
time.
2.3.2

Reliability (Non-Capacity Related)

Section 2.1 detailed reliability improvements that DERs can provide. However, the
utility’s costs for other activities and projects to improve reliability, e.g., non-capacity related
projects such as: installing new sectionalizing equipment, sensors, fault detection, and
emergency preparation/response initiatives, cannot be provided by DERs. Many of these costs
will exist regardless of DERs being installed on a distribution system.
2.3.3

Operations and Maintenance

Maintenance is required to continue the safe and correct operation of equipment. Certain
costs to operate and maintain the electrical grid will exist regardless of DERs being installed on a
distribution system. There is no mechanism for DERs to defer the need to perform the majority
of maintenance activities on existing equipment.
2.3.4

Emergency Preparation and Outage Response Services

The utility’s ability to restore service after outages is not improved by DERs, with the
exception of back-tie enhancement through load reduction. Beyond the ability to positively
impact some restoration scenario through back-ties DERs do not offset services that require
proactive equipment installation in preparation for an emergency, the replacement of damaged
equipment during/after an emergency, or response strategies to dispatch service personnel more
efficiently. Generally there are no similarities between services utilities provide in emergency
scenarios to services offered by DER. Furthermore, emergency services typically need to be
implemented in a very short time frame, and simply cannot be met through DER solicitation
efforts. As such, costs associated with improving emergency response are not avoidable by
installing DERs.
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2.3.5

New Business/Work at the Request of Others

These projects entail the installation of necessary infrastructure to serve new customers.
If there is a lack of existing infrastructure, new customers cannot consume or produce energy.
DERs do not mitigate the need to connect new customers to the grid.
3

SDG&E Selected Planning Area (Northeast)

For the purposes of Demo B, SDG&E decided to evaluate its Northeast planning district.
The region was chosen for multiple reasons, the most important of which was having a variety of
planned distribution projects. The Northeast district also has one of SDG&E’s most diverse
terrains and economic regions in that it contains urban industrial, residential suburban, and rural
commercial/residential distribution electrical infrastructure/loads with a combination of low and
high load growth areas. The region’s diversity and variety of projects led SDG&E to believe it
would be the ideal portion of its service territory to explore the possibility of capital
infrastructure project deferral through the deployment of DERs. The following are some quick
statistics on the Northeast planning district.
x
x
x
x

23 Distribution Substations
1,390 MW of Distribution Capacity
197,949 Residential Meters, 30,102 Commercial Meters, 106 Industrial Meters
Service territory includes the City of San Marcos, Escondido, Poway, Vista, Ramona,
Valley Center, Rancho Bernardo, Bonsall, and Fallbrook
3.1

Planning Inputs: Load

To begin Demo B for the Northeast territory, SDG&E was required to carry out the first
step of the normal planning process which was to develop the 2016 load forecast for distribution
circuits and the substations. Historically, every year SDG&E has constructed the peak load
forecast for each circuit/substation by looking at the load data for every hour of the previous year
via an automated tool to determine when the peak day occurred.
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Figure 1: SDG&E’s Existing in House Forecasting Tool

The user/planner than verifies that the peak data selected by the tool occurred under
normal system configuration in order to validate the peak measurement. Once the peak day is
determined, the peak value is then weather normalized based on historical weather data and then
modified to reflect a 1 in 10 year hot weather condition via weather factors provided from
SDG&E’ meteorology department.
Figure 2: Example of Weather Adjustment Factor Inputs

Forecasted large individual loads and cutovers are also added or subtracted to forecast the next
10-years’ 1 in 10 potential peaks.
This past year however, as outlined in its 2015 DRP Application, SDG&E performed this
process for the first time in parallel with Integral Analytics LoadSEER software (LoadSEER) to
enhance the accuracy and reliability of SDG&Es distribution forecast. LoadSEER requires the
input of the past 10 years’ worth of load peaks, transfers, spot load additions, as well as weather
data. LoadSEER is able to automate the input of raw load data via a tool called Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) scrubber. Like that of the existing SDG&E forecasting
tool, the data still requires review to make sure no false peaks are being recorded from temporary
cutovers or other anomalies.
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Figure 3: Example of Inputted Peak data Within LoadSEER

LoadSEER then uses the raw data and interpolates a summer and winter peak
weekday/weekend load forecast based on the historical data, geospatial data, and economic
variables distinct to a circuit’s or substation’s region. The economic variables associated with
each distribution load forecast are only used if they are deemed to have both relevance and a
high correlation. LoadSEER identifies variables with high degrees of historical correlation to the
raw data, but ultimately the user will determine which of the identified variables are relevant to
the region and will be used. The growth forecast is otherwise mainly tied to the system wide
forecast. Depending on the degree of correlation, the user can blend the weighting of the system
wide forecast or the economic variable based regression forecast.
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Figure 4: Example of Load Forecasts Created by LoadSEER

SDG&E chose LoadSEER as new planning tool because of its more comprehensive
inclusion of data relevant to load forecasts, but also because LoadSEER is able to generate a
forecasted 24 hour dynamic forecasted load curve (load curve) instead of a single static peak that
SDG&E was previously using. The 24 hour curves that are generated are able to take into
account new load curves that have variable output throughout a 24 hour period (e.g., solar PV, or
electric vehicles). The 24 hour load curves are required in order to perform both demo A’s ICA,
by running powerflow for every hour of a day, and for demo B’s LNBA, by being able to
forecast both the magnitude and the duration of forecasted overloads on distribution elements
throughout SDG&E’s system. This data is critical to understanding the exact services that DERs
will need to be able to provide in order to defer capital upgrades. An example of this load curve
(24 hour x 12 month) is shown below.
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Figure 5: Example of LoadSEER’s 24 Hour Dynamic 12 Month Forecast

The load curve provides the planner an understanding of when (day and month) and for
how long (which hours) a circuit’s performance may be exceeding certain threshold limitations.
The planners will use this information to identify the types of services that could be provided by
a DER to mitigate forecasted overloads for particular distribution equipment.
3.2

Planning Inputs: DER Forecasts

Another benefit to developing the load curves is that SDG&E planners are able to
account for the hourly impacts of specific DER technology types being deployed on a circuit or
substation overtime. This added capability enables a more comprehensive ability to assess the
impact of future DER growth scenarios. An example would be to calculate the hourly impact of
deploying 100 kW of PV solar panels vs. 200 kW. As outlined in the ACR, SDG&E included the
IEPR baseline DER growth scenario in the construction of its load curves as well as the
Integrated Energy Policy Report (IEPR) High DER Growth forecast in its alternative DER
forecast scenario. SDG&E accomplished this in LoadSEER by allocating the system wide IEPR
DER forecast by technology type relative to customer types in each distribution asset’s
adjustment folder.
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Figure 6: Example of an Adjustment Portfolio for a Feeder within LoadSEER

Depending on the DER technology type, SDG&E allocated DER based on the % of
system total of a certain customer type (commercial/residential/industrial) on a circuit or
substation or by % of load coincident to system peak. SDG&E understands this is a relatively
rudimentary allocation methodology and is supportive of considering the development of a more
sophisticated allocation methodology as a potential long term refinement.
4

Description of Deferrable Upgrade Projects by Planning Area

The first part in identifying the Demo B projects was to make sure all the projects met the
deferability criteria in order to capture T&D deferral value in addition to system level values.
Ideally, capital projects used for the demo B evaluation would have high dollar values and be
driven by relatively small demand for both capacity and duration of energy to optimize the T&D
deferral values provided by any DER relative to their cost, i.e., result in a high $/kw deferral
value. As discussed in the LNBA working group, SDG&E is providing the following indicative
range for project costs which will also be included in the LNBA Heat Maps. The estimate of the
project cost was completed using SDG&E’s internal cost estimating practices.
$ = no deferral value (still has other LNBA components, e.g., energy)
$$ = deferral value between 0 and 100 $/kW
$$$ = deferral value between 100 and 5000 $/kW
$$$$ = deferral value greater than 500 $/kW
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SDG&E identified the following distribution capital projects and their associated project
costs that fit these parameters in the Northeast planning district. The projects details are as
follows:
4.1

Project 1: Offload San Marcos Circuit 596/597 through Circuit 296
Extension

SDG&E Budget Number: 97248
Indicative Project Cost: $$$
Project Area: Northeast District
Unique Identifier: DPSS Number: 652039-010
4.1.1

Work Order Number: 2560390

Project Drivers: Capacity

SDG&E has received several large interconnection/load addition requests from the Cal
State San Marcos Campus and surrounding developments in the city of San Marcos. The total
load growth during the next 10 years for the area is expected to create around 5-6 MW maximum
coincident demand once all existing planned load additions are fully built and operational, with
the possibility of an additional 2 or more MWs in subsequent years from future tentative
projects. The two existing circuits feeding the area are already highly loaded and have
experience loads exceeding 90% of their rated thermal capacity on several occasions.
To accommodate the new growth, SDG&E has planned a project that entails extending an
existing lightly loaded circuit (296) to the load addition area. This will allow some existing load
to be transferred to this lightly loaded circuit and for some of the forecasted new load to also be
supplied by this extended circuit. Circuit 296 will have approximately 6 MW of existing thermal
capacity that can be used to feed the new load. The project mainly consists of constructing a new
4000 ft. section of a 600 Amp rated cable to be buried under a new road that is being designed
and built by the city in conjunction with the development in the area. Because the road is going
to be built new, SDG&E has the opportunity to install the underground conduit infrastructure
without the need to repave the road, work at night, or have traffic control. The new feeder will
connect to circuit 596 via several new tie-switches. Once load is transferred from circuit 596 to
circuit 296, the next phase of this project, the transferring of load from circuit 597 to circuit 596,
will take place to lessen the load on circuit 597. This involves closing an existing tie-switch and
installing a new tie-switch. .
4.1.2

Circuit Data

Circuit 597: 21,350 connected kVA
Residential Meters: 2659
42% of peak load
Commercial Meters: 223
9% of peak load
Industrial Meters: 2
49% of peak load
Circuit peak 7:10 P.M.
Existing DER: 1,767 Solar PV, 9.2 kW ES, 1,180 kW fuel cell
SDG&E Weather Zone: North Coast Inland Valleys
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Table 5: Maximum Forecasted Overloads by Year (MWs):
Circuit 597 with IPER Trajectory DER Growth
Month
-Hour

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

9-20

0.908

1.243

1.532

1.899

2.360

2.770

3.113

3.433

3.764

4.104

Circuit 596: 32,158 connected kVA
Residential Meters: 1,661
30% of peak load
Commercial Meters: 435
59% of peak load
Industrial Meters: 1
11% of peak load
Circuit Peak: 4:40 P.M.
Existing DER: 573.3 kW Solar PV, 4.6 kW ES, 4.0 kW Wind
SDG&E Weather Zone: North Coast Inland Valleys
Table 6: Maximum Forecasted Overloads by Year (MWs):
Circuit 596 with IPER Trajectory DER Growth
Month
-Hour 2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

9-14

0.947

1.140

1.290

1.668 2.028

2.250

2.427 2.800

2.953

0

Figure 7: Required Electrical Characteristics to Mitigate Forecasted Overloads on Circuit 597
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2026

Figure 8: Required Electrical Characteristics to Mitigate Forecasted Overloads on Circuit 596
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Capital project in service date: 6/1/2018
4.1.3

296 Circuit Extension - High Growth DER Scenario

The overload values above are derived from load forecasts for circuits 596 & 597 if DER
growth was in line with the IEPR trajectory growth forecast. When load forecasting with the
DRP Application’s high growth DER scenario, results have correspondingly smaller overload
magnitudes. The reduction in overload magnitudes, however, does not result in the change of
timing/need for this particular project. The alternative scenario magnitude of overloads driving
these projects will be made available on SDG&E’s heat map in the High DER Growth layers.
Furthermore, the electrical characteristics required for each project that are included in this
document are subject to change as the circuit forecasts will be rerun/revised for 2017 to include
2016 circuit peaks and new load additions.
4.2

Project 2: Circuit 522 1/0 Cu Section Re-Conductor

SDG&E Budget Number: 97248
Indicative Project Cost: $$$
Project Area: Northeast District
Unique Identifier: DPSS Number: 159861-010

Work Order Number: 2953970
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4.2.1

Project Drivers: Capacity

This project is to re-conductor 15 spans of circuit 522 that is currently 1/0 CU B strand (rated at
310 Amps, i.e., ~6MW thermal rating) to 636 ACSR (12MW thermal rating). Currently, under
adverse conditions, it is possible for this portion of the circuit to overload. The re-conductor will
eliminate the possibility of thermal failure as well as improve the back-tie capacity to
neighboring circuits. Because the forecasted overload is relatively small and there is not much
forecasted new load growth, a relatively small amount of DER capacity may defer the need for
this project for a longer time.
4.2.2

522 Circuit Data

Circuit 522: 21,732 k VA
Residential Meters: 2,103
71% of peak load
Commercial Meters: 118
29% of peak load
Industrial Meters: 0
0% of peak load
Existing DER: 1,716.9 kW Solar PV, 4.6 kW ES, 3.2 kW Wind
SDG&E Weather Zone: North Coast Inland Valleys
Table 7: Maximum Forecasted Overloads (MWs):
Circuit 522 with IPER Trajectory DER Growth
Name

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

522

0.713

0.746

0.764

0.768

0.792

0.825

0.853

0.869

0.884

0.897
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Figure 9: Required Electrical Characteristics to Mitigate Forecasted Overloads on Circuit 522
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Capital project in service date 6/1/2018
4.2.3

4.2.3 Circuit 522 Reconductor - High Growth DER Scenario

Similar to Project 1, the load forecast that includes the DRP Application’s High Growth DER
scenario results in correspondingly smaller overload magnitudes, but the overall reduction in
overload magnitudes does not result in changing the timing/need for this project. The alternative
scenario magnitude of overloads driving this project will be made available on SDG&Es heat
map in the High DER Growth layers. Again, these forecasts are subject to change as they will be
rerun/revised for the 2017 forecast year to include 2016 peak data and new load additions.
4.3

Project 3: Circuit 182 12kV 200A Voltage Regulator

SDG&E Budget Number: 97248
Indicative Project Cost: $$
Project Area: Northeast District
Unique Identifier: DPSS Number: 652041-010
4.3.1

Work Order Number: 2560410

Project Drivers: Low end of line voltage (110V)

This project is to insure that a service area, including several hundred individual
residences, is not delivered voltage at a level that is outside the Rule 2 required bandwidth of
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114-126 volts. When circuit 182 is highly loaded, a portion of the circuit experiences enough of a
voltage drop that service to some customers is outside of the acceptable voltage range. This
situation is primarily due to the load being a long distance from the supplying substation. This
problem may be addressed by DER in multiple ways, which includes being located within the
area experiencing low voltage, located upstream of that area, or inverter aggregation. The
services required of a DER to address the needs may depend upon the location of the DER on
this circuit, with one option being to provide services during the peak hours within the low
voltage area. The 2016 adverse peak load forecast is shown below for reference.
4.3.2

Circuit Data

Circuit 182: 25,335 k VA
Residential Meters: 1,973
58% of peak load
Commercial Meters: 262
31% of peak load
Industrial Meters: 2
11% of peak load
Existing DER: 2,208.1 kW Solar PV, 34.6 kW ES
SDG&E Weather Zone: North Coast Inland Valleys
Figure 10: Required Electrical Characteristics to Mitigate Forecasted
Overloads on Circuit 522
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4.3.3

182 Voltage Regulator - High Growth DER Scenario

Altering the load forecast to include the DRP Application’s High Growth DER scenario does
not result in changing the timing/need for this project. The low voltage conditions of the
particular load pocket on circuit 182 will exist regardless of either scenario of natural DER
growth. Any DER installed on this circuit, especially in the low voltage load pocket, will assist
in voltage support, but the quantities needed are such that it will require a utility initiative.
Again, the high DER growth forecast for this circuit will be included on the high growth scenario
layers of SDG&E’s heat map.
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4.4

Demo B Project 3 (Capacity): New San Marcos 12 kV Circuit (Incremental
Regional Capacity)

SDG&E Budget Number: 97248
Indicative Project Cost: $$
Project Area: Northeast District
Unique Identifier: DPSS Number: 651633-010
4.4.1

Work Order Number: 2544860

Project Drivers: Medium term need of capacity on circuits 298, 295,
and long term needs on circuits 596, 597, and 299

This project is partially related to project 1 in that it will ultimately be needed if the load
continues to grow as planned into the 2020 horizon on circuits 299, 596 and 597. In addition to
resolving the longer term issues with circuits 299, 596 and 597, this new circuit will resolve
issues on two other highly loaded circuits 298 and 295. All of these circuits are fed from the San
Marcos substation. The project will enable load from each of these circuits to be transferred to a
new feeder that is to be located in a corridor shared by all of these circuits. Loads on existing
circuits would be lessened by either direct transfer to the new feeder, or by transferring load to a
circuit that has had its load reduced due to a transfer to the new feeder. In order to defer the need
for this project, DERs would need to mitigate thermal overloads on all of these circuits. The most
near term overloads, however, are forecasted on circuit 298 and 299, so partial deferral could be
achieved by deploying DER on these circuits and meeting their needs first.
Circuit 298: 42,314 k VA
Residential Meters: 1,228
15% of peak load
Commercial Meters: 934
75% of peak load
Industrial Meters: 2
10% of peak load
Existing DER: 1,716.9 kW Solar PV, 4.6 kW ES, 3.2 kW Wind
SDG&E Weather Zone North Coast Inland Valleys
Table 8: Maximum Forecasted Overloads (MWs):
Circuit 298 with IPER Trajectory DER Growth
Circuit

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

298

0.00

0.21

0.51

0.67

0.64

1.08

1.41

1.82

2.07

2.29
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Figure 11: Required Electrical Characteristics to Mitigate
Forecasted Overloads on Circuit 298
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Circuit 295: 13,340 k VA
Residential Meters: 1,889
45% of peak load
Commercial Meters: 205
10% of peak load
Industrial Meters: 1
45% of peak load
SDG&E Weather Zone North Coast Inland Valleys
Table 9: Maximum Forecasted Overloads (MWs):
Circuit 295 with IPER Trajectory DER Growth
Circuit
295

2016
0.00

2017
0.00

2018
0.31

2019
0.35

2020
0.40
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2021
0.42

2022
0.40

2023
0.35

2024
0.30

2025
0.25

Figure 12: Required Electrical Characteristics to Mitigate
Forecasted Overloads on Circuit 295
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8Ͳ11
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8Ͳ16
8Ͳ17
8Ͳ18
8Ͳ19
8Ͳ20
8Ͳ21
8Ͳ22
8Ͳ23
9Ͳ0

0
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Both Circuit 596 and 597 forecasted overloads are included earlier in this document (see
section 4.1) so their data is excluded here.
4.4.2

New San Marcos 12kV Circuit - High Growth DER Scenario

Altering the load forecast to include the DRP Application’s high growth DER scenario does
in fact alter the requirements of this particular project. Under the high DER growth scenario, the
issues on circuit 596, 597 and 299 are all substantially reduced/eliminated. However, the
forecasts for circuits 295 and 298 still justify the need for the new circuit in the medium term. In
any DER growth scenario, this new circuit project will greatly increase the capacity to the San
Marcos region and increase operational flexibility/reliability. When accounting for the reliability
improvement, it is clear substantial amounts of DER would need to be deployed to fully offset all
the services a new feeder would provide to the San Marcos region. Again, the high DER growth
forecast for this circuit will be included on the high growth scenario layers of SDG&E’s heat
map.
4.5

Project Information Template for the downloadable Demo B dataset.

The following data will be provided by the IOUs via the downloadable Demo B dataset,
which will be linked to each one of the projects identified in the each of the IOUs respective heat
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maps. The template below reflects the data that the IOUs are planning to provide, and is subject
to change in the future.
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION:
Project Name:
Project Area: [for PG&E, Division and planning area names]
Program / Project Type: [e.g., Capacity Program / Distribution Capacity Deferral]
Budget Code: [OPTIONAL e.g., PG&E MAT Code 06E]
Unique Identifier: [OPTIONAL e.g., order number, etc. etc.]
PROJECT DRIVERS:
Associated Existing Equipment and Location:
Key Driver of Need: [e.g., Ag pumping due to shifts in crops or drought, or specific load
additions on a certain expected date]
Known Forecast Uncertainties: [e.g., quality of historical data]
Observed Issues: [e.g., customer voltage complaints?]
Expected Magnitude of Need: [2016: ##MW/XX%; 2017…]
Expected Timing of Need: [season or Month(s) and time-of-day]
Load Reduction Requirement Development Notes: [e.g., load reduction profile is based
on raw 8760 SCADA data at feeder head from 2015, or e.g., load reduction profile is
based on 95%ile weekday load profile from AMI data].
DER Growth Forecast Sensitivity:
DRP Very High DER Scenario Magnitude of Need: [Are timing/magnitude of
project drivers impacted?]
Other DER Scenario Magnitude of Need: [OPTIONAL: Are timing/magnitude of
project drivers impacted?]
CONVENTIONAL UPGRADE DESCRIPTION:
New/Upgraded Equipment and Location:
Associated Load Transfers: [e.g., from an overloaded facility to a new facility].
Expected Equipment In-Service Date:
Expected Funds Commitment Date: [If different from above. Technically, the financial
benefit starts on the funds commitment date, while the in-service date sets the needed
timing for DER implementation].
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5

Distribution Operation and Maintenance Upgrades identified in Northeast DPA

Each of SDG&E’s six planning areas, including the Northeast district, has large volumes
of various ongoing maintenance activities. Currently, most distribution system components are
maintained based on SDG&E’s Corrective Maintenance Program (CMP), which consists of
inspections followed by repair if needed. Within this maintenance program, DER provided
services have almost no value added because the majority of these activities/jobs are not
deferrable by DERs. SDG&E does recognize, however, if the maintenance requirements could
be changed to allow for a fully preventive and condition-based maintenance program, there could
be some opportunities for DERs to reduce maintenance cost. This is due to DER services being
able to improve electrical loading of various power system components (electrical loading refers
to stresses such as continuous loading, temporary overloading, and exposure to short circuit fault
current) through congestion management. This would require new data/information to be
obtained and carefully analyzed through intelligent diagnostic and monitoring schemes, and this
would come at some cost to customers. Furthermore, new data analytic tools with proper
tracking of maintenance schedules and databases of system events will play an important role,
and these too would also come at some cost. Regardless, if the utilities could move to more of a
conditioned based monitoring maintenance system, there may be some moderate value in DERs
providing services that enable the utility to avoid some maintenance costs.
5.1

SDG&E Corrective Maintenance Program

The following section elaborates on the specific work activities that occur as part of the
SDG&E corrective maintenance program, and why DERs services are not considered viable in
deferring these activities. Per CPUC requirements, every electric utility is required to have a
maintenance program whereby every structure/ asset is inspected within a time cycle specific to
each asset to insure public safety. The specific inspection requirements for this program are
outlined in the CPUC’s General Order 165 (GO 165). If a problem is found during the inspection
phase, qualified electrical workers are required to take corrective actions (repair) within a
specified time frame following the inspection to mitigate the issue. Furthermore, additional
maintenance is also performed beyond the requirements of the CPUC to insure assets are
functioning properly and that they will last throughout their expected lifetimes. The regular
inspections typically generate thousands of job orders each year in each of SDG&Es districts.
The job orders can vary from a job as simple as placing a sticker on energized equipment to
properly mark hazards, to as large as replacing structures adjacent to freeway crossings because
of wooden pole rot. GO 165 has established minimum inspection cycles and record keeping
requirements for distribution equipment. In general, utilities must patrol their systems once a
year in urban areas and once every two years in rural areas. Furthermore, depending on the type
of equipment, detailed inspections of the distribution equipment are required every 3-5 years
during which the condition of inspected equipment, issues found, and a scheduled date for
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corrective action must be recorded. SDG&E’s CMP program has defined eight different
inspection categories as follows:32
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Overhead Visual Inspections
Underground Above Ground Dead-front Internal and External Inspections
Underground Above Ground Live-front Internal and External Inspections
Underground Subsurface Internal Inspections
Underground Oil and Gas Switch Inspections
Intrusive Wood Pole Inspections
Urban Patrol
Rural Patrol

SDG&E has set two internal goals related to its CMP program, namely inspection goals
and follow-up repair goals. These goals are outlined as follows:
1. Inspection Goal: The SDG&E inspection goal is to complete inspections by October 31
of each year. This goal is established by monitoring the number of facilities in each
community in each cycle, and dividing that number by the cycle length. Then, reports are
generated which indicate what facilities have been inspected in the previous cycle for a
corresponding year.
2. Follow-up Repair Goal (Backlog Goal): Although GO 165 requires all issues to be
corrected within 12 months of the inspection date, SDG&E goal is to correct all issues
within 10 months from the inspection date (or to prioritize the repair accordingly to
identify critical conditions) in order to prevent exceeding the GO 165 deadline. To
achieve this goal, a 10-month cumulative backlog is monitored by SDG&E. The graph
below shows the follow-up repair backlog requirements of the SDG&E.

32

For detailed description of the inspection cycles, refer to the SDG&E CMP Program Manual.
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Figure 13: The 10-month clearing window for follow-up repair goal (note that any
issue with an inspection date prior to the beginning of the bar must be cleared by the
date by the end of the bar).

5.2

Operation & Maintenance Projects

As discussed above, SDG&E is required to keep a record of inspected equipment, found
infractions, and scheduled dates for follow-up repairs. This record keeping is particularly
important to achieve backlog goals. When reviewing the SDG&E CMP backlog records, it can
be observed that detailed information is recorded for the inspected assets that require follow-up
repair. Some of the recorded items include: equipment type and ID, notification type and date,
request and reference date, follow-up due date, functional and physical locations, community
affected, inspection code, inspector ID, and descriptions of the infraction and its severity. As an
example, the following table shows a summary of the backlog CMP list in the Northeast region
for Year 2016. Identified infractions resulting from the inspections shall be resolved within a 10month period from the latest inspection date.
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Table 10: SDG&E CMP Work Activities
EventCode&Type
I236Damaged/MissingHighVoltSignͲ1Ͳ
I230DamagedGroundMolding
I234Damaged/MissingHighVoltSignsͲ2
I246SDGE/CustPoleorStubPoleDmged/B
I048SubstructureLidDamage
I019SDGE/VegCausedCannotOpen/Inspect
I038InternalCorrosionReplace(Severe)
I239IdleEquipment
I238AbandonedFacilities(Pole/Conducto
I016ExternalCorrosionReplace(Severe)
I241DamagedCrossͲArm
I332VeginGuyͲHeavyStrainorAbrasi
I682RestorationRecommended,CͲTruss
I327VegetationClimbingSpaceObstructi
I063OilLeakfromBushing/Case/Duct/Cab
I481PoleReplacementfromPOIN
I218PrivatePropCausedPoleInaccessib
I291PrivatePropCausedCannotOpen/Ins
I298OtherͲInfractionͲNoApplicable
I254SDG&EInsufficientClearance
I058OtherͲInfraction/NoCodeͲRepair
I274GuyGrounded
I219SDGE/VegCausedPoleInaccessible
I207SDGELeaningPoleorPotentialOver
I276SlackAnchorGuy
I323VeginServiceͲGuard
I206Damaged/MissingPoleHardware
I330VegetationWorkingSpaceObstructio
I201PoleStepsLowerthan10ft
I681RestorationRejected,Replace
I026GroundRodsorStudsMissing
I277Damaged/MissingGuying
I283Damaged/Missing/IncorrectSta.Pole
I321VeginSecondary(SSC/AerialCable)
I148TopSectionDamage
I209ForeignAttachment/UnauthorizedE
I246SDGEPOLE/STUBDAMAGED
I055Poss.WireEntrytoEnerg/ExposedP
I241C/ODamagedXarms
I263PrivatePropertyHazardousConditio
I096ConduitDamaged
I098ConduitnotStrappedDown
I282BoltCoversMissing
I290PrivatePropWorkingSpaceObstruct
I012TempRiseͲ(perESP120)
I020UnsecuredͲBolts/Latch/LockMissin
INCPInspectionIncomplete
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NumberofEvents
295
289
168
127
117
83
77
69
53
52
42
39
30
27
21
21
19
18
17
17
17
16
14
13
11
11
11
10
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
7
14
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5

Out of 1,904 reported infractions, 13 events were associated with switches and 218
events were associated with distribution service transformers. However, the majority of events
are related to internal or external corrosion, as well as vegetation management. Less than 0.03%
of the maintenance events have temperature rise related root-causes; and these are mainly due to
an increase in the ambient temperature.
According to GO 165, all infractions observed during the inspection phase shall be
resolved within 12 months of the inspection date. It is worth noting that follow-up repair crews
are located in construction and operating centers within the planning area (districts) they are
inspecting (Northeast inspections and maintenance are performed by Northeast electric crews).
6

Distribution Reliability Upgrades Identified in the Northeast DPA
6.1

Circuit Reliability Improvement Process

Reliability metrics, such as System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and
System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI), are heavily influenced by the utility’s
ability to respond quickly, either remotely by SCADA operation, which minimizes the impacted
area within minutes, or by anticipatory replacement of underground cable and installation of
sectionalizing. Currently, DERs cannot improve these metrics because DERs that interconnect to
the grid, per safety codes, are removed from the distribution grid upon sensing an outage.
Additionally, utilities are best positioned to identify equipment that has high failure rates (such
as certain vintages of underground cable) and then replace this equipment ahead of time to
reduce the frequency of unplanned or forced outages. Some examples of traditional “wires”
equipment that currently support providing these types of services include, but are not limited
to:, circuit breakers and relays, reclosers, switches, sectionalizers, fault interrupters, SCADA,
and Fault Location, Isolation and Service Restoration (FLISR).
Similar to the maintenance activities, the reliability work being performed in each of
SDG&Es districts is not considered as deferrable by DERs. As described earlier in section 2.1.4,
DERs may provide incremental reliability services not being offered by the utilities by either be
built as part of a microgrid or enhancing back-ties; but at this time, SDG&E has not identified a
need for any such projects in the Northeast DPA. The majority of SDG&Es capital reliability
projects consist of vintage cable replacement (typically unjacketed), replacement of Do Not
Operate Energized (DOE) switches, and the installation of SCADA switches to enable further
customer segmentation/enhanced fault isolation as well as faster outage recovery. All of these
capital improvements simply cannot be replaced by DER contributions unless the DER is serving
customers in complete isolation to the grid.
6.2

Historical Causes of Outages

Table 11 below provides the top contributing categories identified in the root-cause
analyses of outages based on historical reliability data for the last 5 years. As can be observed,
the largest contributing factors to outages are associated with cable / equipment failures (50% of
cases), and/or external factors such as vehicles, animals or external objects (20%) that have hit
the lines or poles and caused breaking/disturbing of the supply path. The reasons for the
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remaining 30% of the unplanned outages cover variety of causes with very low individual
contributing percentages such as faulty operation of protection systems, lightning and wind due
to storms, etc. Therefore, there are very few root-causes of outages that can be associated with
power quality, equipment overloading, or circuit design that could be mitigated by DER
contribution.
Table 11: SDG&E Historical Causes of outages (Past 5 Years)

Another observation from reliability data is that only about 4% of outages were caused by
issues associated with transmission systems or at the substation level that would have affected
large areas and significant numbers of customers. Most reliability related events have occurred
locally and have impacted small numbers of customers in local areas. For this reason, the
SDG&E system wide indices highlighting the number of interruptions, such as SAIFI, have been
very low, around 0.52 average interruptions per customer. This observation suggests that,
excluding exceptional circuit level or substation level outage cases, unless a reliability service is
offered locally and close to specific end-use customers, the system wide benefits will be
immaterial.
6.3

Operations Based Reliability Improvement

In addition to the above mentioned capital improvements projects, SDG&E also enhances
reliability by improving operations practices. Such activities include the deployment of more
fault indicators to enable the more rapid location of a fault, phase identification to expedite the
identification of a fault, adding Infrared guns on electric crews trucks to scan for hot spots which
can lead to potential failure, and many other initiatives that either result in better preventative
maintenance or faster restoration in the event of an outage. The money spent to improve and
maintain quality operations practices is not avoidable via any services that DER may be able to
provide.
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6.4

Potential Distribution Reliability Improvement Projects in Northeast DPA
Table 12: Tentative SDG&E Cable Replacement Jobs in Northeast

DPSS #
252196-010
353437-010
555064-010
551914-010
551920-010
551920-020
252211-010
255286-010
161797-010
161798-010
161799-010
352611-010
352611-020
353437-010
650696-010
650696-010
055963-020
651764-010
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

W.O. #
2959240
2382650
2474470
2444640
2444650
2444651
2959310
2962780
2956300
2956310
2956320
2979390
2452640
2382650
2496990
2496990
2937951
2550090
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Project Name
C189:ERI 2012 BRANCH CABLE REPLACEMENT
C293:ERI 2013 BRANCH CABLE REPL, PART 1
C450: 2015 BRANCH CABLE REPLACEMENT
C453:2015 PBR PROACTV CBL RPL 2OF4
C453:2015 PBR PROACTV CBL RPL 3OF4
C453:2014 PBR PROACT Cbl Rep - OH
C502:ERI 2012 BRNCH & FEEDER CBL RPL
C751:2013 ERI BRNCH CBL RPL D3367869764
C855:2012 ERI BR CBL REP D3512970503,
C855:2012 ERI BRANCH CABLE REPL D145597
C855:2012 ERI BRNC CBL REP D3512670499
C922: 2013 ERI BRANCH CABLE REPLACE PH 1
C922: 2013 ERI BRANCH CABLE REPLACE PH 2
C293:ERI 2013 BRANCH CABLE REPL, PART 1
C855: 2015 Branch Cable Replace.
C855: 2015 BRANCH CABLE REPLACEMENT
C350:ERI 2010 FEEDER CBL REPL
C453: 2016 Branch Cable Replacement
C451: 2016 Branch Reconductor
C188: 2016 ERI Branch Cable Replacement
2016: C281 ERI Branch Cable Replacement
C539: 2016 ERI Branch Cable Replacement

Table 13: Tentative SDG&E SCADA Switch Projects in Northeast
DPSS #
156579-010
156579-030
156579-020
551920-020
252693-020
252693-010
257061-010
951060-010
352609-010
457756-010
355766-010

W.O. #
2950370
2950372
2950371
2444651
2959851
2959850
2964230
2918690
2979370
2390000
2303070

Project Name
C1094: 2011 SGDP SCADA EXP
C1094:2011 SGDP SCADA EXP - OH WORK
C1094:KEARNY SCADA WORK
C453:2015 PBR PROACTV CBL RPL 3OF4-OH
C488: KEARNY SCADA WORK (OH)
C488:ERI 2012 SCADA INITIATIVE-SECTIONAL
C543,BE: INSTALL PME3 SWITCH
C543: 2009 SGDP SCADA EXP Bernardo
C576:2013 ERI SCADA INIT- SECTIONALIZING
C595: 2014 SCADA INITIATIVE
C597:ERI 2013 SCADA INIT-SECTIONALIZING
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258128-020
258128-010
551794-010
555603-010
555603-020
555603-030
457752-010
457752-020
457750-010
457754-010
355753-010
355838-010
353436-010
457750-020
457754-020
060756-020

2965211
2965210
2443450
2479240
2479242
2479243
2384710
2384711
2384520
2389920
2302840
2303250
2382640
2384521
2389921
2942701

C910: KEARNY SCADA WORK (UG)
C910:2012 SCADA INITIATIVE & DOE SWI REP
CSL1 PBR Fuse Replacement
CRB1:2016 PBR WORST CIRC SAIFI CUTOVER
CRB1:2016 PBR WORST CIRC (OH RETAG)
CRB1:2016 PBR-INST GANG SWI/POLE CHG OUT
C970: 2014 SCADA INITIATIVE
C970: KEARNY SCADA WORK
C299: ERI 2013 SCADA INITIATIVE-UG
C599: 2013 ERI SCADA INITIATIVE-UG
C539:ERI 2014 SCADA INIT-SECTIONALIZING
C516: 2011 SGDP SCADA EXPANSION
C177:2013 ERI SCADA INIT SECTIONALIZING
C299: ERI 2013 SCADA INITIATIVE-OH
C599: 2013 ERI SCADA INITIATIVE-OH
C909,VC:2010 ERI SECT- INSTALL GANG SWI

Table 14: Tentative SDG&E DOE Switch Projects in Northeast
DPSS #
552807-010
552810-010
552811-010
862685-010
651135-010
651547-010
651546-010
059528-010
651723-010
651724-010
651725-010
651726-010
651727-010
7

W.O. #
2456970
2457060
2457170
2915170
2510240
2530730
2530650
2941430
2542540
2542770
2543010
2543300
2544300

Project Name
C925: 2015 REPLACE DOE SWI
C513: 2015 REPLACE DOE SWI
C294: 2015 REPLACE DOE SWI
C935:DOE SWITCH REPL
C500: Replace DOE Switch
C475: DOE SWITCH REPLACEMENT
C456: DOE SWITCH REPLACEMENT
C284: DOE SWITCH REPLACEMENT
C932: 2016 DOE SWITCH REPL
C915: 2016 DOE SWITCH REPL
C922: 2016 DOE SWI REPL
C913:REPL 4WAY SWI W/4WAY SCADA
C913: INSTALL A PME-11

Project Deferral Benefit Calculation
7.1

LNBA Tool Deferral Benefit Calculation

In Demo B, DERs are considered able to defer distribution upgrades by reducing load
such that they mitigate the problem that is the driving the need for a distribution upgrade. The
diagram below provides an example of the simple case of a forecasted overload on a distribution
facility which would typically require a distribution capacity upgrade.
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Figure 14: Visualization of Project Deferral

The upper chart depicts a DER’s ability to delay, for three years, a forecasted overload by
reducing peak load by 5 MW. The lower chart depicts the effect of this delay on the timing and
quantity of capital investment for the distribution capacity upgrade project which mitigates the
overload. Note that the project cost is nominally larger after the three year deferral due to
inflation of material and labor.
The ratepayer benefit of a deferral is primarily a result of the cost to capitalize such an
investment: the present value of raising capital in year 4 instead of year 1. The quantity of this
benefit is calculated in Demo B using the Real Economic Carrying Charge (RECC) method, per
commission direction.33 In this method, a RECC factor is multiplied by the original upgrade
project capital cost to yield the benefit of a one year deferral. This factor, expressed below, is a
function of the utility’s cost of capital and the life of the capital asset as well as inflation.

RECC factor:34
RECC =

.

i=inflation, r=discount rate, N = life of the capital asset
The RECC factor multiplied by the original capital investment does not fully capture all
of the ratepayer savings from a deferral. This is because the actual amount recovered from
33

5/2 ACR, p. 30, “Compute a total avoided cost…Use the Real Economic Carrying Charge method.”

34

This is calculated in the LNBA Tool, Project Inputs & Avoided Costs tab, Row 117.
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ratepayers for the original capital investment is always greater than the project cost. The revenue
requirement, or RRQ, effectively charged to ratepayers includes various other costs such as
taxes, franchise fees, utility authorized rate of return, and overheads. These general cost factors
are captured in a RRQ Multiplier, which is applied to the result of (the capital investment x the
RECC factor). The RRQ Multiplier may vary for different projects, for example, where different
types of equipment are treated differently in tax accounting.
Finally, ratepayers also see a benefit associated with reduced annual O&M activities
required of a new distribution facility. This O&M expense is a direct pass thru to customers, and
therefore it is not multiplied by the RECC factor or the RRQ Multiplier. Since O&M costs are
incurred in the year they are performed, lifetime O&M is also subject to inflation. The complete
expression of ratepayer benefit associated with a one-year deferral is thus

Deferral Benefit = [original project cost] x [RECC Factor] x [RRQ Multiplier] + [levelized
annual O&M]
For a multiple-year deferral, the yearly deferral value beyond the first year is simply
discounted to a present value using a discount factor derived from the same discount and
inflation rates used in the RECC factor.35
7.2

Inputs and Outputs

This section provides an overview of the primary LNBA Tool inputs, outputs and settings
related to the deferral benefit calculation. Additional description of these inputs, outputs and
settings as well as others are provided in Appendix 2 “LNBA Guide” file. Major inputs related to
the deferrable project are summarized below. These are categorized as either Universal Inputs
analysis or Project Specific Inputs.

35

This total deferral benefit is calculated in the LNBA Tool, Project Inputs & Avoided Costs tab, Rows
152-161.
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7.2.1

Universal Inputs

Table 15: Universal Inputs into the LNBA Project Deferral Value Calculator
Name

36

Description

Source

Discount Rate

Location in
LNBA Tool
Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;
C5

Used for various
financial calculations.

RRQ
Multiplier

Settings;
C13:E28

Converts capital cost to
revenue requirement.

Equipment
Inflation Rate
O&M
Inflation Rate
Book Life

Settings;
F13H28
Settings;
I13:K28
Settings;
L13:L28

These are set at a
standard 2%
These are set at a
standard 2%
Used to calculate RECC.

These are set to the
IOUs’ commissionapproved Weighted
Average Cost of
Capital (WACC).36
These are calculated
using historical
averages for similar
projects with similar
assets
Standard Assumption

O&M Factor

Settings,
M13:O28

Used to determine
annual O&M savings for
associated with a
deferral. These are
annual O&M for a type
of equipment as a
percent of its capital
cost.

Standard Assumption
These are obtained
from FERC
Accounting
Standards
(Deprecation life
cycles) for each asset
type
These are derived
from the SDG&E
approved rule 2
tariffs for alternate
service (what we
would charge
customers to account
for O&M)

CPUC Decision D.12-12-034 set the currently applicable WACCs for each IOU.
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7.2.2

Project-Specific Inputs

Table 16: Project Specific Inputs into the LNBA Project Deferral Value Calculator
Name
Project
Identifiers
Equipment
Type
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Location in
LNBA Tool
Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;
Rows 18 and 19
Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;
Row 20

Project Cost

Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;
Row 27

Cumulative
MW
Reduction
Needed

Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;
Rows 33-47

Project
Install/Commi
tment Year

Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;
Row 30

Project Flow
Factors

Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;
Table at C53

Loss Factors

Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs;

Description

Source

Used to identify each
project.

N/A

Used to select RRQ
Multiplier, Book Life,
and O&M Factor for a
project
Used to calculate
deferral benefit. The
tool evaluates low (x0.7)
and high (x1.5)
sensitivities, reflecting
uncertainty in the cost
estimate. These are
derived from cost
estimating standards.37
Used to define amount
of load reduction needed
to achieve deferral.

N/A

Compared with DER
Install Year to check
whether a project can be
deferred by a DER; also
used to evaluate
duration of a deferral.
Used to identify
upstream projects and
the extent to which
they’re impacted by load
reduction at downstream
project locations
Used to translate Hourly
DER Profile to an actual

Per 5/2 ACR, each
IOU used “existing
approaches for
estimating costs of
required projects.”

LoadSEER 10 year
12/24 dynamic
forecast reporting tool
less the existing
capacity
Derived based on
projected overloads.

Percent of MWh
provided by
downstream project
relative to the
upstream projects
needs
SDG&E specific
system average loss

Specifically, the low and high sensitivities reflect a Class 4 estimate as described in the American
Association of Cost Estimating recommended practice 17R-97, available at:
http://www.aacei.org/toc/toc_17R-97.pdf.
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Table at C67

impact on loading at the
location of the problem
that causes a deferrable
project to exist.
Used to define profile of
required DER load
reduction to achieve
deferral.

Load
Profile/Need
Profile

AreaPeaks;
tables at rows
16-8775

Threshold

AreaPeaks; Row
13

7.2.3

Defines the threshold
above which an
overload is assumed to
occur in the Load
Profile/Need Profile.

factors for T&D
calculated in 2016
LTPP Scenario Tool
Equal to the
Cumulative MW
reduction Needed
Calculated with
LoadSEER forecasts
minus the existing
capacity.
The Rated Capacity of
the equipment
projected to overload

DER Inputs

Major inputs related to the deferrable project are summarized below. These are the
primary inputs that DER providers or stakeholders would use to evaluate various DER
alternatives.
Table 17: DER Inputs into the LNBA Project Deferral Value Calculator
Name
DER Location

Location in
LNBA Tool
DER Dashboard,
F4

DER Useful
Life
DER Install
Year

DER Dashboard,
F6
DER Dashboard,
F7

Defer T&D to
this year

DER Dashboard,
F8

DER Type

DER Dashboard,
K3

Description

Source

Used to identify the primary
deferrable project which the DER is
downstream from.
Used to calculate lifecycle avoided
costs.
Used to determine which projects
are deferrable and for various
avoided cost analyses.
Used to identify the DER load
reduction requirement associated
with the deferrable projects
upstream of DER Location. If set to
2025, for example, the tool checks
whether the Hourly DER Profile is
sufficient to mitigate the problem
causing upstream deferrable
projects to exist in 2024 and prior
years.
Used to determine renewable
integration costs.

User Input
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User Input
User Input
User Input

User Input

Hourly DER
Profile

DER Dashboard,
F57:F8816

Dependability
in local Area

DER Dashboard,
F5

7.2.4

Hourly load increase/decrease
associated with a DER solution.
Should be constructed using 2015
calendar and a 1:10 weather year.
Use this to easily scale the DER
profile up or down.

User Input

User Input

Tool Settings

In addition to inputs, the LNBA Tool has a variety of settings that will determine how
certain calculations are made. Major settings and default values are described below
Table 18: LNBA Project Deferral Value Calculator Tool Settings
Name
T&D Value
Basis

Location in
LNBA Tool
DER Dashboard,
E13

Case to use
for allocated
hourly costs
Include or
Exclude
Deferral
Value

Project Inputs
and Avoided
Costs, C8
DER Dashboard,
I24:I33

Include
Component

DER Dashboard,
D41:D49

7.2.5

Description

Default

“Allocation-based Average vs
“Requirement-Based
Threshold”, "Allocation based
average" assigns value even if
the peak reduction is
insufficient for deferral”
Select whether to use the base
cost or the high or low
sensitivities.
Manually include or exclude
T&D deferral value associated
with deferrable projects
upstream of DER Location.
Default: Include
Manually include or exclude
LNBA components in LNBA
results.

Requirement-based
threshold

Base
Include

Include

Outputs

The primary LNBA Tool output is lifecycle DER avoided cost, which is provided in total
as well as broken down by component in the table in the DER Dashboard tab at cell I50. This
includes the T&D deferral benefit component, which is provided explicitly at cell M45.
7.3

Calculating Transmission Benefits

The tool is capable of evaluating a transmission project deferral opportunity in the same
way that distribution projects are evaluated in Demo B. The same inputs are required, primarily
the timing and cost of a deferrable project and the DER load reduction profile required to achieve
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that deferral. The May 2, ACR specifically directs the utilities to evaluate the transmission
component of LNBA by quantifying the co-benefit value of ensuring that preferred resources
relied upon to meet planning requirements in the California ISO’s approved 2015-2016
Transmission Plan38 materialize as assumed. However, Section 7.3 of the 2015-2016
Transmission Plan does not provide sufficient information to do this analysis. Specifically, it
does not identify projects which would be required in the absence of those preferred resources or
the associated project costs. It also does not provide information needed to develop DER load
reduction requirements. In lieu of analyzing specific transmission deferral benefits, the LNBA
Tool includes a generic system-wide transmission benefit input for users to define.39 Note that
this input is per kW of the DER type that is being analyzed (e.g., per kW of PV). The default
transmission value is set to zero, consistent with the default value found in the Public Tool
developed in the NEM Successor Tariff Proceeding (R.14-07-002).
SDG&E recognizes the potential for DER to defer certain transmission projects, and as
explained above, the LNBA tool does allow for a specific transmission project deferral
calculation given a specifically identified transmission project. Unlike the sensitivity study in
section 7.3 of the California ISO’s 2015-2016 Transmission Plan, which lacks specific system
needs and specific project details, section 7.2 of the California ISO’s Annual Transmission Plan
does identify and approve specific transmission projects and is currently the best source of
information to determine which, if any, transmission projects could be deferred by DER. For
purpose of Demo B, SDG&E reviewed the following approved CAISO transmission projects
located in Northeast and was unable to identify a DER transmission project deferral.
Pending Projects Located In Northeast District
Project Title
ISD
Driver
The higher line rating is required to mitigate P1P7 NERC violations identified in the Artesian
Upgrade TL633 Bernardo East 230kV study. This project is due to the
Rancho Carmel
Mar-18
Artesian Expansion project.
The contingency loss of Encina Bank 60 & 61
TL13820 Reconductor
combined with the loss of Carlsbad Repower
Sycamore Canyon generation on the 138kV system will overload
Chicarita
Dec-18
TL13820.
NERC P0 violations were identified on TL684
(ES-SM) when both Escondido peakers were
dispatched and there was high flows on P44 and
high imports through Imperial Valley. NERC P1
2nd San Marcos violations are also identified with the loss of
Escondido 69kV Line
Mar-20
TL684.
38

Available on the CAISO Website at: http://www.caiso.com/Documents/Board-Approved20152016TransmissionPlan.pdf.

39

Located in the LNBA Tool’s DER Dashboard tab at cell K6.
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2nd Poway - Pomerado
69kV Line

Jun-20

NERC P1 violations were identified on TL6913
(POM-PO) for the N-1 of TL23051.

SDG&E recommends the IOUs and stakeholders continue to participate in the future
California ISO’s Annual Transmission Planning Processes to identify and determine specific
projects that can be potentially deferred by DER. This will allow the LNBA working groups to
refine this initial approach, enabling a more detailed treatment of transmission benefits similar to
the detailed analysis of distribution benefits in Demo B.
7.4

System Level LNBA Components

As indicated in the LNBA overview, the system-level avoided cost module calculates the
values of DER services that are consistent regardless of a DERs location in a distribution system.
These values are commonly associated with conventional generators mainly derived from the
energy marketplace. These components include avoided energy, avoided generation capacity,
avoided GHG, avoided RPS, avoided ancillary services, and the renewable integration cost
adder.
7.4.1

Sources

The commission approved E3 avoided cost calculator version 1.040 41 and a revised
distributed energy resources avoided cost model (“DERAC”), were used to derive avoided
energy, system avoided generation capacity, avoided GHG, avoided RPS, and avoided ancillary
services. For each component sourced from the avoided cost calculator, an hourly profile is
provided for 31 years (2016-2047) in the ‘SystemAC’ tab of the LNBA tool. The source for the
renewable integration cost adder is the interim value adopted in 2014 from D.14-11-04242.
7.4.2

User Inputs in ‘DER Dashboard’ Tab of LNBA Tool

In order for the system-level avoided cost module to properly calculate the value of the
components, the user needs to provide basic DER information, value for benefits that the DER
can obtain, and a DER hourly profile. A user will be required to input these pieces of information
in the ‘DER Dashboard’ tab of the LNBA tool. These inputs will need to be defined in three
sections of the ‘DER Dashboard’ tab: ‘DER Settings and Full Local T&D Avoided Cost’, ‘DER
Avoided Costs’, ‘DER Hourly Shape and Calculations’.

40

Avoided Cost Calculator v1.

41

The use of the avoided cost calculator as the source for avoided energy, system capacity, GHG, RPS,
and ancillary services costs provides an estimation of those components based on publicly available
data.

42

Decision Conditionally Accepting 2014 Renewables Portfolio Standard Procurement Plans and an
Off-Year Supplement to 2013 Integrated Resource Plan, November, 24, 2014, pp. 61-63.
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7.4.3

‘DER Settings and Full Local T&D Avoided Cost’ Section

In the ‘DER Settings and Full Local T&D Avoided Cost’ section (Row 1) of the ‘DER
Dashboard’ tab, the user will need to select the DER location and DER type. In addition, the user
will need to define the dependability in the local area, DER useful life, DER install year, last
year of deferral, transmission avoided cost, and local RA multiplier. See Figure 15 for an
example the ‘DER Settings and Full Local T&D Avoided Cost’ section.
Figure 15: ‘DER Settings and Full Local T&D Avoided Cost’ section

7.4.4

‘DER Impact on Local T&D’ Section

In the ‘DER Impact on Local T&D’ section (Row 11), the user selects the T&D value
basis and the components to include in the calculation. Under the dropdown menu of the T&D
value basis, there are two options: requirement-based threshold and allocation based average. By
selecting the requirement-based threshold option, the DER hourly profile must be able to meet
the project need in order to obtain the T&D benefit. By selecting the allocation based average
option, the DER hourly profile does not need to meet the project need in order to obtain some
T&D benefit. In short, the T&D value basis dropdown allows the user to select whether or not
the DER solution receives partial T&D value when that solution does not meet the project needs.
7.4.5

‘DER Avoided Costs’ Section

The ‘DER Avoided Cost’ section (Row 37) contains two areas. In the ‘Include
Component?’ area, the user can select whether or not the DER solution will receive the benefit of
each component. Under the ‘Lifecycle Value from DER by Component ($)’ area, the ‘DER
Avoided Costs’ section provides outputs of total value ($) of the DER solution by component for
the contracted life. Figure 16 shows an example of the ‘DER Avoided Costs’ section.
Figure 16: ‘DER Avoided Costs’ Section
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7.4.6

DER Hourly Shape and Calculations Section

In the ‘DER Hourly Shape and Calculations’ section (Row 52), the user will need to input
a DER hourly output for the entire year (8760 hours). The hourly shape is entered in the yellow
highlighted cells (See Figure 17). In the ‘Hourly lifecycle unit avoided costs (hourly $/kW)’ area,
this area provides the hourly net present value by component for the contracted life of the DER
solution. This output with the hourly DER solution provides the information needed to calculate
the total value by component in the ‘DER Avoided Costs’ section.
Figure 17: ‘DER Hourly Shape and Calculations’ Example

7.5

System Level calculation of Avoided Energy Costs

The avoided cost of energy is defined as the total net present value of energy that does
not need to be procured at the system level due to the generation or savings of the DER solution.
Of note, there are line losses as energy is delivered from the system level to the distribution
level. Thus, one megawatt-hour (MWh) of energy at the distribution level would offset a higher
amount (e.g., 1.05 MWh) at the system level. In order to get the value of this offset energy, the
time, length, and amount of the energy of the DER solution needs to be known. For example, if
the DER solution provides one MWh of energy on January 1st, 2016 at 8 AM for one hour, the
corresponding energy price for that time is $27.59/MWh. Assuming that the line loss factor is
1.05, the value of this avoided energy is:
ͳͳ כ ݄ܹܯǤͲͷ ʹ̈́ כǤͷͻȀ ݄ܹܯൌ ̈́ʹͺǤͻ
7.6

Avoided Generation Capacity Costs

The avoided cost of generation capacity is subdivided into three different types: system,
local, and flexible capacity.
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7.6.1

Avoided System Generation Capacity

Avoided system generation capacity cost is defined as the total net present value of
generation capacity that does not need to be procured at the system level, due to the reduction of
needed capacity generated by the DER solution. Similar to system energy, there are losses
associated with providing generation capacity down to the distribution level. Thus, one megawatt
(MW) of generation capacity at the distribution level would offset a higher amount of generation
capacity (e.g., 1.07) at the system level. In order to calculate the value of the system generation
capacity, the time, length, and amount of the capacity of the DER solution need to be known. For
example, if the DER solution provides one MW of capacity on June 30th, 2016 at 3 PM for one
hour, the corresponding system capacity for that time is $0.0277/MWh, assuming a loss factor of
1.07, the value of this avoided system capacity is:
ͳͳ כ ݄ͳ כ ܹܯǤͲ Ͳ̈́ כǤͲʹȀ ݄ܹܯൌ ̈́ͲǤͲ͵
7.6.2

Avoided Local Generation Capacity

For local generation capacity, the IOUs were directed to use DERAC values;43 however,
DERAC does not include local generation capacity prices needed to evaluate benefits associated
with avoided local RA purchases. The LNBA Tool includes a generic “Generation Capacity LCR
Multiplier” so that a user can apply a local capacity premium to the DERAC system generation
capacity prices included in the LNBA Tool as appropriate.44 This value is defaulted to 1.
7.6.3

Avoided Flexible Generation Capacity

The avoided cost for flexible capacity is defined as the value of flexible capacity that
does not need to be procured from the offsetting flexible capacity provided by the DER solution.
In the LNBA tool, the value of flexible capacity was assumed to be $20 / kW-yr in 2016. For
future years, the $20 / kW-yr value was escalated by 5% each year. To calculate the value of the
avoided flexible capacity for a specific DER solution, the DER solution hourly profile is
assessed for a three hour ramp.
7.7

Avoided GHG, RPS, and Ancillary Service Costs

Avoided GHG, RPS, and ancillary services costs are defined as the total net present
values of each component that does not need to be procured at the system level (due to the DER
providing the corresponding offset to each component). For example, if a DER solution can
offset the need to procure a certain amount of RPS energy; the tool will calculate the value of the
avoided RPS energy. Parallel to calculations of avoided energy and system capacity costs, the
values of avoided GHG, RPS, and ancillary services are calculated by: summing the net present
43

5/2 ACR, table 2, Approved LNBA Methodology Requirements Matrix for Demonstration Project B
at p. 25, “Avoided Generation Capacity, System and Local RA, Use DERAC values.”

44

Located in the LNBA Tool DER Dashboard tab at cell K7.
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values (using the hourly DER values) and multiplying the corresponding hourly value for each
component on a per MWh basis.
7.8

LNBA Renewable Integration Cost

The renewable integration cost is dependent on the solution technology. For solar
sources, the renewable integration cost is $3 / MWh. For wind sources, the renewable integration
cost is $4 / MWh. All other technologies are $0 / MWh. To calculate total renewable integration
cost, the appropriate DER technology is selected. The $ / MWh cost is subsequently multiplied
by the total energy produced by the DER solution for its contracted life.
7.9

System Level Avoided Costs Calculator Example

The IOU’s thought that it may be useful to include an example calculation from the system level
avoided cost calculator to display how the utilities can value the various system level avoided
costs a specific DER resource may be able to provide. The chosen example DER is a 100kW
nameplate generator operating continuously for a 10 year period, and considered a 100%
renewable resource able to be credited for contributing to system RA. If a DER was able to
achieve these characteristics, the utilities would include the following values in their net benefit
analysis of deploying that particular DER.
LifecycleValuefromDERbyComponent($)
Energy
GenCapacity
AncillaryServices
CO2
RPS
FlexRA
IntegrationCost
SystemTransmission
TotalSystemLevelAvoidedCost

$250,874
$105,663
$2,232
$84,511
$107,105
$0
$0
$0
$550,384

Because the results of this type of analysis may be considered of significant value, and because
the current methodology focuses on a DER technology neutral analysis, a future refinement to
the LNBA tool that may provide more accurate results could be to include an analysis to
calculate the system level benefits of specific DER technologies. Accurate forecasting of a
DER’s generation output or reduction to load will help all stakeholders succeed in identifying
and implementing cost effective DER solutions. The development of accurate DER output
forecasting tools can be considered another potential long term refinement.
8

Conclusion

SDG&E would like to thank the members of the Demo B working group and the CPUC
Energy Division for the guidance provided during the development of the LNBA methodology.
In addition, SDG&E would like to thank More Than Smart for their leadership and facilitation of
the Demo B working group. SDG&E believes that the LNBA methodology developed and its
application to a DPA meet the requirements outlined in the Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling
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(ACR) issued May 2, 2016 and the revised ACR issued August 23, 2016. As the IOUs and
stakeholders move forward in refining the locational net benefit analysis for DERs as a part of
the ongoing Distribution Resources Plan proceeding, it is important to ask ourselves what we
envision as the end use of all the tools we have developed in Demo B. SDG&E believes that by
providing these tools to the public, we are providing the necessary transparency to allow DER
developers to properly assess the benefits that DER can provide as well as where DER can
provide locational benefits. However, SDG&E would like to remind stakeholders that the tools’
utility provided inputs (e.g., cost of capital, revenue requirement factors, energy pricing
forecasts, project cost estimates etc.) will need to remain confidential to avoid the unnecessary
disclosure of information that can lead to a market advantage. SDG&E looks forward to the
continued development of long term refinements of the LNBA methodology as identified in the
ACR and ensuring that SDG&E continues to provide reliable, safe and cost-effective service to
our customers.
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Appendix 1: Heat Map
http://www.sdge.com/generation-interconnections/interconnection-information-and-map
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Appendix 2: E3 LNBA Tool Documentation
LNBA Tool User Guide
Version 2.11, December 6, 2016
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This document is a quick user guide for the LNBA tool that calculates locational avoided costs
for utility local T&D projects, as well as avoided cost benefits for a load reduction shape. The
document is organized into three sections
1. Guide for DER stakeholders (DER users)
2. Additional info for utility staff (that populate the project cost-related inputs)
3. Methodology overview
The LNBA Tool is an excel spreadsheet that makes minimal use of VBA functions in order to
maintain transparency and understandability. There is one VBA function that is used for
interpolation of some inputs, and for that reason, VBA macros should be enabled when using this
tool.
The overall structure of the tool is summarized below.
1.

Tool Structure Overview

Tab

Function

DER
Dashboard

Interface tab
for DER
bidders

Project Inputs
& Avoided
Costs

AreaPeaks

Remapping

Description

Determines the total avoided cost benefits of DER by
location. Requires the user to select an area, and input an
8760 hours stream of DER load reductions (DER Output) in
kW. The DER output should match the weather and
chronology (weekdays/weekends) of the T&D information.
The dates of the T&D info and the weather data can be
found on the Remapping tab.
Utility inputs
Utility Inputs:
and calculation Project information such as cost and need for up to ten
of local T&D
projects as well as generic utility discount rate and default
deferral
inflation rate information. Also allows the utility to define
avoided costs
the links between areas to allow for quantification of the
benefits in the DER installation area, as well as other
affected T&D areas.
Results:
Base low and high case avoided costs by project and
aggregated for all projects affected by DER installed in the
area.
Utility inputs to Utility inputs of area loads (and peak threshold) or hourly
define the peak area needs.
need and
timing
Align system
Utility Inputs tab. Weather information by area is input in
avoided costs
order to allow the system avoided costs to be remapped to
with weather
more closely map the chronology (weekends) and
and chronology temperature characteristics of the T&D information.
of the local
T&D deferral
avoided costs
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Tab

Function

Description

SystemAC

Repository for
CPUC system
avoided costs
Inputs and
calculation of
avoided costs
for ramping
Various

Hourly system avoided costs. Values are from the 2016
Interim Update CPUC Avoided Costs.

FlexRA

Settings

Flexible Resource Adequacy Costs and timing of ramping
need period.
Contains lists for dropdown boxes and utility-specific
information that need only be updated on an annual basis.
Data includes equipment revenue requirement multipliers
and O&M costs as a percentage of direct costs. No projectspecific inputs.

The next section describes the inputs on the DER Dashboard with which a DER
stakeholder would interact.
2.

Guide for DER Users.

DER users will enter their project information in the DER Dashboard tab of the tool. The
user inputs are listed below. Yellow cells in the tool indicate user data inputs, orange cells
indicate drop-down selections.
DER User Inputs
Item
DER Location

Location
F4

Dependability
in Local Area

F5

DER Useful
Life
DER install
year

F20

Defer T&D to
this year

F21

F22

Note/Comment
Select the utility project area from the dropdown list. This
should reflect the planned physical location of the DER
installation. If there is more than one area that applies to the
location, select the most geographically specific choice. For
example, if the DER is being installed at UCLA, and the area
choices included Westwood and Los Angeles County, one
should select Westwood.
Factor used to de-rate the local DER capacity reduction
amount. 100% indicates that DER load reductions can be
relied upon as dependable. A value of, say 90%, indicates a
10% reduction to the DER impact of local capacity. This
factor is not applied to system benefits.
Number of years the DER is expected to persist. This is used to
calculate lifecycle system benefits for the DER
Year (e.g.,: 2017) that the DER would be operational and able
to reduce the area peak. If the DER would be operational after
the seasonal peak for the project area, enter the install year as
the following year.
DER will likely only be able to defer the local T&D investment
for fewer years than the DER expected useful life. Enter the
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Item

Location

DER Type
DER at Meter

Note/Comment
number of years of project need that the DER could avoid and
thereby allow deferral of the T&D project. The later the year,
potentially the larger the deferral benefit, but also the higher
the peak reduction need. The user can derive deferral years by
entering DER profile and checking against the required
electrical characteristics for each year, and can check the
deferral values incrementally for each year following the DER
install year.
K3
Indicate if the DER is a solar or wind project. This information
is used to assign integration costs to the solar and wind DER
based on lifecycle MWh production.
F57:F8816 DER output or load reduction at the customer meter or
installation site. Data is in kW and does not reflect upstream
losses. If the DER is weather sensitive, interacts with usage
schedules that vary between weekdays and weekends/holidays,
or is dispatchable, the user should take care that the values
correspond to the year chronology and weather being used by
the utility for defining the peak needs of each area. That
information can be found in the Remapping tab columns H
through M.

DER and Project Output
Item
T&D Value
Basis

Location
E13

DER Peak Reductions
kW Needed
D22:D33
Need after
Dependable
DER
Dependable
DER Reduction
Potential
Deferral Value
($)
Inclusion choice

E22:E33

Attributed
Deferral Value
Avoided Costs
Inclusion Choice

J22:J33

Note / Comment
Allows T&D value to be calculated in two ways.
Requirement-based threshold or Allocation-based threshold
differences are described in the methodology section
Maximum deficiency for each project from the DER Install Yr.
up to but not including the ‘Defer T&D to this year” input.
Maximum area need in the same year used for the “kW
Needed” after subtracting dependable DER load reductions.

F22:F33

kW Needed less “Need after Dependable DER”

H22:H33

Maximum value if all applicable projects can be deferred by
the DER up to the “Defer T&D to this year”

I22:I33

Setting to “exclude” will set the deferral value for the T&D
project to zero.
Total deferral value, based on the selection of T&D Value
Basis (Cell E13) and the inclusion choices.

D41:D49

Setting to FALSE will zero out the component in the table to
the right
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Item
Location
Lifecycle values H41:I48
- system
DER kW output statistics
DER Max
N20
Output (kW)
Minimum
M23:N23

Percentiles

M24:N26

Simple Average

M27:N27

PCAF Wtd
Average
HeatMaps
Heatmap cost
selection

M28:N28

DER Output

Note / Comment
Lifecycle costs and benefits provided by the DER.
Maximum of the hourly DER kW entered by the user in cells
F57:F8816
Minimum DER output during the peak hours. (Note that we
use the term “DER output” in this section, but this could also
apply to DER load reductions). If there is more than one
project affected by the DER, there may be more peak hours in
the “All Affected Areas” case, than the “Project Area” case.
This will happen if the other affected areas have peak timings
that differ from the project area. In that situation, the
minimum could be lower for the “All Affected Areas” case.
X% indicates DER output is BELOW this value during X% of
the peak hours.
Average DER output during the peak hours. Note that this is
not the same as the average DER output over the year.
Sum product of the DER hourly output and the hourly local
T&D costs divided by the sum of the hourly local T&D costs.

S2:AQ15

The user can display a heatmap for either the individual project
area costs, or the total costs for all affected areas. The costs
shown are totals by month and hour for local T&D only, and
do not include system components. The heatmap is useful for
illustrating the timing of the peak reduction need.
S19:AQ32 Heat map of the DER output or load reduction average kW by
month and hour

The next section defines additional data fields that the utilities will need to populate.
3.

Additional Data Inputs

This section summarizes the data that utilities would need to update for their projects.
The information is organized by spreadsheet tab.
Utility Inputs
Item
DER Dashboard
Transmission
Avoided Cost

Generation

Location

Note / Comment

K6

Total lifecycle system transmission avoided cost savings per
kW of DER output or reduction. Note that this is NOT per
kW of demand change at the transmission system level, so
losses should be accounted for in the entered value. Default is
zero.
The system avoided costs are from the CPUC 2016 Update.

K7
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Item
Capacity LCR
Multiple

Location

T&D Value Basis

E13

Note / Comment
If the generation capacity costs in the update differ over the
expected lifecycle of the DER, a value other than 1.0 can be
entered to scale up or down the attributed generation capacity
value. A value of 1.5 would increase the CPUC avoided
generation capacity cost by 50%. Default is 1.0.
Utilities have the choice in how to value peak reductions.
"Requirement-based threshold" assigns value for the project
area only if peak reduction is sufficient for deferral. For other
affected areas, value is based on the percentage of the kW
need that is met by the DER. The user can "exclude" other
affected projects to force the attributed value to zero.

"Allocation-based average" is based on expected reductions
and is not limited to discrete integer years of deferral.
"Allocation-based average" calculates value using peak
capacity allocation factors (see below for a description of
PCAFs).
Include or Exclude I24:I33
The utility can choose to exclude other affected areas from the
Deferral Value
valuation by selecting the “Exclude” option.
Include
D41:D49 Utilities can choose to exclude system avoided cost
Component
components by selecting the FALSE option.
Project Inputs & Avoided Costs
First load forecast C4
This sets the first year of hourly peak/need information for all
year
project areas.
Discount Rate
C5
Utility WACC, nominal. The revenue requirement multiplier,
equipment inflation rates, O&M inflation rates, and O&M
factors may vary by discount rate, so this input may also
affect the values that are used for those items.
Generic Default
C6
Used as the default for equipment and O&M annual inflation
Inflation Rate
in the Settings tab.
Case to use
C8
The LNBA tool allows for three sets of cost estimates to be
entered into the model. This dropdown indicates which set
should be used for the reported results on the DER Dashboard
tab.
Project information
Location identifier Row 18
User Text
Location mapping Row 19
User Text
Equipment Type
Row 20
Revenue requirement multipliers, equipment inflation rates,
O&M inflation rates, O&M costs, and project lifetimes are
stored in the LNGA tool according to Equipment Types.
This selection indicates which set of values are used.
Capital Cost
Row 27
Project capital cost. This value will be increased by the
($000)
revenue requirement multipliers to convert the values to
revenue requirement levels.
Cost Yr. Basis
Row 29
Indicates which year dollars are used for the Capital Cost
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Item

Location

Project
Row 30
install/commitment
year
Project Flow
E49:X10
Factors

Loss Factors

E64:X72

Area Peaks
Starting date and
time

B16

Area Peak / Need
(kW)
Threshold

Rows
16:8775
Row 13

Note / Comment
inputs. The Capital Costs are inflation adjusted as needed
based on this Cost Yr. entry.
Used to determine ability of DER to defer the project.
Projects with install/commitment years before the DER Install
Yr. are excluded from the valuation.
For each DER installation location (Column C), the utility
should enter each other project that can be affected by DER
installed at that location. Along with the identification, a flow
factor should be entered to indicate how the DER would
affect each project. The default flow factor is 100%,
indicating a 1kW reduction in net demand in the installation
area would translate to a 1kW reduction in the other affected
area. A value of 50% indicates that the other affected area
would only see half of the kW impact of the installation area.
In this section, the utility enters the loss factors from the DER
installation to the constrained utility equipment for the DER
installation area and any other affected projects.
Enter the timestamp for the start of the hourly information.
The utility can enter ten years of hourly data for each project
to reflect are growth and usage changes, but all of the input
data for all projects should match the weather and chronology
indicated by this timestamp. For example, if the first 24
hours are for a Wednesday in the first year, all years should
start with on a Wednesday. Furthermore if a heat storm
occurred on August 20th – 23rd in the first year, the loads for
all other years should also reflect a heat storm on August 20th
– 23rd.
Enter the project area kW demand or kW need for each hour.
If an area has kW demand entered, a threshold can be input in
this row to define the peak hours. Peak hours will consist of
all hours with demand above the threshold. If a value of zero
is input as the threshold, all hourly inputs above zero will
define the peak period.

SystemAC
This tab contains the CPUC 2016 Update hourly avoided
costs. (based on 2015 conditions and chronology) This will
not need revision for Demo B, but could be updated in the
future as needed for new system avoided costs.
Flex RA
Integration Cost
Adder ($/MWh)
Month

D3:D5
D7

The entered values are from D.14-11-042. This should not
need revision for Demo B.
Month when the maximum need for ramp occurred in 2015.
Used to define the hours of need for ramping. The choice of
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Item

Location

Day

D8

End of hour
interval before
ramp starts
Flex RA Value
($/kW-yr)
Remapping
Season definitions

D9

Note / Comment
ramp year should match the year used for the system avoided
costs
Day of the month when the maximum need for ramp occurred
in 2015.
Defines when maximum need for ramp occurred in 2015.

Row 12

Annual flexible resource adequacy value in $/kW-yr.

D4:D15

Metric to Use

H4

3-Day temp metric
settings
Remap system
costs?

H8:H10

Enter a value from 1 to 4 for each month to define up to four
seasons. Days will be binned according to these seasons, and
days will not be allowed to cross seasons in the remapping
process.
Select whether to use the Min/Max metric or the 3-day
weighted average metric for the remapping rankings.
If you are using the 3-day metric, enter the weight you would
like to assign to each day’s average temperature.
Set to FALSE to keep system avoided costs in original 2015
order. Default is TRUE.

Settings
Discount Rates

Revenue
Requirement
Multiplier

Inflation Rates
Book Life
O&M Factor
Default Loss

H12

C7:E7

Note that these are NOT used for discounting in the LNBA
Tool. The tool allows multipliers and escalation rates to be
linked to discount rates. These three cells define the three sets
of multipliers and escalation rates. The discount rates should
be entered in ascending order from left to right, to be
compatible with the interpolation routines used in the tool.
C13:E28 Used to scale project costs to revenue requirement levels.
Enter multipliers corresponding to the three discount rate sets.
If the active discount rate entered in the Project Inputs &
Avoided Costs tab does not match one of the discount rate
sets, the tool will interpolate if the active discount rate is
between two sets, or use the lowest or highest set values. The
tool will not extrapolate values.
F13:K28 The inflation rates are set to the default generic inflation rate
entered in the Project Inputs & Avoided Costs tab, but can be
manually overwritten.
L13:L28 The book life of the equipment type. This is used by the
RECC formula to determine the annual deferral value for the
equipment.
M13:O28 Multiplied by the project cost (before revenue requirement
multiplier) to define the annual incremental O&M cost for the
project.
C30
This value is used to avoid division by zero errors if a loss
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Item
Factor
Default Flow
Factor
Dashboard
Selection, etc.
4.

Location
C31
Column
S

Note / Comment
factor for a project has been not been entered.
This value is used to avoid division by zero errors if a flow
factor for a project has not been entered.
Used for dropdown choices in the tool. Do not edit.

Methodology
Deferral Value and Avoided Costs
Potential Deferral Value (DefValTotPot[p,a]) ($)

Potential deferral value is the present value (in the DER install year) of capital and O&M
deferral savings over the period of the DER install year up to, but not including the “Defer T&D
to this Year.”
DefValTotPot[p,a]

= DefValCap[p,a] + DefValOM[p,a]

Deferral value of capital project (DefValCal[p,a]) ($)
DefValCal[p,a] is the present value of capital deferral savings. The savings is for all projects (p)
that are affected by DER installed in area (a).
݈ܽܥ݈ܸ݂ܽ݁ܦሾǡ ܽሿ
ൌ
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ቈ

ሺͳ  ݀݅ܿݏሻ௬ିଵ

where
Inv[p]

= The capital investment adjusted to the nominal year dollars of the
DER install yr (adjusted by equipment-specific inflation factors)
= TDCapital *(1+esc[Inv])^(InstallYr – TDCostYr)

Esc[Inv]

= annual escalation rate for the investment equipment type

InstallYr

= Year the DER is to be installed under the base plan
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DefInstallYr

= Year the project will be built after deferral (Defer T&D to this year
input). For example, if the InstallYr is 2017, and the project will
be deferred three years, the DefInstallYr is 2020

TDCostYr

= The base year for the project cost estimate (nominal costs in this
year’s dollars)

RRMult

= Revenue requirement multiplier that adjusts the engineering cost
estimate for the capital project to total revenue requirement cost
levels. The adjustment reflects cost increases from factors such as
corporate taxes, return on and of investment, property taxes,
general plant, and administrative costs.

RECC

= Real economic carrying charge. RECC converts capital cost into
an annual investment cost savings resulting from a discrete period
of deferral. The formula is shown below where r is the nominal
discount rate, i is inflation, and n is the lifetime of the capital
project.
ܴ ܥܥܧൌ

ሺ ݎെ ݅ሻ
ሺͳ  ݎሻ

ሺͳ  ݎሻ ሾሺͳ  ݎሻ െ ሺͳ  ݅ሻ ሿ

Deferral value of avoided incremental O&M (DefValOM[p,a]) ($)
DefValOM[p,a]

= Present value of the incremental O&M that would be avoided by
project deferral. The O&M is for all projects (p) that are affected
by DER in area (a). The O&M is escalated each year by the O&M
inflation rate, and discounted to present value dollars using the
utility discount rate.

ܯܱ݈ܸ݂ܽ݁ܦሾǡ ܽሿሻ
௦௧ିூ௦௧

ൌ


௬ୀଵ
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ݒ݊ܫሾሿ ݎݐܿܨܯܱ כሾሿ    כሺ
ሻ
ͳݎ

Where
OMFctr[inv]

= O&M Factor for the investment type

OMesc[inv]

= O&M escalation rate for the investment type

Lifecycle value for system components (LifeCycleValue)
Present value benefits of the DER over its useful life. Energy, Gen Capacity, Ancillary Services,
CO2, and RPS are based on the CPUC 2016 Avoided Cost Update hourly values, and use the
formula below:
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Where
SystVal[c,yr,h’]

= System avoided cost in $/kWh for component c, in year yr, and
hour h’.

c

= the avoided cost component. Energy, Gen Capacity, Ancillary
Services, CO2, and RPS are from the CPUC avoided cost model.
Avoided costs are at the secondary voltage level and already reflect
losses.

SystVal[flex,yr,h’]

= System avoided cost for flexible capacity value
= FlexRACap[yr] *FlexRAAlloc[h’]

FlexRACap[yr]

= Flexible RA Capacity value in $/kW (utility input on Flex RA tab)

FlexRAAlloc[h’]

= Hourly allocation factor for ramping, remapped to match weather
and chronology of Local T&D area peak loads and weather. The
allocation factor assigns a value of 100% to Nov 16, 2015 hour
ending at 6pm, and negative 100% to Nov 16, 2015 hour ending
3pm. The net effect is a Flex RA capacity benefit for reduced
ramp (6pm demand being lower than 3pm demand.) Note that the
day may be moved to align 2015 conditions with local T&D
conditions (see description of h’).

f

= Nominal utility discount rate

h

= hour

h’

= hour index, remapped to align 2015 system weather and
weekday/weekend chronology to better match the weather and
chronology of the local T&D hourly area peak/need.

EUL

= Expected useful life of the DER in years (user input)

IntegValue

= Present value of annual DER kWh output multiplied by the
integration cost in cell K4, divided by 1000 (as the integration cost
is in $/MWh). Discounting is done at the utility nominal discount
rate.

TValue

= System transmission capacity value is the input from Cell K6
multiplied by the DER maximum output.

Calculation of Project Need and DER Peak Reduction
Need after Dependable DER (Need_after_DER[p])
The kW needed after subtracting dependable DER load reductions.
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Need_after_DER[p] = Max(AreaLoad[p][y][h] – Threshold[p] – DERkW[h]
*Dependability /LossFactor[p,a] *FlowFactor[p,a])
Where
p

= project

a

= area where DER is installed

p,a

= project area p, when DER is installed in area a.

AreaLoad

= hourly project area load, or deficiency amount.

Threshold

= kW above which there is an area deficiency. This entry is
dependent on how the AreaLoad in input. In many cases the
AreaLoad is entered as hourly deficiencies, in which case the
Threshold would be zero.

DERkW[h]

= DER reduction or output in each hour h. The output is before
T&D losses

LossFactor[p,a]

= Ratio of (1) DER impact at project p to (2) DER output in area a.

FlowFactor[p,a]

= Derating factor if 1kW of DER demand reduction in area a does
not translate to 1kW of demand reduction for project p. Default is
100% (no deration). If a value other than 100% is used, care
should be taken to not double count impact reductions in the
LossFactor.

Dependability

= Dependability of DER is typically a low impact issue when
looking at system-wide DER implementation because of the large
diversity offered by large numbers of installations. Expected DER
output is generally sufficient for estimating system-wide impacts.
However, at smaller local distribution areas, the installations of
DER will be smaller in number and the “safety” of the joint output
of large numbers of devices will diminish. Therefore, the
dependability of DER is a more important factor for smaller local
distribution areas. In addition, DER that are weather dependent
(such as PV) will be subject to common “failure” modes as the
weather could impact all units in an area simultaneously.
Therefore, the dependability of weather sensitive DER (both future
and existing) is important as the penetration of the DER in an area
increases.

Dependable DER Reduction
Dependable_DER_Reduction

=

kW_Needed[p] – Need_after_DER[p]

Where
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kW_Needed[p]

= Max over deferral years (AreaLoad[p][y][h] – Threshold[p])

Attributed Deferral Value
Attributed value for requirement-based threshold
For the project where the DER is installed (row 22), the Attributed Deferral value equals
the Potential Deferral value if the kW reduction is Sufficient for Deferral (Cell G22 = TRUE).
Otherwise zero.
For other affected projects (rows 24 and below), the value is the Potential Deferral (Col
H) value multiplied by the ratio of the Dependable DER Reduction (Col F) divided by the kW
Needed (Col D). The ratio is limited to not exceed 100%, and any project can be manually
excluded by entering ‘Excluded” in column I.
Attributed value for allocation-based average (AllocVal[a])
Value is based on expected reductions and is not limited to discrete integer years of
deferral.
The Attributed Deferral value is calculated using peak capacity allocation factors
(PCAF)for each affected local T&D area.
଼
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ୀଵ

Where
DERkW[h]

= DER reduction or output in each hour h. The output is before
T&D losses
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TDperkW[p]

= DefValCap[p]/ Need[p][DeferedYr-1]

Need[p][DeferedYr-1]

=
Total peak reduction need (kW) for project p in the last
year to be deferred.

LossFactor[p,a]

= Ratio of (1) DER impact at project p to (2) DER output in area a.

FlowFactor[p,a]

= Derating factor if 1kW of DER demand reduction in area a does
not translate to 1kW of demand reduction for project p. Default is
100% (no deration). If a value other than 100% is used, care
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should be taken to not double count impact reductions in the
LossFactor.
PCAF

= Peak capacity allocation factor to assign relative weights to each
hour in the peak period. The sum of the PCAFs for any year sum
to 1.0.
ܲܨܣܥሾǡ ݎݕǤ ݄ሿ ൌ

ݔܽܯሺͲǡ ݀ܽܮሾǡ ǡ ሿ െ ݄݄ܶݏ݁ݎሾሿሻ
െ ݄݄ܶݏ݁ݎሾሿሻ

σ଼
ୀଵ ݔܽܯሺͲǡ ݀ܽܮሾǡ ݎݕǡ ݄ሿ

Load[p,yr,h]

= Hourly load or need in the project area, in the year.

Thresh[p]

= Threshold for defining the peak hours for the project area. If the
Load represents need, then Thresh would be zero. Otherwise all
hours with load above Thresh would be considered peak hours.
Hourly Local T&D Costs (HourlyTD[a][h], HourlyTDAll[a][h])

Deferral value allocated to hours of the year based on the hourly PCAFs. Shown in N57:O8816
of the DER Dashboard.
HourlyTD[a][h]

= Hourly local T&D costs for the project area where DER would be
installed
= DefValCap[a] * AllocTDl[a][h]

HourlyTDAll[a][h] = Hourly local T&D Costs for all projects affected by DER in area a,
that have not been explicitly excluded.
= Sum of all DefValCap[p,a] * AllocTD[p][h]
Other
Remapping process (h’)
We expect that local area peak or need hourly information may be based on a year that
differs from the 2015 year used for the CPUC system avoided cost development. To
accommodate differing base years, the LNBA tool remaps days to better align the system
avoided costs and local T&D peak/need (DER shapes are assumed to match the local T&D
peak/need year). To do this, the LNBA tool calculates a temperature metric to rank days within
user specified seasons, and recognizing weekdays and weekend/holidays.
The system avoided cost information is based on 2015. For discussion purposes, assume
the local T&D hourly area peak/load information is for 2013. The remapping process follows
the following process
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1. Calculate peak temperature metrics for each day based on daily temperature information (min
temp, max temp, average temp). The metric can vary by utility, and is meant to reflect
weather conditions that drive peak usage (e.g.,: heat storms, lack of evening cooling, etc).
There are two temperature metric options in the tool
a) The three day weighted average metric equals 60% of the current day average
temperature plus 20% of the prior day average temperature plus 10% of the average
temperature for two days prior.
b) The Min and Max temperature metric equals (0.7 x max) + [(0.003 x min) x (max-1)] +
[(0.002 x (min-1)) x (max-2)]
2. Define up to four seasons (assign months to seasons)
3. Classify each day in 2015 and 2013 to “bins” defined by weekdays/weekend-holiday/season.
4. Rank the 2015 and 2013 days in each bin in descending order of the temperature metric.
5. For each bin (workday/weekend-holiday, season), map the highest ranked temperature metric
day for 2015 to the highest ranked temperature metric day for 2013. Map the second highest
2015 day to the second highest 2013 day, etc. If there are more 2015 days in the bin than
2013 days, the lowest ranked 2015 days would be discarded. If there are fewer 2015 days in
the bin than 2013 days, the lowest ranked 2015 day would be replicated as needed.
6. Assemble a new 8760 of system avoided costs (2015 original basis) that now reflect a 2013
basis, using the day mapping from above, and calibrate the total over the year so that the sum
of the remapped avoided costs match the original avoided costs.
For Flex RA, the sum of the absolute values is used for calibration because the simple
summation totals zero. If the ramp day is discarded during the remapping process, errors will be
returned. In that case, an alternate ramp day should be designated in the Flex RA tab.
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Appendix 3:
ACR to Final Documents Table
Requirement

DPA
Selection/Projects for
Deferral

LNBA Methodology
Requirements

ACR

Document

Location in
Document

4.1; pg. A24

Final Report

Chapter 3

4.3; pg. A26A28

Final Report;
(See also LNBA
Tool)

Chapter 7,
Appendix 2, (LNBA
Tool)

4.3; pg. A27A28

Final Report

Chapter 7,
Appendix 2, (LNBA
Tool)

4.4.1 (1)(A); pg.
A29

Final Report

Chapter 2,
Downloadable
Dataset

4.4.1 (1)(B)i; pg.
A29

Final Report,
Downloadable
Dataset

Chapters 4, 5, 6,
Downloadable
Dataset

4.4.1 (1)(B)ii;
pg. A29

Final Report,
Downloadable
Dataset

Chapter 4,
Appendix 2, (LNBA
Tool)

4.4.1 (1)(B)iii;
pg. A29

Final Report,
Downloadable
Dataset

Chapters 4, 5, 6

4.4.1 (1)(B)iv;
pg. A30

Downloadable
Dataset

Chapter 4,
Downloadable
Dataset

4.4.1 (1)(B)v;
pg. A30

Final Report

Chapter 2, 4

ACR Description
In selecting which DPA to study, the IOUs were
instructed to, at minimum, evaluate one near-term
(0-3 year project lead time) and one longer-term (3
or more year lead time) distribution infrastructure
project for possible deferral. This guidance ruling
expands the scope of the Demo Project B to require
demonstration of at least one voltage support/power
quality- or reliability/resiliency-related deferral
opportunity in addition to one or more capacityrelated opportunities. Both types of opportunities
may be located in the same DPA, but if the DPA
selected by any IOU does not include noncapacityrelated opportunities, the IOU must evaluate a
noncapacity project in another DPA.
The approach is to specify a primary analysis that
the IOUs shall execute and a secondary analysis that
the IOUs may execute in addition to the required
analysis. Consistent with the Roadmap staff
proposal, the primary analysis shall use DERAC
values, if available, for system-level values. For the
primary analysis, the IOUs are directed to develop
certain system-level values that are not yet included
in the DERAC (e.g., Flexible RA, renewables
integration costs, etc.) to the extent feasible.
Primary Analysis

Table 2

LNBA Specific Requirements

Project Identification

List of Locations for
Projects

Cost of Projects

Time Horizon of
System Upgrade
Needs

List of Electric
Services from
Projects
DER capabilities to
provide Electric
Services

The IOUs shall identify the full range of electric
services that result in avoided costs for all locations
within the DPAs selected for analysis. The values
shall include any and all electrical services
associated with distribution grid upgrades identified
in (i) the utility distribution planning process, (ii)
circuit reliability improvement process and (iii)
maintenance process.
Develop a list of locations where upgrade projects,
circuit reliability, or maintenance projects may occur
over each of the planning horizons to the extent
possible
Use existing approaches for estimating costs of
required projects identified
System upgrade needs identified in the processes
should be in three categories that correspond to the
near term forecast (1.5 – 3 year), intermediate term
(3-5 year) and long term (5-10 year) or other time
ranges, as appropriate and that correspond to current
utility forecasting practice. A fourth category may be
created employing “ultra-long-term forecast” greater
than 10 years to the extent that such a time frame is
supported in existing tools.
Prepare a location specific list of electric services
associated with the planned distribution upgrades,
and present these electric service needs in machine
readable and map based formats.
For all electrical services identified, identify DER
capabilities that would provide the electrical service.
As a starting point, consider all DER derived from
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standard and ‘smart’ inverters and synchronous
machines.

Specifications of
System Upgrade
Needs

Compute Avoided
Cost

Distribution System
Services Conservation Voltage
Reduction and
Volt/VAR
optimization

Transmission CapEx

Line Losses

Fexible Generation

Avoided Energy LMPs

Avoided Costs Renewable
Integration, Societal,

A description of the various needs underlying the
distribution grid upgrades; Electrical parameters for
each grid upgrade including total capacity increase,
real and reactive power management and power
quality requirements; An equipment list of
components required to accomplish the capacity
increase, maintenance action or reliability
improvement; Project specifications for reliability,
maintenance or capacity upgrade projects identified
by the utilities shall include specifications of the
following services as applicable: Voltage Control or
Regulation, Reactive Supply, Frequency Regulation,
Other Power Quality Services, Avoided Energy
Losses, Equipment Life Extension, Improved SAIFI,
SAIDI and MAIFI results
Compute a total avoided cost for each location
within the DPA selected for analysis using the Real
Economic Carrying Charge method to calculate the
deferral value of these projects. Assign these costs to
the four avoided cost categories in the DERAC
calculator for this location. Use forecast horizons
consistent with the time horizon above.
To the extent that DER can provide distribution
system services, the location of such needs and the
specifications for providing them should be
indicated on the LNBA maps. This analysis shall
include opportunities for conservation voltage
reduction and volt/VAR optimization. Additional
services may be identified by the Working Group.
For avoided costs related to transmission capital and
operating expenditures, the IOUs shall, to the extent
possible, quantify the co-benefit value of ensuring
(through targeted, distribution-level DER sourcing)
that preferred resources relied upon to meet planning
requirements in the California ISO’s 2015-16
transmission plan, Section 7.3, materialize as
assumed in those locations. The IOUs shall provide
work papers with a clear description of the methods
and data used. If the IOUs are unable to quantify this
value, they should use the avoided transmission
values in the Net Energy Metering (NEM) Public
Tool developed in R. 14-07-002.44
For the secondary analysis, use the DERAC avoided
capacity and energy values modified by avoided line
losses may be based on the DER’s specific location
on a feeder and the time of day profile (not just an
average distribution loss factor at the substation).45
The IOUs shall provide a clear description of the
methods and data used.
For the avoided cost of generation capacity for any
DERs which provides flexible generation, the IOUs
shall apply a method, such as the “F factor” which
has been proposed for the Demand Response Costeffectiveness Protocols.46 The IOUs shall provide
work papers with a clear description of the methods
and data used.
For the secondary analysis, the IOUs may also
estimate the avoided cost of energy using locational
marginal prices (LMPs) for a particular location, as
per the method described in SCE’s application. The
IOUs shall provide work papers with a clear
description of the methods and data used.
If values can be estimated or described related to the
avoided costs of renewable integration, societal (e.g.,
environmental) impacts, or public safety impacts, the
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4.4.1 (1)(B)vi(ad); pg. A30

Final Report,
Downloadable
Dataset

Chapters 4, 5, 6,
Downloadable
Dataset

4.4.1
(1)(B)vii(a-c);
pg. A31

Final Report;
(See also LNBA
Tool tab)

LNBA Tool

4.4.1 (1)(C); pg.
A31

Final Report

Section 2.2.1

4.4.1 (2) + (A);
pg. A31-A32

Final Report;
(See also LNBA
Tool tab)

Section 7.3

4.4.1 (3); pg.
A32

N/A

N/A, Demo B
LNBA
Methodology
focuses on the
Primary Analysis in
Table 2 of the ACR
only.

4.4.1 (4); pg.
A32

Final Report

Section 7.6.3

4.4.1 (5); pg.
A32

N/A

N/A, Demo B
LNBA
Methodology
focuses on the
Primary Analysis in
Table 2 of the ACR
only.

4.4.1 (6); pg.
A32-A33

Final Report;
(See also LNBA
Tool tab)

Section 2.2.6

and Public Safety

4.4.1 (7); pg.
A33

Final Report

Appendix 2

Software and Data
Access

IOUs shall propose their methods for including these
values or descriptions in the detailed implementation
plans
The IOUs shall provide detailed descriptions of the
method used, with a clear description of the
modeling techniques or software used, as well as the
sources and characteristics of the data used as inputs.
The IOUs shall provide access to any software and
data used to stakeholders, within the limits of the
CPUC’s confidentiality provisions.

4.4.1 (8); pg.
A33

Final Report

LNBA Tool and
Heat Maps will be
publicly available

DER Load Shapes
and Adjustment
Factors

Both the primary and secondary analyses should use
the load shapes or adjustment factors appropriate to
each specific DER.

4.4.1 (8); pg.
A33

Final Report

Appendix 2

4.4.2 (1); pg.
A33

Final Report

Appendix 1

4.4.2 (2) + (a);
pg. A33

Final Report

Section 3.2

5.1 (C); pg. A34

Final Report,
Downloadable
Dataset

Chapter 2, 4, 5, 6

5.1 (d) + (i-iii);
pg. A34-A35

Implementation
Plan - Done

See IOU's
Implementation
Plans

5.1 (d)(iv); pg.
A35

Implementation
Plan - Done

See IOU's
Implementation
Plans

Methodology
Description

Other Related LNBA Requirements

Heat Map

DER Growth
Scenarios

The IOU’s LNBA results shall be made available via
heat map, as a layer along with the ICA data in the
online ICA map. The electric services at the project
locations shall be displayed in the same map format
as the ICA, or another more suitable format as
determined in consultation with the working group.
Total avoided cost estimates and other data may also
be required as determined in the data access portion
of the proceeding.
The IOUs shall execute and present their LNBA
results under two DER growth scenarios: (a) the
IEPR trajectory case, as filed in their applications
(except that PG&E shall conform its PV forecast to
the IEPR base case trajectory); and (b) the very high
DER growth scenario, as filed in their applications.
The DER growth scenario used in the distribution
planning process for each forecast range should be
made available in a heat map form as a layer in
conjunction with the ICA layers identified earlier.
General Requirements

Equipment
Investment Deferral

Implementation Plan

Reporting

The IOUs shall identify whether the following
equipment investments can be deferred or avoided in
these projects by DER: (a) voltage regulators, (b)
load tap changers, (c) capacitors, (d) VAR
compensators, (e) synchronous condensers, (f)
automation of voltage regulation equipment, and (g)
voltage instrumentation.
The IOUs shall submit detailed implementation
plans for project execution, including metrics,
schedule and reporting interval. To the extent
practicable, the IOUs shall consult with the LNBA
working group on the development of the plan. The
plan shall be submitted to the CPUC within 45 days
of this ruling. The implementation plan shall
include: A detailed description of the revised LNBA
methodology; A description of the load forecasting
or load characterization methodology or tool used to
prepare the LNBA; A schedule/Gantt chart of the
LNBA development process for each utility,
showing: Any external (vendor or contract) work
required to support it; Additional project details and
milestones including, deliverables, issues to be
tested, and tool configurations to be tested; Any
additional resources required to implement Project B
not described in the Applications
A plan for monitoring and reporting intermediate
results and a schedule for reporting out. At a
minimum, the Working Group shall report out at
least two times over the course of the Demo B
project: 1) an intermediate report; and 2) the final
report.
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